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INTRODUCTION 

Usually the greatest expense of farming under irrigation, over that 
of farming in humid regions, lies in the costs of building and operating 
the irrigation system. Eventually, all or nearly all these costs are 
borne by the farmer himself in meeting the assessments of his or
ganized irrigation district, mutual company, or water users' associa
tion. Obviously, the farmer is seldom equipped to use technical data 

I Submitted (or publication J\fay 9, 1938. 
• This bulletin supe ,edes Depllrtment Bulletin 194, The Flow of Water in Irrigation Channels . 
• The author desire. •'I acknowledge indebtednesa to the various engineers and managers of irrigation, 

munlcipal, and power .",;tems who furnished data or permitted the testing of cnnals under their charge 
sometimes aiding in the tests; to the officers 01 the Bureau ot Reclamation who allowcd access to orIgInal
data on tests made by their staIT; and to engineers in foreign countries who have sent data concerning their 
own research. Acknowledgment is also made to the Burenu of Reclamation for photographs lIlustraUng 
typical conditions to aid in a complete understanding of recommended values for Kutter's n. Ob~ou8Iy, 
It was not feasible to take photographs of canals tested, without water In them. Tests were made during
the Might of the season when it was not feasible to turn the water out. 

84407"-30--1 
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such as are presented in this bulletin, but he is served by his engineer 
who is prepared to apply them to bring about economies reflected in 
those assessments. 

This bulletin treats of flowing water in irrigation and similar 
canals. It is based on field tests made to determine the retardation 
factors in severul formulas appli-:'l.ble to the various conditions found 
in practice. It is offered for use by engineers in designing, measuring, 
and operating irrigation, power, municipal, and simililr canals, and 
for courts and attorneys at law interested in cases involving the 
ca,rrying capacities of open artificial (lanaIs. 

This bulletin includes the results of many tests made since 1913 
under the direction of the author, those made by engineers of the 
United States Bureau of Reclamation generally following the pro
cedure laid down in Department Bulletin 194 (55) 4, and other ex
periments. The newer parLs contain more data for cannls conveying 
clear and muddy waters in slii)\;- aml poured-concrete sections, and 
canals of excessively sinucus line. The text includes comments per
tinent to the design and operation of open canals, These comments 
are the result of more than 25 years of observation on such channels. 

Department Bulletin 194 contained such observations as were avail
able on flumes of concrete, metal, and wood. Since then a special 
study of this type of channel has been made and embodied in a separate 
publication (57), copies of which may be obtained from the Superin
tendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., for 15 cents each. For 
that reason all tests on flumes and discussion thereof are omitted 
from this bulletin. Likewise, the longer discl):Jsiotl of methods and 
equipment and of basic formulas, found in r/epaiuAent Bulletin 194, 
are omitted as being fairly well-known by this time. Reference to 
that publication, which can be found' in many public and private 
engineering libraries, will refresh the mind 0;' the reader who cares to 
begin at the beginning. 

Irrigation systems are designed to supply certain quantities of 
water to the soil for use by crops. These predet.ermined qunntities 
of water must be carried in earth, concrete. wood, steel, masonry, 
cobblestone, or rock-cut channels. Very often one canal ,,,,ill include 
channels in several of these materials. Obviously, well-kept canuls 
of the smoother materials will convey water with less retardation 
than is possible by poorly kept channels or those of rougher sub
stance. In order to proportion correetly the size of the canal under 
any specific conditions anticipated, the extent to which the flow of 
water will be retarned by the character of the channel and other 
conditions must be known. This knowledge can come ~mly through 
actually measuring the flow and all the attendant cross sections and 
slopes, in canals operating under manifest conditions. 

NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE 

NOTATION 

Throughout this bulletin, the following symbols arc used to designate the same 
elements. Additional description and definition will be found in Nomenclature. 

A-The weighted mean arca of the water cross seeHon throughout the length 
of reach considered, in square feet. (Sec Nomenclature, weighted values.) Also 
used for area in the abstract. 

• Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 75. 
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a-The area. of any particular water cross section, usually given a subscript to 
identify the location and the corresponding elements. 

C-Coefficient in Chezy formula, V=C.,jRS. 
-, d-Depth of water in the channel, in feet, sometimes given a subscript to 

identify location as dh d2 , etc. 
dc-Critical depth. (See Nomenclature.) 
dn-Normal depth. (See Nomenclature.) 
E-The elevation of a point on the energy line (57), in feet, usnally given a 

subscript to identify location. E=Z+h=k+d+h. 
g-The gravitational constant =32.2 in English measures. 
H-Energy content=d+h. Bakhmeteff's "specific energy" (3).
HWin-Minimum energy cont.ent=d.+h•. 

h-Velocity head, assumed=;;, in feet;s the drop in elevation of the water 
surface necessary to generate the velocity under consideration. 

h.-Velocity head for Belanger's critical velocity, v., in feet. 
h,--Friction loss. The fan in the energy line, through the length of reach 

considered, in feet. The difference in the values of E at the two ends of the 
reach. For idealized steady uniform flow only, the fall in the energy line, in 
the water surface and in the channel bed are alike. The loss due to all hydraulic
roughness rather than perimeter-contact friction only. 

k-Elevation of canal bed above datum, in feet. 
L-Length of reach considered, measured along the bed slope, in feet. 
n-Coefficient of hydraulic roughness in Kutter's formula. (An indicator of 

the nature of the channel.) 
n'-Coefficient of hydraulic roughness in Manning's formula. 
p-Wetted perimeter in the abstract. 

p-Wetted perimeter, in feet, at a particular cross section, from which ~=r. 
p

Q-The amount of flow, in cubic feet per second, under consideration. Design
Q', the flow used as maximum capacity in the design of a canal or other structure. 

R-Mean value of hydraulic radius (rh T2, r3, etc.) through the reach con
sidered, in feet, for computation of roughness coefficients. Also R used for 
hydraulic radius or hydraulic mean depth, in the abstract. 

r-Hydraulic radius at a particular cross section, in feet, usually given a sub
script to identify location as Ti=~' 

PI 
S-The slope of the ener&y line (E line); always downward in direction of 

flow. The slope factor in flow formulas such as Kutter's. S=~ in feet per 

foot. Except in uniform flow, S is not the slope of the water surface. In idealized 
flow, it is parallel to and hence equal to slope of the surface and that of the channel
bed. 

s-Slope of the bed of the canal, usually downward. In design, 8 usually is 
computed as parallel to E line and to water surface for an assumed normal surfa.ce 
at capacity flow. 

T-Width of water surface at section under consideration, in feet. 
V-The mean velocity of the water through the reach under consideration, in 

feet per second. Approximates ~ if cross sections are ta.ken often enough so 

that mean area A closely approximates the mean value of a great ma.ny local 
areas (ah ~, CIa, etc.). In chutes, the swell of the water due to entrainment of 

air may annul the " .rtlnuity equation V=~. (See p. 53.) V is alBo used for 
velocity in the abstract. 

v--The average velocity of water in a local cross section, usually given a BUb

script to identify location, as VI=.2,
a, 

Z-Elevation of the water surfe~e above datum, in feet, usually given a. sub
script to identify location as Zh Z2, etc. 

WS-Watcr surface; usually sloping downward. May remain level though 
flowing fairly rapidly throughout length, L, say 1,000 feet. This emphasizes the 

• This is the usual Interpretation oC velocity head. Strictly speaking, it should be the mean vaJue oC 
the velocity heads (or all the elements of flow across the section, rather than the "eloclty head for the mean 
velocity across the soctlon. The true value msy be 15 percent or more In excess of /I as given here. 

http:surfa.ce
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fact that energy slope, S, is effective, not water slope. May rise abruptly, 
through the hydraulic jump. May rise and fall intermittently-above and below 
critical depth, either with or withou'fi the jump, for flow near critical depth in a 
uniform chanr,el. 

NOMENCLATURE 

In this bulletin certain words and phrases have special meanings 
not found in the ordinary dictionary. 

Canal: In the irrigated West, "canal" is the name usually applied to an irriga
tion channpl and "ditch" to a drainage channel, even relatively small channels. 
This usage is followed in the irrigation and drainage reports of the United States 
Bureau of the Census, especially as applying to main canals. Smaller channels 
leading from these are termed "laterals" and a still smaller distributary a "farm
er's lateral" or a "head ditch." Seldom is the word "canal" applied to any 
drainage channel. Canals and laterals are usually "designed." The digging of 
smaller farm laterals or head ditches is usually dependent on experience and the 
implements at hand. 

Critical depth: In design and operation, critical velocity (attributed to Belan
ger) and the rJ.epth at which this velocity holds are of importance. For any given 
section, quantity of flow, Q, and total energy, H, there are two dep,ths of water 
for which d+ h are identical. These are called the "alternate stages.' At critical 
depth, these two stages merge. For any other such value of H, there are two other 
depths that are also conjugate (57, p. 75.) Water at less than critical depth is flow
ing at shooting velocities and the channel usually becomes a "chute." If the depth 
is greater than the critical, velocities are streaming, subject to both the backwater 
curve and the drop-down curve. Shooting velocities are not subject to long back
water or drop-down curves, as ordinarilly considered. They do exist under the 
condition of accelerating flow, from critical velocity at the top of a chute to a much 
faster velocity that is the normal for the chute under consideration. Problems 
involving cond~tions mentioned in this paragraph are found in the design of spill
way channels protecting reservoirs and in steep channels (chutes) lowering a canal 
from one general elevation to another of. much less elevation. 

h,
Energy slope: The rate of fall of the energy line. S=y;' 

Energy line: The energy grade line. The locus of Bernoulli's summation, con
sidering losses; hence, the Eline. It should not be confused with water surface. 
For tapered flow the energy line is taken as straight for the reach being considered. ., 
If the taper is caused by checked water, the depth increases, velocity decreases, 
and the E line is slightly concave upward. If the velocity increases the Eline 
is slightly convex upward. 

Hydraulic roughness: Cause of loss of head in flowing water; includes influence 
of channel surface and alinement, mosses, silts, sands and all the other losses that 
go to make hydraulic ronghness different from mere channel surface friction. 

Normal depth: The depth of water at normal flow dn (see). The idealized depth 
resulting from computations for uniform flow. Some writers prefer "neutral 
depth" to avoid any confusion with "normal" meaning "at right angles to." For 
flow down steep chutes, depth is measured normal (at right angles) to the slope 
of the chute rather than vertically, Only in this connection can confusion arise 
in the use of normal depth as defined above. 

Normal flow: Uniform flow in a uniform channel, satisfying the solution for a 
flow formula, such as Kutter's. Under this condition, the bed slope, the water 
surface, and the energy line are parallel. Though useful in design, such uniform 
flow is seldom found in field experiments. Long, straight channels of uniform 
shape and uniform surface would develop this idealized flow. It should not be 
taken for granted in any field tests for values of n. Some writers prefer "neutral 
flow" to normal flow. 

Regime flow: Established condition with no scour and no silting in a canal built 
up of the silts conveyed in the water (32, 35, 37.) 

Shooting and streaming flows: See Critical depth. 
Weighted values: Throughout this bulletin values of local elements, such e.s 

a, r, etc., are weighted in the determination of corresponding mean values, A, R, etc. 
in accordance with the length of reach each local element influences. 
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CAPACITY FORMULAS AND ATTENDANT EMPIRICAL DATA 

Preceding a description of the methods, equipment, and results of 
field observation relating to the capacity of canals under various con
ditions, the formulas used in design of canals from the capacity stand
point must be shown in order to make c1ea,r the various hydraulic 
elements entering them and to disclose how the values of these ele
ments are developed from field measurements.6 

Although the conveyance of water in artificial channels was one 
of the earliest of engineering achievements, as yet no rational capacity 
formula (as substituting for an empirical formula) has been accepted. 
Therefore, the value of any recognized formula lies in the amount of 
empirical data, developed by the best of field experiments, that can 
be placea at the disposal of the engineer seeking the solution of a 
problem of flow. In all the formulas offered in the following pages, all 
elements are of assured measurable dimensions with the exception of 
the coefficient of roughness. Evaluation of this element, variable 
over a wide range, is the goal of experiments such as those listed in 
this bulletin. 

While seldom attained in canals under operation conditions, uniform, 
normal flow must be assumed in design, except in special locations 
where variations can be fully anticipated and provided for. 

EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR Ft,OW IN UNIFORM CHANNELS 

Ourrent best practice still warrants the use of the Chezy formula, 
viz: V=c.,jRS (1) 
with the values of C developed from careful field tests, in terms of the 
Ganguillet-Kutter formula (hereafter referred to as the Kutter 
formula) (23), 

1.811 +41.66+0.00281 I 
thus: 	 v= n S ..jRS (2) 

(1+(41.66+0'0o;81)..jR 

All the elements in this formula can be found from simple engineer
ing dimensions, except the value of n. It is the so-called coefficient of 
roughness, and was originally developed from 81 series of gagings on 
open channels. 

Many able hydraulicians of the past decade or two have advocated 
the use of the Manning formula as superior to that of Kutter.7 The 
reader desiring to pursue this idea is referred to the following authori

'It Is assumed that the reader is familiar with the essentials of the development of the Gangulllet-Kutter 
formula in 1869, to evaluate the element C in the Chezy formula of 1775, since it had been found that OWBS 
not a constant as assumed In the work of Chezy. The complete history of the development of "Kutter's 
formula as It is called in the United States is given by Gangniilct and Kutter (~S). and in some 01 the more 
elahorate works on hydraulics. Comparison with other formulas is made by Houk (30) and Gaby (fl, 

P'78~~~e readers will question the use of the Kutter formula in this revision instead of the Manningformuln.
With all its known faults, the Kutter formula is still used very generally for the design of canals and similar 
conduits (flumes, non pressure tunnels and the like) by organizations most familiar with hath formulas, such 
as the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. most of the organized irrigation districts of the United States, the vari
ous agencies building and operating canals in India and Argentina W, Peru, and Chile (46), South Africa, 
and Switzerland (He). In Italy (59,54,68) recent research work.has been carried on in the terms of Bszln 
(17) and Ganguillet-Kutter (commonly referred to in this country and in this publication as "Kutter"), 
with no mention of Manning. It has come to be recognized that the so-called slope term, i. e., O.~::Sl 
was developed to make the original Kutter formula conform to the Humphreys and Abbot measurements 
on the Mississippi River, and now those measurements of slope are generally discredited. However, the 
slope term has hut small influence, except in the very fiat gradients, say below 8=0.0003, which are used 
only for very large canals. 

http:1+(41.66
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ties: King (33,34,), Horton (36), Lindquist (38,39), Leach (36), Houk 

(31), Parker (4-7), Blanchard (2), and Chivvis and Monteith (9). 

For comparison the field data ill table 1 have been used to develop 

Mannin~'s n' as well as Kutter's n.
Mannmg's formula 8 is 

v= 1.486JlO.67SO.50 (3)
n' 

Other formulas that have been given consideration in both Europe 

and, to some extent, in the United States are thGse of Strickler (61), 

Lindquist (38), Matakiewicz (42), and the Bazin formula of 1897 

(34, p. 256). Quite often a problem arises as to the proper equivalent 

value of n or n' to use for canals with bottom and sides of entirely 

different characteristics but whose individual values of n or n' are 

known within narrow limits. For instance, the determination of the 

equivalent value of n' to use for a concrete-lined bottom (say, n= 

0.014) in a rock cut (pI. 21, A) where the sides have been somewhat 

improved by the use of shot concrete (say n=0.025). In 1933 Horton 

(28,29) offered a formula and a graphical method for the solution of 

this problem. Letting n'band n' 8 represent the values of n' (Manning) 

for the bottom and for the sides respectively, and letting z=the ratio 

of the length of one side of the cross section to the width of the bottom, 
n' 3/2+2zn' 3/2)2/3 

(4)then the equivalent value of n' = ( b 1+2z • 

NECESSARY FIELD DATA FOR VALUES OF n 

As previously stated, n is the one element not easily and assuredly
Therefore the fielddetermined in office estimates of canal design. 

data must be obtained with a view to solving the equation in Kutter's 

formula, the value of n being the desired answer. 

For the sake of brevity in computation, in formula (2) let B=k+i 

where k is 41.66 and m is 0.00281, and let e=1.811, while Cis the Chezy 

coefficient, eoual to .v~S' then 

(5) 

fA short discussion appears warranted to show the degree of conformity between Kutter's n and Man· 

ning's n'. The use of identical values of n and n' do not yield the same results over tbe range of conditions 
For tbe lined canals and others of moderate size. with values

found in canals considered in this bulletin.
of say =0.012 to 0.020, practically identical results are obtained. Through this range, too, the designer is 

most likely to assume the value of n that will actually hold in the constructed channel. When the two 

formulas are applied to very large canals or ohannelsofe.~cessivehydraulicroughness, the divergence batween, 

results is greatest. Likewise,in these zones the designer is less certain of hitting upon the right value for the 

roughness coefficient. For instance, irrigation canals seldom have values of R less than 0.4, and such 

channels. lined with smooth concrete under excellent conditions, would have a value cf =0.013 with a slope 

Solution for the velocity, V, by either Kutter or Manning formula will yield approximately
of say 0.001.
the same results for the same value of nand n'. On the other hand, the great All·American Canal, now 

(1037) being constructed to S<'rve Imperial Valley in California, has the followin!' hydraulic properties at 

the head end: Q'=15,155 secund·feet; R=16.6; 8=0.0000528 ami V=3.75 for a deSign value of Kutter's 11= 

0.020. To obtain the same computed value of Vby the Manning formula would have required the use of 

n'=0.0187. Likewise, for the rock-cut section of this canal, Q'=lO,155 second·feet; 8=0.000538; R=14.10; 

and V=6.0 feet per second for a design value of =0.035 for the theoretical section. To obtain the same 

value of Vby the Manning formula, using tbe same values for the otiler hydraulic elements, would require 

that of n'=O.0328. For a comparison of values of nand '/1.' applicable to II wide range of conditions, the 

reader is referred to King's hydraulic tables (34, table 9Jl). 
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To solve Manning's n', transpose formula (3) 

, 1.486no.1I7S0.W n =-Vn- (6) 

For both the Kutter and Manning formulas field determinations 
result in known values for the same elements: 

1. The mean velocity of the water prism, V 
2. The mean hydraulic radius, R. 
3. The effective slope (that of the energy gradient), S. 

From these elements, the value of n or other coefficient is deter
mined. 

None of the elements above is found by single direct measurements 
in the field. The field measurements cover the following items: 

1. Measurements of a definite length of reach, L. A length of about 1,000 feet 
is excellent. For large canals on flat gradients a longer reach is desirable. 

2. Careful current meter, weir, or other measurements that will yield the 
discharge, Q. This discharge should hold steadily throughout the field measure
ments for all elements. 

3. Measurements that will yield the cross-sectional area and wet perimeter of 
the water prism at the two ends of the reach and as many intermediate locations 
as are feasible. 

4. The actual or assumed elevation of the water surface at one end of the test 
reach and measurements to all feasible accuracy of the corresponding elevation 
at the other end. 

The other field data to be taken in order to make the resulting value 
of n fully comprehensible comprise a careful description of the material 
forming the containing channel, including such aquatic and larval 
growths as affect the flow of the water, and the influences of 311 struc
tures in the canal and all changes in alinement throughout the reach 
tested. This general description not only should cover the reach 
tested, but should also extend upstream and downstream for sufficient 
distances to include anything influencing the flow within the reach. 

Temperatures of the air and water may be taken, but it is doubtful 
if any deductions may be made as to the direct influence of the various 
temperatures on the flow of water in the usual more or less irregula,r 
channel. 

SCOPE OF EXPERjWENTS 

Tests were made on channels in Arizona, California, Colorado, 
Idaho, Louisiana, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, Texas, 
Utah, and Washington. These channels ranged in size from small 
ditches carrying less than 1 second-foot up to callaIs carrying more 
than 2,600 second-feet. The materials comprise concrete, earth, 
rubble masonry, cobblestones, wood, and special combinations. Ve
locities encountered extended up to about 30 feet per second. From 
other sources the author has obtained the data for additional tests, 
especially at very high velocities where in his opinion there was not 
sufficient evidence in results of his own experiments from which to 
draw conclusions. 

In several cases it was possible to get data covering several tests on 
exactly the same reach of channel, with varying discharges of water, 
to indIcate the trend in values of n with changes in depth. 
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EQUIPMENT AND METHODS EMPLOYED FOR COLLECTING FIELD 
DATA v 

Linear measurements.-These were made with engineer's tapes 25, 
50, or 100 feet long. 

Leveling.-A sensitive IS-inch wye level and the best of Phil a
dephia-type rods were used. (Datum can be assumed if not known.) 
Sights were equalized and made short enough so that the rod could be 
read directly, without use of the target. Check levels closed the 
circuit. Levels were re-run until it was certain no appreciable error 
had been made. 

Discharge meas'U,rements.-These were usually made with current 
meters. For the measurements recorded in D('J)artment Bulletin 
194 (55), the Price cup meter was used exclusively. For measure
ments made during the past 10 years, the European type with horizontal 
axis (Hoff meter) was mostly used. Meters were always rated just 
before or just after any extended series of tests; however, ratings do 
not change materia.lly when a meter is handled carefully in measuring 
canal flows, this service being much less violent than river gaging. 
Usually, but not necessarily, the met.er station was one of the section 
locat.ions along the length of reach tested. For tests on narrow canals, 
footwalks or planks were used. For large canals a portable equipment 
trunk was devised. This trunk, when hung by sheave wheels from a 
cable anchored at the ends by portable steel pins, became a gaging 
car (pIs. 11, Band 16, B). The gaging car trunk packed with the 
testing equipment, was shipped as baggage from place to place. The 
cover was without hinges but had duplicate lock-and-clip appliances 
on both sides so that it could be lifted off while the trunk was used as 
a gaging car. When in e}..--perimental use, the car was suspended from 
and traveled on 130 feet of fine %-inch steel haulage cable. 

When it was necessary to make a current-meter measurement of dis
charge ill !1 canal where gmss or moss might clog the meter and make 
the measurement inaccurate, or where the bottom was slightly uneven, 
the side,;;: ~nd bottom were neatly trimmed by means of a sharp short
handlerl hoe. 

The steps taken in obtaining the field data and making the office 
computations, in most of the experiments made by the engineers of 
the 'Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, may be outlined as follows: 

IN THE FIELD 

1. Arrange for a steady flow of water in the canal throughout the 
test and, if possible, have that flow undisturbed over night or longer, 
so that a regimen of flow has become established before the test 
experiments are begun. 

2. Select the reach to be tested, L. This need not be straight, but 
should be typical of a definite category and long enough to develop a 
definite fall. Most canals have an appreciable amount of curvature, 
so it is desirable to include moderate curvature in the test reach. 
Often the test reaeh can be selected near the gaging station used for 
routine measurements of the canol flow. That station may even be 
the upper or lower end of the reach; often, however, such a station has 
special size and shape and should not be included in the test reach. 

3. Start the hydrographer on the measurement of the discharge, 
, For tbe sake oC brevity delail descriptions given in Department Bulletiu 1114 (55) are omitted here 
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Q, by the best method available (55, p. 12). This is usually a direct
field measurement by current meter or otherwise. The elaborate 
meter gagings from which data in this bulletin were developed took 
fl'om 3 to 5 hours. The meter was held at enough points in each 
"vertical" to develop the vertical velocity curves. The width of the 
canal was divided into 10 to 20 verticals-more than usual. Most of 
the gagings were thus based on velocities at from 50 to 125 or more 
points in the eross section. Check measurements were usually made 
by the integration method. The discharge gaging was made while 
the other data were being developed by the rest of the field party. 

4. Carefully chain the length of the test reach, L, leaving the pins 
or stakes for use in the subsequent operations. 

5. Choose as many cross-section locations as are feasible. On a 
reach, say 1,000 feet long, the locations at the ends of the reach are 
important and should certainly be taken. Others desirable are the 
midpoint and quartering points. To develop the procedure, assume 
these five locations are chosen and number them (i. e., locations 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5). For all weighting, equidistant locations have a mu1tiplier 
of 1.0 for each of the two ends and of 2.0 for the intermediate locations. 

6. For each location take measurements that can be developed into 
cross-sectional shape, area, and wet perimeter of the water prism, 
ai, ~, etc., and Ph P2, etc. 

7. By most careful use of the level and rod determine the relative 
elevations of the water surface at the two ends of the reach u.t least, 
Zl and Z5' In the eA'Periments conducted by the author these ends 
were usually marked by nail heads flush with the water surface and 
set with a hook-gage device used in a stilling well. These nails could 
be used directly as points for the level rod. The stilling well was a 
simple tin box about 3 inches in diameter with a small hole in the 
bottom permitting it to extend below the nail. W u.ter would rise in 
this box, through the hole, in such a quiet condition that the nail 
could be driven with the hook-gage device to all the accuracy required. 
In concrete-lined canals the nails could be driven verticu.lly in crucks 
usually found at expansion joints. If the lining was without cracks, 
a small hole was made with a steel punch and the nail set with the 
stilling box and hook device as before described. 

Sometimes the leveling was done between well-set stakes near thE> 
edge of the water at the ends of the reach, and by secondary measure
ments \\rith a hook gage the relationship between the stake-bench 
mark and the wu.ter surface wu.s determined. This process (or its 
equivalent) is best where a series of tests is to be mu.de, perhaps over 
a long period. The leveling should be as nearly precise as possible, 
especially on large canals of gentle slope where a few thousandths of n 
foot become a large percentage of the friction loss. Erroneous em
pirical values of n can generally be traced to false values or interpreta
tion of S 

IN THE OFFICE 

1. From the current-meter notes, depth-velocity curves for the 
various verticals are platted and, by planimeter, the mean velocity in 
each vertical is determined from the resulting vertical velocity curve. 
This velocity is multiplied by the area of the venical strip to which 
it applies, to determine the local quantities of flow in each strip j and 
the integrated value of the local flows determines Q, the total discharge 
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in the canal. The cross sections for each location are now platted on 
fairly large scale. For uneven sections the areas all a2, etc., may be 
planimetered while for lined canals they may be computed and, for a 
weighted value, 

A al+2~+2aa+2a4+a5 (7) 
8 

The wetted perimeters, Ph P2, etc., may be determined by compu
tations or by stepping around the perimeter with dividers. Local 

values of the hydraulic radius are next determined as TI =~, etc. 
PI 

The weighted average value then appears from the simple formula 

R TI+2r2+2Ta+2r4+Ts (8)
8 

with Q as determined for the discharge and A as found by formula 
(7) the mean velocity throughout the length of reach tested becomes 

(9) 

2. If the areas at the ends of the reach should happen to be nearly 
alike, the differp,nce in elevation of the water surface ZI-Z5 can be 

taken as the friction loss hr, and the slope S=~. In this case S 

would be equivalent to the slope of the water surface. It is believed 
that all the original experiments of Kutter and many since then have 
been based on the assumption that S is the slope of the water surface, 
without determining whether the areas (and hence the velocities) at 
the ends of the reach were alike. Commonly they are not. This is 
true for flat slopes and gentle velocities as well as for steep slopes and 
high velocities, because a difference in velocity heads, at the ends of 
the reach.; of but a few hundredths of a foot may be a large percentage 
of the fall in the water surface and this difference enters the deter
mination of the friction loss hr equally with an equivalent faU in the· 
surface. 

Assuming the areas and hence the velocities at the ends of the 

reach are not alike, then, for example, the local velocity VI = Q and
al 

2 

the velocity head hl=~~' The energy line at location 1 becomes 

E1=ZI+h1, and at location 5 becomes E5=Z5+hS' The friction loss 
hr=E1- E5 over the length of reach, L. Therefore, the energy slope 

(Zl +hl)- (Z5+h,i) 
(10)L 

When the areas at the ends of the reach are reasonably alike there 
has been no material net change in the investment in velocity: head, 
regardless of minor fluctuations within the reach tested, as eVIdenced 
by slightly varying areas in intermediate stations. 
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From the office platting and computations, R, V, and S have now 
been determined. These can be substituted in formulas 5 and 6 to 
solve for nand n'. 

NORMAL FLOW AND DEPARTURES THEREFROM 

Eve;ry conveyance canal is designed with certain assumptions of 
the four elements S, V, R, and n, looking toward the various com
binations of V and A that will multiply together to give the desired 
design quantity of flow or discharge, Q'. The adopted water prism 
indicates normal design flow and assumes a uniform flow in a uniform 
channel between changes in shape or hydraulic elements of the water 
prism. When the canal is finished, if the assumed value of n and the 
initial value of n should be exactly alike, the actual normal flow 
coincides with the design normal. However, this is seldom the case 
and the w'tter prism at whatever depth in uniform flow, if it actually 
develops, is in normal flow. In practice, actual flow is seldom uniform 
over an appreciable reach of canal. Water in a canal is nearly always 
being either accelerated or retarded within a range of velocities that 
is sometimes unbelievable. This is evidenced by the fact that nearly 
all test observations show a difference in the size of the areas of cross 
section throughout any reach of canal. When velocities are increas
ing, part of the total energy available at the beginning of the reach 
has been utilized in the increase in velocity head required at the lower 
end of the reach over that for the upper end. Conversely, when the 
velocities are retarded the change in velocity head has been negative 
and the difference in the necessary velocity heads has been added to 
the fall of the water surface to make the total fall used in the friction 
slope. 

The deduction from this continual change in average velocity is 
that the slope of the water surface is not the whole measure of the 
friction slope and the slope of the energy line must be used. The 
energy line is located above the water surface by the amount of the 

V2 

velocity head, usually assumed as 1.0-; whereas recent studies of 
, 29 

the velocity contours within canal sections indicate that 1.1 ~2 more 

truly expresses the summation of the velocity heads for the ~arious 
elements of flow across the water prism. Tliere is no uniformity to 
the coefficient 1.1, but it is more nearly correct than 1.0 and some 
computations of carefully explored sections indicate values as high 
as 1.35, or more. 

The term "normal flow" naturally suggests the use of normal veloc
ity, V; normal slope, S; etc., for the various hydraulic elements satis
fied when uniform normal flow exists. The question naturally arises, 
Why is uniform flow not attained as a rule? Such flow would be the 
rule in the uniform channel regardless of the efficiency of the channel, 
but this uniformity must extend to uniformity of alinement and of all 
other attendant conditions. The presence in most canals of tangents 
and curves in alinement; of various constrictions at checks, drops, 
bridges, and other structures; of chan~es in channel materials, such 
as earth sections changing to concrete-lined sections, or from one type 
of canal through a flume or siphon pipe and then back to open sec
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tion again-all tend toward departures from the normal and must be 
looked for as certainties in canal operation. 

DETERMINATION OF ENERGY SLOPE, S 

In order to bring out the difference between surface slope and 
energy slope (52) in the determination of n, a concrete example is 
given: 

Test No. 260 was made on the Salt River Valley Canal, in Arizona. 
The various items of the data were as follows: 
Length of reach ____________________________feet__ 900.0 
Discharge, Q, as found by current meter__second-feet_ 131. 3 
Elements at station o. 

Assumed elevation of water surface, Zo____ 3eet_ _ 90. 000 
Area, (10---- _____________________square feet_ _ 38. 61 
Velocity vo=Q/ao______________feet per second__ 3.40 
Velocity head, ho=v5l2u-- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ . 180 

Elevation of energy line Eo=Zo+ho_______feet__ 90.180 
Elements at station 9: 

Fall in water surface between station 0 and 9 
foot__ .681 

Elevation of water surface, Zg=90.000-0.68L___ 89. 319 
Area, ag_________________________ square feet__ 43.35 
Velocity vg=Q/ag _____________feet per second__ 3.03 
Velocity head, hg=vU2U_________________ foot__ .143 

Elevation of energy line Eg = Zg+ hg________feet __ 89. 462 

Friction loss, between stations 0 and 9, h,=Eo-Eg____ 
Energy gradient, or slope S=h,/L=0.718/900=0.000798. 
Surface slope (Zo-Zg)/900=O.681/900=O.000757.
Constructed, or "design" slope, probably .0008. 

The energy slope is more likely to approximate the bed or design 
slope than is the slope of the water surface. In the example, the value 
of n computed for the energy slope was 0.0222, while if computed for 
the slope of the water surface this value was 0.0217. The difference is 
academic rather than practical for low velocities but for lined canals 
and flumes, where higher velocities are the rule, it is material and 
should not be disregarded. . 

DETERMINING THE PROGRESSIVE VALUES OF n IN THE SAME 
LOCATION 

Sometimes progressive values of maximum carrying capacity of a 
channel are desirable. These are generally deterinined in terms of 
Kutter's n. If the value of n is determined by experiment when the 
channel is new and clean, then a par value can be computed. Sub
sequen t tests will disclose the progressive relationship to that parvalue ; 
then, if the capacity is being reduced, various improvement steps can 
be tried and the net effect of each step determined by observations on 
one or more test reaches used for all observations. Usually there is a 
marked difference in the bottom and sides of a channel, especially in 
the older concrete linings. From periodic tests at various depths of 
channel, the relative effect of sides and bottom can be definitely 
determined. Periodic tests, taken over a typical reach and separated 
only a few days, give an excellent curve of seasonal change in the values 
of n or in the related maximum carrying ca;pacity. This change in 
capacity can be pictured on a time-quantity dIagram. A second curve 

.718 
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of the seasonal demand or the seasonal supply-whichever contl'Ols
will indicate the extent of change necessary in the seasonal capacity. 
For systems without reservoir storage, seasonal reduction in capacity 
may not be working hardship, if the available capacity will satisfy the 
reduced seasonal supply. 

The results of periodic tests and the methods used are well exem
plified in the improvement of the Los Angeles aqueduct from Owens 
Ri~er, servi:ng Los Angeles with domestic, power and irrigation water. 
This condUIt reaches from Owens Valley to San Fernando Reservoirs, 
a distance of some 230 miles. It is constructed largely in concrete 
sections of trapezoidal or rectangular shape, interspersed with many 
long inverted siphon pipes of concrete and riveted steel and with 
concrete-lined tunnels. Finished in 1913 the entire aqueduct cost 
about $25,000,000 (41, p. 271); the design hydraulic elements of say 
the Mojave division canal sections were: Capacity, Q=431 second
feet; V=4.59, 8=0.00035, and n=0.014. Several years ago it was 
decided to bring in additional water from Mono Lake 'by way of Owens 
Valley, and the city authorities were confronted with the problem of 
how to do it. The obvious alternatives were to build a second nque
duct, parallel to the first, or to increase the capacity of the first to 
accommodate the new water. Preliminary observations disclosed 
that the old aqueduct had deteriorated, in places, so that its capacity 
had declined to about 400 second-feet. The actual initial capacity
called the par value elsewhere in this bulletin-had not been deter
mined by test. It was several years after completion of the aqueduct 
that its full capacity was required, and by that time some deterioration 
had taken place, principally on the bed of the conduit. 

Periodic tests, elaborately carried out, resulted in the decision to 
secme a mu:x'imum capacity of 500 second-feet by increasing the 
capacity of the existing aqueduct. Paradoxically, this was attained by 
making the channel smaller; that is, an exceptionally smooth lining 
was laid on the floor of the old concrete (pI. 3, B). 

Detailed elements of the periodic tests, both before and after im
provement of the lining are given in table 1, Nos. 18 to 32. It is to be 
noted that the increase in capacity was not theoretical, approxi
mately 500 second-feet of water being actually run in the aqueduct. 
Thus an increase in capacity of about 25 percent was secured at a 
capital cost of some $320,000, which was only 1.4 percent of the capital 
cost of the original conduit. This bold undertaking was so completely 
an appreciation of the value of Kutter's n in the determination 
of capacity that the methods used in the observations are worth 
describing. 

Proctor 10 discloses the results of the tests leading to the improve
ment of the aqueduct. In 1927 field parties under his direction regu
lated a steady flow of 389 second-feet into the aqueduct at Haiwee 
Reservoir. This was determined by both Venturi meter and current 
meter observations, which ~lgreed with each other to within 0.56 per
cent. Similar gagings were ma,de at the various curre;'lt-meter 
stations down the aqueduct, and the loss of water in the various 
reaches was determined. In later computations this loss was prorated 
between meter stations. The meter measurements were all inter
preted thTough the vertical velocity cmyes. For the length of the 

10 R. R. PRO~TOR, field engineer, Bureau ofWnter Works a.ud Supply, City of Los Angeles. Unpublisbed 
report. The construction was under the direction of J'. E. Phillips, engineer in cbarge of Owens River 
aqueduct division. 
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aqueduct, measurements down to the water surface were made from 
reference points established on manholes or on the edges of holes cut 
in the concrete cover of the aqueduct. The location of the water 
surfa{le, was taken as the mean between crest and valley of waves in 
minute-long observations. 

Curves for values of Kutter's n between 0.010 and 0.015 were 
drafted for each cross section. These were the d, Q curves similar to 
those shown in figure 1. From these, preliminary figures showing the 
approximate value of n (assuming uniform flow) and the maximum 
capacity were determined for each cross section. This procedure also 
disclosed the bottlenecks where capacity was a minimum and where 
improvements were to be concentrated. In February 1928, water was 
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FIGURE: 1.-Curves for determination of progressive capacity of a typical lined canal. (Colorado River 
Aqueduct taken a5 example.) Basic curves give va)ues of area, A, and hydraulic radius, R, for any dcpth
of water. Secondary curves show values of velocity, V, and discharge, Q, for all reasonable depths and 
values of n. For comparison, the V,d curve (which is independent of the value of 11) is also given. 

turned out of the aqueduct and the inside surface classified in terms of 
apparent l·oughness. Cross-sectional measurements were made at 
each observation point and the energy gradient was computed from 
point to point. Drop-down curves were encountered in rough reaches 
followed by smooth ones, and backwater curves in smooth reaches 
followed by rough ones. Such nonuniform flow was computed for the 
energy gradients from point to point. 

The Freeman division, some 20 miles in length, was found in excel
lent condition. This division rated the desired extra capacity with 
but little rehabilitation work. Items Nos. 18 to 24 in table 1 show the 
values of Kutter's n after this division of the conduit had been in 
service about 15 years without special treatment of the inte:L'ior. 
On the other hand, items Nos. 25 to 32 show similar results for the 
Mojave division, some 28 miles long, both before repair work and 
afterward. 
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In the preliminary study of the aqueduct it was noticeable that the 
concrete on the bottom had eroded badly in places and in others 
hardly at· all. In fact, much of the difference in capacity, in various 
reaches, was due to this difference in bottom conditions, and these con
ditions were traceable to the hardness of the original concrete. Proc
tor then developed a test procedure. In essentials, a phonograph 
needle was dulled at the point until abol~t one si..xty-fourth of an inch 
across. This needle was then loaded with 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-pound 
weights. It was found that a satisfactory hardness was achieved 
when the 4-pound weight was the least that would develop a clean
cut scratch on the concrete, against a straightedge laid on the bottom 
of the aqueduct (pI. 3, B). 

IIL the rehabilitation work, appro}':imately a I-to-2 mi..xture of 
cement andsand less than one-eighth of an inch in ma}.';'mum dimension, 
was used. Over the bottom was placed a mix as dryas would spread 
uniformly, screeded to a minimum thickness of three-eighths of an 
inch. A bond with the old concrete was secured by thoroughly 
brushing a I-to-l mixture of cement and sand over the cleaned surface 
just before the mortar was placed. The mortar was allowed to stand 
until just before the initial set, excess water being absorbed by the 
addition of a dry mixture of 1 part sand to 1 of cement. The surface 
was smoothed, and the drier thoroughly spread with a wooden :float. 
The surface was then finished with a steel trowel after the mortar had 
started to set, the trmveling being delayed as long as possible. It was 
essential to deposit the mortar at the same rate at which the steel 
troweling could progress; the trowel work had to be done at the latest 
possible time so that the operation would not bring water from the 
mortar to its surface, thus causing a soft wearing surface. This 
process of finishing by the use of surface drier results in crazing of the 
surface where the mortar is subject to extreme drying, but none of this 

I- took place within the conduit as it remained moist even during periods 
of shut-down of 2 weeks or more. 

EXAMPLE FOR PERIODIC METHOD 

For determining the value of n or for the general purpose of observa
tion of progressive capacity of a canal the following outline is given: 

Figure 1 shows some of the characteristic curves (57) for the canal 
section of the new Colorado River aqueduct, conveying water for 
municipal and irrigation use of the member cities of the Metropolitan 
Water District of Southern California. This is a concrete-lined canal, 
20 feet wide on the bottom with side slopes of 1}6 to 1, and design 
elements as follows: With Manning's n'=0.014, then V=4.45 for a 
depth of 10.2 and 8=0.00015, and Q' =1,605. ·~'Vith Kutter's formula 
at n=0.014, the value of Q' would be 1,576 second-feet. The diagram 
is based on Kutter but Manning is quite close, through the range con
sidered. There will be no expansion joints in the lining. Periodic 
determination of the values of n or of other information concerning 
this portion of the aqueduct can be quickly made from this set of 
curves. 

Note that the point A' gives design elements by Manning's formula 
on the curves and A by Kut.ter's formula. Suppose the value of n 
shortly after the aqueduct is pu t in commission should be much lower 
than the design figure. On a channel of this importance, discharges 
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will be measured as a matter of routine. Suppose the design-Q' of 
1,605 second-feet could be run in the canal and found, in long typical 
reaches, to be but 9.2 feet deep, then the curves (point B) show that 
the ~mlue of n=O.Oll+ has been actually attained. This query then 
presents itself: If the value of n=O.Oll holds, what is the muximum 
capacity of the aqueduct? The point C indicates that nearly 2,000 
second-feet could be run in this pOI,tion of the aqueduct. If the con
dition of the aqueuuct as a conveyor of water should again be cheeked, 
say after 10 years of.use, and a flow (discharge) of 1,300 second-fed 
should be found consIstently to occupy a depth of 9.2 feet (point D), 
then it would appear that the aqueduct had gradually reached ft con
dition equivalent to that assumed in design and tliat the value of 
n=0.014 holds. If, in say another 10 years, the same flow of 1,300 
second-feet occupies a depth of 9.55 (point E) ratiler cOJ1"i"tently, 
then the aqueduct has depreciated beyond the conditions assumed In 
design and the value of n=O.015 bas been reached. Suppose that by 
this time it is decided a sustained capacity flow of 1,700 second-feet 
is desirable; then point F'shows that the canal surface and hydraulic 
roughness must be improved until n=about 0.013. 

Any important canal should be tested to see whether critical depth 
may be imminent for any condition liable to come to the chl1nne1. 
Oritical depth is USllUl1y associated "vith fairly high velocities. For 
any shupe of channel with continuous functions of A, P, R, etc., the 
velocity head for critical .-clority for any depth is given by the 
formula: 

A 
hC=21' (11) 

and (12) 

For the metropolitan aqueduct section under consideration the 17, d 
curves for various values of n are given, and it is noted that these 
curves are qu.ite distant from the curve 17" d. In other words, values 
of Vc are so high tha,t no condition of this aqueduct can be imugined 
that would yield such velocities. 

ELEMENTS OF FIELD TESTS TO DETERMINE ROUGHNESS 

COEFFICIENTS 


In table 1 are shown the hydraulic elements of the empiricI11 daia, 
followed by text matter giving brief descriptions of the general con
ditions at the canals tested. In both table rInd descriptions the 
experiments are usually arranged in groups according to the material 
of the containing channel, while the order within euch group follows 
an ascending value of n. Where several tests were mude on the same 
canal with the same or various discharges of water, tests on that 
particular !canul are not sepl1rated. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR TABLE 1 

Column] gives the consecutive numbers, which refer to the order followed in 
the discussions in the following pages. 

Column !~ shows the authority and his e:..-periment number where such was 
carried. The initials referring to members of the stalf of the Bureau of Agricul
tural Engineering at the time the experiments were made, are as follows: FCS 
refers to the author, Fred C. Scobey, senior irrigation engineer, in charge of 
experiments on the flow of water in conduits. At variolls times he was assisted 
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by E. C. Fortier, P. A. Ewing, F. G. Harden, A. S. Moore, R. H. Wilken, and 
others. DHB refers to the late Don H. Bark, then in charge of work in Idaho. 
BPF refers to the late Burton P. Fleming. WBG refers to W. B. Gregory, then 
head of the department of experimental engineering, Tulane University, La. 
STH refers to Sidney T. Harding, then irrigation engineer in charge of work in 
Montana. VMC refers to V. M. Cone, then in charge of work in Colorado. lI 
SF refers to the late Samuel Fortier, then Chief of the Division of Irrigation, for 
citations to experiments he had made some years before (18, 19). FCS+AK 
refers to experiments made, in informal cooperation, by the author and Arthur 
Kidder, then engineer for the PacIfic Gas & Electric Co. 

For experiments by engineers in other agencies, the following symbols are used: 
BR refers to the United States Bureau of Reclamation. When the reference is 
followed by initials the engineer reporting the data has bcen idcntified: thus D 
refers to A. L. Darr, F to L. E. Foster, L to E. \Y. Lane, l\f to J. S. Moore, and 
S to W. G. Steward. .TBL refers to J. B. I."ippincott, consulting engineer, I.;os 
Angeles, Calif. (.-i0). REB refers to R. E. Ballester, director of irrigation works 
on the Rio Negro, Argentina (.~). CCW refers to C. C. Williams, then professor 
of civil engineering at University of Colorado (C9). BCC refers to Braden 
Copper Co., of Chile, reported in correspondence with the writer by A . .T. Noerager.
See also plate 21, B. 

,IE refers to .T. Eppler, of Switzerland (62). ES rcfers to Ettore Scimemi, of 
Padua, Italy (53,54), MV refers to Marco Visentini, of Parma, Italy (68). RI1P 
refers to R. R. Proctor, field engineer, Department of \Yater and Power, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

Column 5 refers to the general shape of the canal cro:;s section, also referred to 
in figure 2. These data, considered in connection with column:; 7 tu 9, inclusive, 
give an idea of the water section. 

Culumn 12 refers tu the method of measuring or otherwise determining the dis
charge at the time of test, Q. In detail: M refers to currcnt meter, I signifies that 
the integration method was used, VC signifies that the mean velocity was obtained 
by means of the multiple-point mcthod interpreted through vertical velocity 
curves, -2+8 signifies the mean of the velocities obtained at 0.2 and 0.8 depths 
in each vertical was accepted as the mean of the vertical, - (j signifies that the 
velocity obtained at 0.6 of the depth below the surface was accepted as the mean 
for the vertical. Extensive experiments indicate the discharge computed this 
way is about 5 percent too high for measurements in artificial channels. 

RC signifies the discharge was taken from a rating curve. If the test reach 
was too far from the gaging station usually an appropriate correction has been 
made for seepage losses between it and the ga~ing station. \V refers to a weir 
measurement, under standard conditions. C after the W signifies that a Cipolletti 
weir was us~d. Vent. refers to a Venturi meter in a pipe line. 

Column 19 shows the various wind conditions; C, signifies calm; U, upstream; 
D, downstream; and A, across. 'Vhere of sufficient importance to affect results 
seriously, additional information is given in the text. 

The other columns are self-explanatory. 

II About the sa~e time Department Bulletin 194 (55) appeared, a similar paper was published by the 
Colorado Station (10). Tests prefixed b> V:llC are excerpteLl from that publication. 

http:Colorado.lI
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FIGURE 2.-Typlcal shapes of channels used in classifying data in column 5, table 1. 
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TABLE i.-Elements of experiments determilling the coefficient of flow in Chezy's formula and the coefficients of roughness in the Kulter and 
lvlanning formulas 

CONCRETE LININGS: POURED OR HAND·LAID CONCRETE 

.. ...!!l .d b b dg 1= -0~ Coefficients.do Po '"" .. ~ '" PorIJCl j;! "'E-. '" '" '" ""z '" E ... .. 19 '" E~ d 
d §;:; " '4 .3-5 ~~ .~~.. 8,0' ~~ &~ ..::s " ...z " '" 0"" ,,"" "'-

?;ci' ,,-d" ._::s .s .... 
0 

.::l - - ~'E 0'0 "," i: 
8 to'" ] Name nml descriptioll oC cannl S S'" Se;- a" ~E CJ .. ~~ 
" I!! 

'".. .d 

" 0 
~~ 

.-
"'-

'" "v."C _.9 

"~ ... 
~~ 

" 
l~ 

"3;a 

"" 
"''" 

.d 

\>": 

:s " 
~l< I- .d1;1 o~ :;;0 ",,,]{ -0 ~a '"''' ...... boa" "~ 'S" Pod'" .d

i1" ... '" Co .. .. " ~ ~ ~d t§ .... E E "" ~ 
Co I» " ~ -<"'" :-. en '" .:l " -< -<'" -< 0<; " A A ~ ~ ....- 0 ~ ~ " E<'" ~ 

~ o1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 1% 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 
::a 
oSquare Cubic I::jo p.Peet Peet Fect leet Peet teet Peet Peet 

1 DHB-4._••. 1911 Ridenbaugh canal, Idaho. New, very C 1,699.0 22.8 3.10 70.7 4.15 293.6 M-VO.. 2.81 10.2371 161. 5 0.0110 0.0109 a 
smooth. 


2 FOS-24•.• __ 1!H3 Same, tangent, smooth_.__ . __ •• _.. _•••••• C 901.0 22.0 2.76 60.0 3.65 221. 2 M-VO.• 2.54 .2508 144.8 .0121 .0121 64 a 

3 FCS-24t1. __ • 1913 Same, t!lngent and curves. See No. 5._ .• 0 1,819.0 22.0 2.76 60.5 3.65 221. 2 M-VO•. 2.54 .2837 136.1 .0129 .0128 04 0


BPF-3__ ._•• ~4 1913 Same, tnngent and 1 slight curve__••••__• a 1,020.6 23.(1 3.24 76.5 4.14 310.7 M-VC•• 2.91 .283 144.5 .0124 ------- ---- .---- !;lj6 BR-S-lfi•. _. a 15. S 
.-~- -- 20.0 2.45 SO. .1 1\1:....... 1.30 1.320 118.7 .0132 .0132 --.~---6 BR-S-16.••. a 20.3 "'-_._- 44.4 2.32 103.0 M ....... 2.13 1.1S00 120.5 .0130 .0130 H
---- .. --
__ 0· ••7 BR-S-17.••• Sarno, property oC Nampn MerWlnn irri· a 23.6 68.6 3.35 230.0 M ••.__ •• 2.73 1.19.14 145.2 .0122 .0121 ---- ...--- ZS BR-S-1S.••. gatlon district. Vcry smooth, troweled. a 26.8 -- 95.7 3.09 382.0 1\1:....... 3.29 1.2250 146.7 .0124 .0123~ ~~-__ A.. __ ---- ----II BR-S-III••.• 1009 Tests S-19 to S-22 on short selected a 1.000 to 1';.5 20.8 2.43 SO. 5 1\L•.•.•• 1. 30 1.3000 123.0 .0127 .0126 ... --- ---10 BR-S-2O.... to sections nenrly Cree Crom gravel. Tests a 19. a -- ..... 42.0 2.45 103.0 :r"r....... 2.06 1 .1750 128.7 .0131 .0130 ---- ...--2,400.'11 BR-S-21•••. 11111 S-15 to 18 nn,l23-24, some gravel. Test a 22.8 

~ _ 
68.2 3.37 230.0 l\L.•.... 2. i2 1.1670 158.0 .0112 .0111 .. _-- ---12 BR-S-22•••. S-25 on reach fnlrly Cree from gravel but C 26.0 _.A"'_ .. 93.0 4.08 382.0 M __.••.. 3.24 1.2ijOO 140.8 .0128 .0129 


13 BR-S-23•••. with severnl short curves. a 25. 1 ...... ~ .... 8i.0 4.32 3iO.0 M •..••.. 3.11 1.29[18 142.4 .0126 .0120 ---- ...-- ... ~ 

14 BR-S-24.. •. a 2~. 8 ........ -- 70.6 4.15 318.0 M .•..... 2.90 1.3114 138.3 .0120 .0128 .. --- ..--- Ul 
15 BR-S-25•.•• C 15.5 ---_ ..- 22.5 2.60 58.6 :r"L.•••.• 1. 37 1.2891 130.5 .0122 .0120 -- .. - .. --16 JBL-6_ •.•.• 1007 Los Angeles conduit, curve..•.••••••••••. .....- iOO.O ------- --_ ...-... 5.16 2.81 14.5 M-2+S. . S:I 1.51 136.7 .0108 .0106 .. .. '" ---.~

17 JBL-5. __.•• 1007 .....do.•••.._•••_••....•....•...•.•.•••.• iOO.O -- ... --- ------ 5.0 2.71 13.55 M-2+8. .82 1.51 132.0 .0111 .0108 ---- .. --. 
IS REP........ 31.742.0 10.5 4.01 38.1 4.08 178.5 M-VO•• 2.36 .3988 152.5 .0114 .OIJO a1\131 r"""'"Tests "mod,on til is •.divisionF_onof covered,,,.;. ---sion.III RRP.••••.•• 1932 A 31,742.0 10.6 5.18 50.7 4.86 246.5 M-VC•• 2.71 .4000 147.5 .0120 .0119 0conduit arter 18 years service and with. ---20 RRP.••.•••• 1932 A 31,742.0 10.7 6.18 61. 9 5.11 316.5 M-VO.. 2.97 .4000 148.3 .0119 .0120 0

RRP___•.•.• out specinl repairs gnve certain nssur. ---.21 1934 A 31,742.0 10.9 7.46 76.2 .1.32 405.5 M-VC.. 3.20 .3985 147.0 .0123 .0123 aanee that other dlvisious could be im. ---22 RRP.••••••• 1933 A 31,742.0 11. 1 8.16 83.5 5.43 453.5 M-VO .• 3.3U .4000 147.5 .0123 .0124 ,. .. -- a~roved to meet value of n=0.0125.23 RRP••••.••. 1932 A 31,742.0 11.1 8.07 82.7 5. i6 4i(\.5 M-VC .• 3.40 .3992 156.5 .0116 .0117 CIde walls showed smooth troweled ---24 RRP•••••••. 1932 A 31,742.0 11.2 8.30 85. ·1 5.81 496.5 M-VO.• 3.41 .3988 157.5 .0115 .0116 asurface, bottom Il good fioat finish. ---r 
1 Indicates tests where the surface slopo was developod and used in the computntions. , For Steward tests. 

I-' 
<:.0 
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~TABLE I.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of }low in Chezy's formula and the coefficients of Toughness in the Kutter end 
Manning formulas-Continued o 

CONCRETE LINING: POUUED OR llAND-LAID CONCUE'l'E-Continued 
~ 


d .. a'" .g § lJ ~ b Coefficients -0~ p. [iCIJ:a o 1ll = l:i1'" '" Cl '".... "' .... s'" '" a"" '" d !2j""Z " .. .. "0 a~ ",8 .. 0d >.:j b~ .8.:::d ",,::j '" I-<[;= 
tl '0-0" ~~ do."'''' ~~ 

~a 
·s 
0"" 

.. ~O' "",."'~ 
-~:!i 'ril-oJ' 

P.0-- I .. " .. :g~ ~l!l~ S·- S", "'-,; <>1:: "'00 
~ ~8 <" '" Name and description of canal l!l _.9 ~~ t!'c '3;; C,) .. 

d ~~ ~ d 'Ci:: '0 ",l!! 'il"" o~ 
..:;;0" dO 00'" ~oS" ".. p. g

01l >:0'" C '''~ ,c ,c'- .... 13I!! ",P. .. 1;l,- ::="''" ., ..
oS _>< d " P. 

d ~.;s ~ ~d t8 .. '" ::= S c
::=" p. p. '"~ ~ '" "" "" 

fil- '" ~ '" ..: ~ '" '" en '" .4 ...: ...: ...: ~ A ;I1'" " - e> '" ~ = ~ Eo<'" ~ 

• • 
"" ~ 

I:;j1 t 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 It 15 16 17 18 II 

~ 
l€lguare Cubic 

Feet Feet Feet feet Fut feet Feet Feet OF. a.Imp________ Los Angeles aqueduct, Mojave division. M-VC __ <:I.25 1927 52,700.0 7.97 71.95 4.90 382.0 3.26 .3593 143.2 .0126 .0127 
--~- C~--~---RRP_______ Tests 25-26-27 before repair work. M-VC__ I>?26 1930 52,700.0 8.25 82.2 4.90 403.0 3.30 .3618 141.8 .0128 .0128 ---- 0 ..RRP ________ Tests 28-32 aCter placing very smooth M-VO__27 1930 52,700.0 8.19 86.6 5.00 433.0 3.35 .3690 142.3 .0128 • 0127 ---~ 0RRP________ concrete ilnlng on old bed bringing this M-VC__28 1932 52, 700. 0 5.60 54.0 4.50 243.0 2. 76 .3548 143.8 .0123 .0123 ---- 0RRP________ division up to the par capacity accepted ~------

29 1932 52,700.0 ------- 6.58 64.27 4.87 313.0 M-VC__ 3.00 .3548 149.3 .0118 .0120 ---- 0 ~ 
RUP________ for Freeman diviSion above. The ex30 1931 52, 700. 0 8.04 86.3 5.48 473.0 M-VO.. 3.38 .3551 158.2 .0115 .0115 ... _-- 0RUP________ callent values of n assured for a long M-VC__31 1932 52,700.0 8.52 85.2 5.55 473.0 3.39 .3551 159.9 .0114 .0114 0 f'1RUP________ time by making an excessively hard -----~- M-VC__ ---

32 1932 52,700.0 8.80 88.5 5.57 493.0 3.39 .3551 160.5 .0113 .0114 -_o.- 0I!concrete llni~. ------- t:1FCEHlS_____ M-1..__33 1932 Hidalgo and ameron County, water 0 2, 207. 0 6.5 1.30 3.64 1.78 6.49 .87 .309 108.5 .0133 .0133 83 D I:;j 
BU _________ M _______ control and Improvement district No.9 ro 

34 1909 C 932.0 2.77 2.06 5.70 .58 1.7 102.0 .013 .0134UmatUla project, smooth_________________
BR _________ Same, on tangent_______________________ ------* ----_. M _______ ---- - ~ 35 1909 K 640.0 28.9 7.10 205.0 2.13 1\.400 129.0 .0132 .0131BR _________ ------- ------ M _______ ---- 

36 1009 Same, sinuous atinement.________________ K 1,075.0 28.7 7.15 205.0 2.12 II. 77 119.0 .0142 .0142 ---- -BU _________ Same, CU1"Ve______________________________ ------- ------ lVL __.._ o
37 1909 K 220.0 29.5 6.94 205.0 2.15 12. i:I 90.0 .Ol89 .0189------- ------ ---- - ""i
38 BR-D ______ 1922 Klamathproject, Oreg. C cnnaL _________ C 1,180.0 32.96 3.61 119.0 M-2+B_ 1.95 .429 124.8 .0135 .0134.. ------ ------ ---- 
39 BR-D..____ 1922 Same, South Branch (C) canaL __________ C 3,500.0 84.57 3.85 133.1 M-2+8_ 2.01 .432 136.0 .0129 .0122 ---,.. :>FCB-I0_____ ------- -----
40 1913 North Side Twin Falls main canaL ______ A 1,900.0 321. 2 8.21 2, 637. 0 M-VC __ 5.43 .6389 139.4 .0138 .0143 C'l------- ------ --oO- BR-F_______ Carlsbad project, N. MeL _______________ M-VC __41 1915 C 2.38 37.0 2.50 92.4 1.80 .241 120.0 .0137 .0138 

BR-F_______ _____do____________ . ________.._____________ ... ---_.- .... - ------- l\1-VC__ ---- - ;::l
42 1915 0 2.29 30.8 2.00 91.3 1.69 .377 117.2 .0139 .0139 ---- --
43 FCB-13_____ 1913 Davi~and Weber, Utah. Mediumsmooth. C 1,000.0 23.0 2.34 53.8 3.94 212.0 lII-VC__ 2.~7 .629 109.1 .0154 .0154 64 A g

BPF-L____ _____do____________________________________ M-VO __44 1913 C 552.0 27.8 2.49 69.29 3.82 264.5 :1.34 .413 125.7 .014 .0136 ---- .. _____ do__________..________________________
45 BPF-2______ 1913 0 468.5 22.8 1.59 36.19 3.34 12G. 9 M-VO__ 1.50 .619 109.0 •0146 .0147 t"'---- - ~ 46 BR-B-l. ____ 1,000.0 58.0 ----_ .. 302.1 3.34 1,011.0 M_..____ 4.89 1.125 135.0 .0142 .0143 -.. -- -M _______BU-B-2_____47 1,000.0 47.0 ---.-- 102.6 3.08 316.0 2.14 1.3000 121.4 _0137 .0139 ---- -M _______BR-8-3_____ t,~ ",,"00'. ld"""- Mo. "ffl''''' g
48 Reach roughly troweled. Conslder- 1,000.0 63.7 219.4 4.68 1,027. 0 3.88 1.3875 120.6 .0154 .0156 -_ ..- 
49 BU-S-L.._ to able rock and stone In bed. Tests 46 1,000.0 48.6 133.3 3.57 476.0 2.64 1.3625 115.4 .0152 .0151 --------- M _______ ~ 

BU-8-5_____ ---.-- 1\1.______
50 1911 to 52 Inclusive, on section 2. Canal 1,000.0 46.0 92.8 2.64 245.0 1.95 1.2875 111.4 .0149 .0150)'00' ---- BU-S-6_____ ------ M .._____51 lining designed with n=O.015. 1,000.0 44.2 --- .. -- 64.7 1.84 119.0 M _______ 1.44 1.2875 90.6 .0170 .0174 ---- BR-B-7_____ .0140 _____52 1.000.0 55.2 ------ 246.2 4.91 1,209.0 4.22 1.3125 135.1 .0139Ii 



__ __ 

63 2.400.0 57.0 259.0 3.00 1,011.0 1\L..... 4.33 1.2625 115.fi .0141 .0143~~-~~"'-'11909 rame canal, another rench. Much grovel M •• _____54 2,400.0 ·19.1 12:l.3 3.81 470.0 2.45 1.33:l3 13:1.4 .0130 .012nDR-Iii'" on lined hed for test 53. Very little55 2,400.0 50. '1 135.0 3.48 470.0 M ••..• __ 2.65 1.2460 136.3 .0129 .012S-S-- .•-- to grn vel on bed during tests M tu 57 in-
Ii6 DR-S-IL.__ 1911 elusive. ' 2,400.0 47.0 BU. 1 2.07 238.0 1\L••• __ • 1.B7 1.3000 112.7 .0147 .0147 
57 DR-S-IL.. 2,400.0 48.4 101.3 2.35 238.0 lV1.•••••• 2.09 1.2042 113.8 .0148 .0148 

58 DR-S-13.• _. r~~ }same canal, another reach, on scction 4 2,400.0 53.9 205.4 5.00 1,027.0 3.64 t .3154 147.6 .0124 .0126 
I~ 

M •...• __{859 DR-S-H_... 11)11 with much smoother concrete. 2,400.0 fit. 7 153.0 2.9S 456.0 M._._••• 2.89 I.HiO 144.6 .0123 .0125 

60 FCS-94..... 1931 Water control and improvement district 0 1,200.0 5.0 1.9 5.81 1.46 8.50 M-L... .90 .234 101. : .0141 .0145 
No.6. 


61 DUD-lO. ___ toll King lIill project, Idaho. Rongh, cnrves. C 925.0 16.5 1. 62 21.4 2.55 54.6 M-2+8_ 1. ~5 1.449i 107.5 _0143 

62 FCS-{l9.... _ 1913 Sandcrfer, Cnlif. Tangent, smooth_ .._•• D 743.3 3.5 1. 43 5.0 3.74 18.7 1\[-VC .. .84 2.375 92.0 .0155 :gl~~ l'io'l C'. 

63 DR-F-I2.. __ 11115 Uncompahgre project, Colo ....__ ........ 11 2,100.0 14.3 5.60 60..1 8.27 500.0 2. !l5 1.46 126_2 ~OlJ~ .0141 

61 DR-F-13.... 1915 B 2,400.0 18.3 4.65 70.2 7.08 497.0 3.02 1.42 108.1 .n,65 .0165
Sarno, below 7 droJls ________.... __._. _____ 


DH-F-1L_. Same, mile post 6.____ .._________.........
65 1915 C' 500.0 18.5 5.27 71.8 7.14 513.0 3.09 1.18 118.3 .0152 .0152 
DR-F-15_._ lU15 Snme, below tunnel No. 4.._.._.. ___ • ___ • D 425.0 12.83 4.83 50.04 8.63 4:170 _ .. w 2. fiS 1. 74 l~u. 4 .0140 .0139~ __ a ~ ~ ~60 h:j

67 VMC__ . ___ 1912 Sllme_......__._ .... __ ......._.... __ ._ .... D 730.0 H.7 1.71 2:1.(1 4. it Ill. :~ 1\L.... _ 1.41 11. 51 102.1 .0155 .0155 
 t:'" 
68 JBL-S•.____ . 190i Slmtn Ann, Calif., SnD(l.._._ .. __ .... __ ._. D 1,000.0 10.22 2.62 :l6.70 M-2+8 _ .82 1.06 89.2 .0157 _0161 

.~~--~ --- .. 0 
Yakima project, Wnsh. Mnbton CanaL. 

-~-

69 DR-M-L __ S.74 1.37 to. 06 1.50 15.1 1\£"_.-_. 1.02 .268 90.9 .0159 .01M ~ Some. Thi$ series of ohservations was M_. ____70 DR-M-2. __ • 10.82 2. -ll 20.3 2.24 45.4 1.58 .295 103.7 .0138 .0154mado on the snme rencll of cnUl\l boo 1\1. ..71 BR-l\f-L. II. 52 2. iO 24.2 2.47 59.8 1. 75 .336 101.9 .0159 .0161 0twecn Apr. 1 (for Mr. Mooro's test 1)72 BR-M-I.... II. 73 2.87 25.40 2.57 65.2 lV£.._•. 1.80 .373 99.1 .0165 .0165 r.:j
nnd Oct. 13,1916 (for his test 18). The73 DR-M-S. __ 12.10 3,0(18 28.00 2.66 74.4 M __... 1. ~~ .305 9fi.9 • OliO .0166

DR-M-{l___ . reach contuinsO curves \'IIrying in degree .....74 11.84 2.02 20.05 2.74 71.4 IIL... ___ 1. 83 .436 07.1 .0169 .0109 <;frolll 23° to 75° and hllving n totnllength IIL_.• ___75 llR-M-7._ .. 12.14 3.07 27.8 2.58 71.8 1.90 .227 J24.3 .0134 .0132of 441.3 feet. 'fhe water surlnce olevn. M __.... _ ..,>7f! DR-M-8_._ . 12.20 3.10 28. 2 2.54 71.6 1.91 .223 122.9 .0135 .0135
tiOIlS were derived from book'l(nge read· lV1- ___ ._ii DR-M-O.... 12.46 3.23 29.71l 2.50 70.3 1.97 .227 121. 1 .0I:!7 .0137 t<l1016 lDgs. The gages were Installed inverti· 0 1,000.0

78 BR-M-IO__ . 12.16 3.08 27.97 2,4fi 68.8 IIL... __ . 1.90 .209 123.6 .01:14 .0131 :::::cal concrete wells, cnst in the cannl bank79 DR-M-II.. 12.40 3.20 21).3 2.42 71.0 lVl._..... 1.95 .200 122.2 .0136 .0136and connected with tho flowing prism M_._.__ • ....
80 DR-M-12... 12.38 3.19 29.3 2.38 60.7 1.95 .205 )18.S .0140 .0140hy a horitontal Jlipe_ 'I'he current M._..__ • ~ 81 DR-M-13. __ 12.62 3.31 30.83 2.49 76.8 2.00 .191 127.2 .0132 .0131meter gaging of discharge was made Ilt82 DR-M-1L_ 12.06 3.03 27.3 2.47 67.5 IIL._._ .. 1.88 .20!) 124.7 .0133 .0133the uJlper end of the rench. 'I'ests 3 to 6 1\[_..__ ..83 DR-M-15... 1l.58 2.79 24.59 2.30 56.fi 1.77 .218 117_2 .0\39 .0140inclusi\-e were made while there were M .. _._ ~ 
84 BR-M-16.. _ 11.44 2.72 2:1. 78 2.21 52.5 1.73 .209 ]l5.9 .0140 .0142slightohstrnctions on the cannl bed, due IIL.__ ~ 85 13R-M-I7. . 11.16 2.58 22.2 2.13 47.2 1.67 .245 105.2 .0154 .0154to gravel rolling io from the hillside. ;;.:1-1.. ___..86 DR-M-IB... 10.88 2.44 20.5 2.01 41.2 1.59 .245 101.5 .0157 .0158'rhe increase in 11 is clearly shown. t:'" 
87 1"CS--37a.__ . 1913 Orland project, Cnlif. Lateral No. 12.... C 206.0 5.4 .57 3.07 1.86 5.71 M-VC _ .54 .99 80.2 .0160 .0167 8l C UJ 

88 1"CS--37.._.. 1913 C 755.8 5.4 .62 3.3:1 1.71 5.71 M-VC_. .58 1.184 65.2 .0192 .0208 81 C__ .,.do..... __• _. _•• ___ •• _••• '" _•••_.____• 
JDL-7...____ Tnngent.... __ •___________ l\I-2+S _80 1907 Coltoo, Calif. 1,000.0 .------ - ....--- n.7fi 2.27 15.34 .08 1.70 87.7 .0167 .0170 ---- ."-" 


90 1"CS--ll ..... 1913 South Cottonwood Wnrd, Utah. SnmL. 11 :l50.0 2.6 .SO 2.07 1.38 2.86 M-L.. _ .52 .694 72.6 .0171 .0185 51 C 

91 FCS-55._.•._ 11113 Modesto main, Calif_.._...._........__ ••• D 755.6 21.0 1.52 32.0{l 3.58 114.8 M-V('_ 1. 38 1.157 89.7 .0174 .0175 i5 C 

92 FCS-{l3..... 1913 Santo Ana main, snndy hed. Deposit-._ B 1,082.2 11.5 l.41 HI. 26 1.07 27.16 M-VC.. 1. 22 .321 84.6 .0176 .0182 76 C 


South conal, Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 2:lO.0 .. ,",- .. ~ 47.05 5.19 244.2 IIL... _. 2.51 1.100 98.7 .0176 .0176 6893 FCS-AK-A1 -----~ -~ 

1\L... __Calif. Series to determine values of 11 230.0 65.40 5.73 374.6 2.98 1. 052 102.2 .0174 .0175 fi8
114 FCS-AK-AI M ______

for canul with very sharp bends. 145.0 -.- ... -- .. 4.1. gil 5.:t! 244.2 2.48 1.097 102.0 .0170 .0169 68~ ~95 FCS--AK-A2 Heaches in section A follow each other. 145.0 rH.s 5.81 374.6 M ....... 2.96 1.062 102..5 .0172 .0172 (is

96 FCS-AK-.-\2 M •• _. ___ 

~-Likewise in sections D and C. ReMit 178.0 .-_.... 40. on 5.30 20\4.2 2.48 .910 112.6 .015f; .0155 68--~ ~97 FCS-AK-A:l 1027 .... 
A 1, overage curvsture, 76 feet radius. C 178.0 ---- - .... ------ 64.03 5.85 374.6 IlL..... 2.9G •!l7S 108.7 .0164 .0164 6S98 .FCS-AK-A3 Reach A2, radius 450 feet, A3rndius 175 174.0 _.. - - 4-1.00 fl.S5 244. 2 M .... ___ 2.42 1.0iU 1O<J. I .0159 .0158 6899 FCS-AK-A4 - . --.--- M .. __

100 feet, A4 rodius 1,100 feet, A5 rodius 112 ]74.0 .- .. 
~ 

_.. - .. -.--- 62.75 5.97 :174. 6 2.!l2 1. 1U0 101. 1 .0176 .0175 68FCS--AK-A4 ~ 

M. __ ..feet, A6 radins 1,100 feet, A7 radius \J6 94.0 ------ .- ... _. 45. 14 5.41 2·1·1.2 M _______ 2.45 1.298 95.9 .0180 .0180 08 1_' __ t-:l101 FCS-AK-A5 feet, A8 radius 500 feet, D I radius78 feel, 04.0 . ------ 64.30 5.83 37·1.6 2. un l.Otl 105.4 .0169 .0169 68 ... _ ....... 




TABLE l.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of flow in Chezy's formula and the coefficients of roughness in the Kutter and ~ }rfanning formulas-Continued 

OONCRETE LININGS: POURED on HAND·LAID CONCRETE-Continued ~ 
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i: 
C) .. to 
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:;.<:l 

~0 ~ 

'0 
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:;;~ 
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a 
'" Eo< 
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1 % S , 5 • 7 8 

------
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--
10 

-
11 12 

-----
13 

-
14 

--
15 IB 17 

- -- --
18 

-
10 

-
t.:J 

~ 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
lOS 
109 
110 
III 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
1~'2 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

FOS-AK-A5 
F08-AK-A6 
FOS-AK-AO 
FOS-AK-A7 
F08-AK-A7 
FOS-AK-AS 
FOS-AK-AS 
FOS-AK-Dl 
FOS-AK-Dl 
FOS-AK-D2 
FOS-AK-D2 
FOS-AK-Cl 
FCS-AK-Cl 
FOS-AK-02 
FOS-AK-02 
FOS-AK-l1. 
FOS-AK-D.
ES__________ 

_____ do_______ 
FOS-70____ • 
FOS~7.____ 
FOS-3Ia____ 
FOS-3Ib____ 
FOS-30a____ 
FOS-30b____ 
F08-32n___ • 
FOS-32b.... 
JBL-4______ 
FCS~8_____ 

192, 

1890 
11)2·1 
IUla 
IUla 
1913 
191a 
lOla 
1913 
1913 
lUI3 
1007 
1913 

Feel Feel Ful 
D2radlus 82 root, 01 radius 177 reet, 02 108.0 
radius 5110 Coot, D mdius 80 reet. Sec· 148.0 .-~-- .. -_._ ... 
tions A and B bed width 6j.{, reet, with 282.0 
side slopes 1:1 sections 0 and ~ bed 332.0 ------ .. ---_ .. 
width 4 reet 10 Inches. Section had 196.0 
nccumullltions sand and gravel with rew 196.0 --,.---- -_ ......
cobbles largo as one's hOlld. Also con· 198.0 --,.---- --- ....... 
crcto rougher than in scctions A and D. In. 0 -----_. -.--.. 
}<'or ull of tho sharp bends on this canal, 0 279.0 --.---- -----
tho high velocl tics in rorward 279.0 

~------ -----
direction were on the inside or 142.0 

~------ -----curves. Water surraco depressed Oil in· 142.0 _______ ______ 
side oC curvcs, elevated on outsido, but 662. 0 ~______ ______ 
energYllnethroughoutsectionsA,D,oi 062.0 ___________ oo 
and D remarkablE; straight withou 4U7.0 _______ ______ 
local dips opposite ends, showing cllr· 497.0 _.._________ . 
vature clIcat distributcd through reach.

Oamuzzoni Oannl, ItaIY _____________________ • ____________ ._. ______ 
_____do______________________________________ ~. __ - .. ___ ~ __________ .. 
Los Nietos, CnU!. D~osit sand _____ ._. Il 600.5 4.4 I. 52 
Arroyo ditch, Oalif. ang6nt., moss_____ D 1,000.0 4.1 1. 60 
North CRImi, Oreg. Rough, tangent__ ___ D 240.0 12.9 2..,8 
Same, tungent and curvo.._______________ D I, ola. 0 12.9 2.58 
Same, tangent.___________________________ 1l 2-10.0 12.7 2.07 
Same, tangent und curve.._______________ Il 1,013.0 12.7 2.05 
Sarno, tnngenL__________________________ R 240.0 12.4 . UU 
Slime, tllngontnndcurvo_________________ Il 1,013.0 12.4 1.02 
Upper, Riverside, OaliC. Two curves___ . 0 600.0 __ ..________ • 
Small ditch, cement washed______________ 1l 575.4 2.7 1.04 

Square
feel 
05.38 
46.33 
63.32 
44.6 
46.81 
64.0 
64.72 
46.24 
45.46 
03.72 
34.46 
51. 42 
35.40 
51.50 
44.11 
52.34 

1110.6 
485.4 

6.69 
6.56 

33.38 
:l2.52 
26.26 
26.05 
12.25 
12.01 
6.96 
2.82 

Ful 
5.73 
5.27 
5.92 
5.47 
5.a3 
5.85 
5.0U 
5.28 
5.37 
5.78 
5.38 
0.14 
5.23 
0.13 
4.20 
6.03 

4.30 
4.82 
2.89 
2.83 
2.94 
3.02 
2.85 
2.87 
2.11)
2.!H 
1. 22 
1. 07 

Cubic 
fut 
374.0 M _____ .• 
244.2 :1\L_____ . 
3i4.6 M ____.. _ 
244.2 M ______ • 
244.2 M ____ ._ 
374.6 M_oo____ 
:!68.4 M ____ ._. 
244.2 M _____ .. 
244.2 1\{.oo____ 
368.4 I'v[_______ 

185.3 Moo___ .. 
315.0 M _______ 

185.3 M._____ • 
315.0 :1\·C____ ._ 
185.3 :1\1.______ 
315.6 I'vL______ 

888.2 
M _______ 

2,340.0 :1\L ______ 
19.36 M-VC __ 
18.54 M-VO__ 
98.30 M-VO.. 
98.30 M-VC. 
74.80 M-Ve __ 
701.80 M-VC __ 
25.7-1 M-VO __ 
25.7-1 l\f-VO__ 
8.50 M-2+8.. 
3.02M-L_oo 

Feet 
2.98 
2.50 
2.92 
2.44 
2.49 
2.95 
2. U7 
2.48 
2.46 
2.94 
2.16 
2.65 
2.19 
2.65 
2.4-1 
2.fl7 

5.12 
8.10 

.9S 

.05 
1.114 
1.00 
1. na 
1.112 
.88 
.01 
.70 
.62 

Feet 
.915 
.912 

1.241 
1.289 
.974 

1.071 
1. 440 
1. 462 
1. 247 
1. 420 
1.204 
1.430 
1.347 
1.485 
.974 

1.980 

.31 

.31 
1.4H 
1.449 
.525 
.639 
.U29 
.720 
.0.,0 

1. 021 
1.6:! 
. 583U 

109.9 
111.0 
98.2 
95.7 

107.7 
10·1.0 
87.5 
87.7 
97.0 
89.4 

105.5 
UU.7 
96.4 
97.8 
86.1 
82.9 

108.0 
U6.0 
76.8 
7U.2 
U2.5 
86.9 
UO.8 
83.5 
72.5 
67.1 
58.0 
50. I 

.0162 

.0157 

.0181 

.01i7 

.0160 

.0171 

.0205 

.0197 

.0178 

.0199 

.0161 

.0176 

.0176 

.0179 

.0200 
.0211 

.018 

.022 

.lll88 

.0188 
.0177 
.0187 
.0176 
.0190 
.0192 
.0206 
.0218 
.0220 

.0102 

.0156 

.0177 
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.01liO 

.0171 

.0205 

.01U7 

.0178 
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.0160 

.0175 

.0175 

.0179 
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.0211 

.0182 

.0220 

.0194 

.0194 

.0180 

.0191 

.0178 

.0193 

.0202 

.0209 

.0242 

.0245 

of. 
68 --
68 --
68 --
68 --
68 --
08 ---
OS --
68 --
68 i-
68 
68 --. 
08 --
68 --
08 --
68 --
08 --

---- --.,-. --
76 A 
82 0 
02 D 
62 ]) 
75 0 
75 0 
112 0 
02 0 

---- --
70 0 
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!
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- - ------

131 / FOS-75_____ 	 11. 01913/ Lower, Riverside Water 00., ROUgh_____1 B I 699.01 11.14112.57/1.881 23. 641 M-VO__ ll.021 .851 I 6.1.81.02211.0235173/ C132 FOB-7l____ _ 1913 Upper, Riverside, Calif. Sce 129. Sandy. B 329.6 12.9 2.07 26.72 1.79 47.83 M-I_____ 1.60 .482 64.4 .0231 .0250 71 C 

SHOT-QONCRETE (GUNITE) LININGS WITH EXCEPTIONS NOTED 

M-L____ 
M-1.____ 133 FCS-9L___ 1929 Rossow, near Mission, Tex_______________ L 1,003.8 7.7 2.4 13.32 2.02 27.0 1.39 0.176 129.4 0.0122 0.0122 81 C 

134 FCS-97_____ 1932 East main, near Edlnhurgh, Tex_________ L 2.800.0 8.2 2.0 11. 74 2.44 28.7 1.23 .382 112.6 .0137 .0137 86 .--. 
135 1929 L 2,483.0 8.3 2.4 13.86FCB-90_____ Main, nellr Progresso, Tex_______________ 1.93 26.7 M-1..___ 1.38 .228 108.4 .0144 .0141 86 .- .. 

FCS-99_____ M-L___136 1933 Ervine Ranch canal, Calif. Best reach ____ K 600.0 0.72 2.90 19.47 .99 .85 99.7 .0149 .01·19 ... -- .----- ~-"'- --~ --
137 FCB-99a____ 1933 Same canal, surface rough and uneven... K 400.0 6.0S 3.20 19.47 M-L___ .94 1. 428 87.1 .01B7 .0169 

~ 

---- ---_____do_______________________, ____________ ---- .. -- --.--
138 FCs-99h____ 1933 	 K 901}.0 5.56 3.50 19.47 M-L___ .97 1.492 84.1 .0173 .0178 ---- ---.--- -... -. ---..o--	 M-1..___FCS-96_____ Main, near Weslaco, Tex_________________ 	 97.6 .0158 .01~1 88139 1932 	 L 1.100.0 7.6 2.4 13.17 1.85 24.4 1.38 2.261 -- .-ES___, ______ 	 I1L______140 1924 Canale di S. Oroce, from Piave RlveL ___ 714.4 --- .... - ........ 49.9 3.61 ISO. 7 2.)7 .53 106.5 .0160 .0160 ---- -_.

}.L______rmo, ,. ".,. ,_., '"' mol. I: 	 j6to141 	 4.13 264.8 2.59 .58 106.5 .0164 .0164 .. --- -_.
radIUS. Built 1920. Sides left as shot. I1L ______ ~ 
Bed smoothed but covered in places o142 	 71.3 4 53 324.4 M _______ 2.82 .58 112. I .0158 .0158 ---- .. --

4.69 384.2 3.12 .58 110.3 .0162 .0163143. IES---------- 1924 	 711.4 -- -- .. .- ....- 81.8 1\1.______ .- .. - ---with sand and gravel. Values verily 

use of~I=0.017 .(or untreated shot-coll144 	 87.7 4.92 430.8 3.18 .60 112.6 _0160 .016·1 ~ M _______ 	 ~--- ---~ 

115.2 5.67 654.6 3.87 .63 114.8 .0161 .0162 
crete. M _______ o145 	 ---- ---

r' 3.38 ISO. 8 2.29 .44 106.6 .0160 .0160146 	 M _______ -- ..- .. --- I=j 
147 	 71.5 3.71 264.8 2.83 ,39 111.6 .0158 .0158 ---. - --M _______
148 {same, farther downstream, much less 	 78.4 4.13 324.4 M ______ 3.02 .39 120.3 .0148 .0148 ---. ---.1924 I,HQ.O 	 ~ 149 1,,-,--,--, gradient. 	 }c --,.---- --*-~ .. 91.0 4.23 384.2 3.33 .39 117.3 .0155 .0155 ---- .. _--

~M _______97.2 4.43 430.8 3.44 .39 120.9 .0151 .0151lIiO 	 M _______ ---- ---
ES-a________ M _______ 

153 1924 2,257.8 9.42 19'1. 6 7.71 1,500.0 5.25 .418 161. 8 .0116 .01J6 ---- ....... 152 
15! 

1924 	 { 2,257.8 31.99 n.63 125.5 
129.6 

5.00 
5.05 

741.0 
654.6 

4.07 
4.10 

.380 

.39 
146.7 
126.2 

.0127 

.0147 
.0129 
.0149 -- ~- ... ..--. 

-. 
(;:j 

ES-h_____• __ 	 M _______ --- ~ 
M _______ES-c_____, __ }ver~~mootti-con~r;;ie:=====:::::=:::::::: }c 	 .....1M 1924 	 2,257.8 11.6 254.0 8.27 2,101. 0 6.10 .552 146.7 .0143 .0138 --.- ---ES-a________ --48;2-	 M .._____155 !924 	 7.48 179.3 4.13 741.0 4.72 .200 134.0 .0142 .0143 --.- .._-- 2:ES-b________ }same, "cement" lined by hand_________ .. { 884.8 M _______ 


ES-c________ Reach follows Nos. 152-3-4 above_________ }C M _____ - 156 1924 	 884.8 10.2 277. 3 5.41 1,500.0 6.04 .236 144.9 .0131 .0135 --. .. -. 
157 1924 	 884.8 12.4 364.0 5.77 2,101.0 M _______ 6.99 .236 146.7 .0140 .0142 

--~- ---ES-a________ 

ES-b________ lIL______ 
158 1924 	 11,225.2 --54:4- 7.97 180.6 4.10 741.0 4.2:1 .334 108.7 .0174 .0175 ---- .... -- ~ 

159 	 1,225.2 10.66 294.8 5.09 1,500.0 5.77 .288 129.0 .0150 .0119 --"- ,.--. 2lES-c________ 	 }.L______12.95 400.0 5.25 2,)01. 0 6.59 .335 122.0 .0175 .0172160 ES-a________ 1924 Nos. 151H1-7 above. Side slopes 1:1 t 1,225.2 	 M _______ ---- ---
1924 1'-'ro"b. """"" -~". ,0>'." }c 	 ~ 161 1924 	 2,311.8 8.46 200.0 3.71 741.0 4.53 .2i4 102.7 .0180 .0177 --" .. .. ...-.

ES-b____, __ top to mld-depth, then 2:1 to bottom. 	 111:.______ en162 1924 	 2,311.8 10.96 309.0 4.86 1,500.0 5.97 .305 114.8 .0180 ,0181 ---- .... -.ES-c___, ____ 	 }.L______163 1924 	 2,311.8 13.16 402.5 5.22 2,101.0 6.63 .326 112.0 .0190 .0182 ---- .. ~ ....ES-a________ 	 111:. ______ ...~ _
ES-b________ }same (earth cut),followsNos.161-162-163 }o { 8.86 164 1924 	 301.2 2.46 741.0 5.31 .183 77.5 .0250 .0250 .-.~M _______ 

165 1924 	 4,320.6 75.45 11.12 430.0 3.44 1,500.0 6.43 .380 69.4 .0290 .0293 .....- ...-.ES-c________ above. Side slopes 2:1. Bed rounded. 	 M _______
166 1924 	 12.86 552.0 3.BI 2,101. 0 7.22 .430 68.4 • 0200 .0307 --,- .... -
167 FCS-93. ____ 1931 Lateral N, near ~cA!1e~.. Tex____________ P 200.0 3.2 1.4 3.52 3.59 12.6 M-L___ .74 2.91 77.6 .01i6 .0182 88 -... -
168 1931 P 800.0 5. t 1.90 6.67 1.89 12.0 .99 .374 98.3 .0149 .0149 .. ........FOS-92_____ Same, broomed gUUlte ______________.._ 	 M-L___ 

-~-
Yent____
169 FCS-89~2___ 1919 Lower, Lindsay-Strathmore irrigation 1I 883.9 13.0 2.0 26. JJ<J 1.70 44.4 1.83 .100 91.4 ,0177 .0180 72 -... _
district. 

1iO FCS-95_____ 1932 'Yest, near Harlingen, Tex_______________ C 1,600.0 9.5 3.5 16.50 1. 03 17.0 M-1.._" l.fJ3 .110 79.8 .0187 .0201 85 U 
--.-~ 

t-.J 
~ 
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TABLE I.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of flow in Chezy's formula and the coefficients of roughness in the Kutter and t-.:l 
Manning formula3--0ontinued ~ 
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1 2 I , 5 6 , 8 9 lG 11 12 13 u 15 18 17 18 1. ~ 
------- ------- .---- - !zl 

171 
172 
173 
174 
175 

CCW-14____ 
BR_ •••__ ._.BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 

1008 
1915 
]915 
1915 
1915 

Feel Peet Fed 
Square

feet 
Interstate, cemented clay____ ._..••_.•..• ... _w 

~ -- -- ~ - . ..  ... --- '-1:9' 207.5 
Q canal, MinIdoka project, Idaho•• __ •__ • 21.0 

}same, section regular, in black loam with }-- { 2.4 52.8 
some weeds on side. 2.7 58.1 

Same reach. Items for Nos. 172 to 189 in· 3.2 71.9 
clusive from Bureau Reclamation <latil 

Feel 
4.75 
1.24 
1.50 
1.67 
1.81 

Cubic 
feel 
986.0 

26.0 
79.2 
97.1 

130.1 

1\1-0_•.•. 
-. ~--- ... --. 
___ 0 __ ... _ ... _ 

------ .. _------- .. _... 

Feel 
3.98 
1.30 
2.02 
2.17 
2. M 

Feel 
.17 
.27' 
.20 
.20 
.21 

185.0 
65.1 
73.2 
78.6 
78. 2 

.012 

.0226 

.0225 

.0215 

.0222 

.0101 

.0238 

.0227 

.0214 

.0222 

of. 

--_ .. -.. -
---- ------- --_. 
--- -~----- ___ . 

'" 01 

"" ~ 

~ 
?l 

176 
177 
178 
179 
ISO 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
100 
191 
192 
193 
194 

BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR________• 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR________ • 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_________ 
BR_____•___ 
FCS-2____ •. 
FCS-I. _____ 
SF-15_______ 
VMO_______ 
FCS-83_____ 

1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
1915 
]915 
1915 
1913 
1913 

1912 
1913 

card 3. 
}Same, section regular, In very slick vol· }.-. { 2.7 33.8 

canic ash, no weeds. ---------- ------ 2.7 34.6Same reach_____ , _______ •_____ •. __________ 2.8 35.1 
Same project B-1 canal. Sand, some c1ay_ 2.7 64.2 
Same project B canal. Regular, sand ____ 4.4 262.0
Same reach, regular, sand________________ 4.6 27i.O 
SameprojectA-J canal. Very heavy moss. 2.6 44,6
Same reach, slInd and moss_____________ ._ 3.2 67.4 _____do _______________________________•___ 

2.7 58.2 
Sameproject °canal. Regular, no weeds. ---- .-------~ - --- .. _- 4.0 127.5 
Snme project J canal. Not regular_______ 2.4 51.8 
Same canal, more regular_.____ . __________ 2.4 49.4 
Snme project Main canal, north side______ 6.3 508.0Same rench.______________________ •___ •___ 7.0 :i',O
Farmers', Nebraska, cemented clay _____ • Q 1,000.0 51.0 2.53 1"9.1Same, another rench___ •_____ , ____________ Q 1,200.0 51. 0 2.74 139.8
Bear RIver, Oorinne branch______________ G 100.0 23.9 1. 94 46.4 
Fort Lyons, silt, very smooth ____________ I 2,600.0 6S.0 1.13 75.6 
Maricopa, Arizona; hard bed_______.----- H 900.0 29.0 2.31 66.9 

2.38 
2.48 
2:42 
I. 59 
2.43 
2.53 
.61 

1.11 
1.53 
2.03 
1.24 
I. 30 
2.03 
2.36 
2.56 
2.22 
2.36 
1.86 
1.28 

SO. 5 
85.7 
85.0 

102.0 
iJ370 
701.0 
2i.2' 
74.9 
89.1 

259.0 
64.2 
64.2 

1.031. 0 
1,192.0 

330.0 
310.8 
109 . .; 
140.6 
85.5 

~- ----- .. ------- .. _----.-----
._--------- .. ---~----_ .. _-_ ... _-
------------------------------...--....... ------ .. _------ .. __ . 
--------" .. -- .. --_.. _-
1I1-VO•• 
1\1-VO._
z,L._._._
z,f. ....._
M-VC __ 

1.88 
1. 89 
1.94 
2.fJ2 
3.63 
3.81 
1.69 
2.37 
2.07 
3.02 
1.84 
1.79 
5.15 
6.58 
2.40 
2.62 
1.86 
1. 13 
2.20 

.28 

.28 

.28 

.18: 

.200 

.197 

.230 

.250 

.100 

.210 

.19 

.19: 

.15 

.14 

.IM 

.17 
f .27 
'.38 

.08' I 

103.0 
106.4 
103.5 
82.9 
00.2 
92.3 
30.9 
45.6 
77.2 
80.6 
65.5 
70.0 
72.6 
82.1 

133.0 
105.0 
105.8 
89.5 
99.3 

.016:; 

.0159 

.0165 

.0200 

.0208 

.0205 

.0485 

.0370 

.0218 

.0225 

.0242 
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.0244 
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.0130 

.0164 

.0155 

.0165 
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.0160 
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.0523 
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.0216 
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.0156 

.0170 

.0172 
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---- ------- --_. 
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a 191:1 I 'Winter Creek, compact clay ...••_._. __••• (I ~OO.I) I la. 5 1.0~ 13. i .oa 12.8 ~[-VO•• •no .1341 80.9 .0170 .OIMf~~ fFcs- .. ,. Evergreen. SlIlt RivlJr project, Arizon". f ;11. a...... 11. 6 lIill.O M-IL•.•. 2.15 '.382 82.:l .0211 .0212q 'l6 
197 Gllging nt middle 1)( reach. First 300 :11. 4 •••_.. n 5 2::J2 173.0 1\1-6..... 2.21 1.:182 79.9 .0210 .0202 
lOS BR tilt,s. .• , feet very irregulllr; balaDce very uni· 5.000.0 I 32. 2 ._._.. 82.0 2.58 212.0 J\f-6._ .• 2.39 1 .3S2 85.6 .0200 .0205 
199 form in shape and size. Total curVIl' • __ •.••••_.. 80.9 2. i2 220.0 M-VC ..• 2.:18 1.372 91.0 .0187 .018~ 
200 ture 76" 33' in fillt curves. 2. (j~ 220.0 M-VC.. 2.39 1 .382 79.0 .0200 .0199I

samo reach. Bed of origlnnl cemented l 1:::: ::::==== 8~~'os 2.5:1 220.0 M-VC.. 2.40 10.382 82.0 0.0207 0.0211 
202 grovel with sprinkle of clelln sand in .'" •..••..• 71. 0 2.36 167.0 M-VC.. 2.06 1.372 85.0 .0194 .0197201 ) pockets. At sides, roots hold silt. E:<· __ •• __ ..•. 6.~.5 2.H 107.0 M-VC •• 2.071.382 87.0 .0193 .0lUO~~ I BR file,_ ceUent dnta. Data for Nos. 196-207, 5.000.0 I " .....,.•. 60.2 2.52 167.0 M-VC .• 2.07 1 .392 89.0 .01BS .0188 
20.5 inclusive, listed io Reclamation Record. :l!l. 6 ___ _ • flO. 8 2.32 H1.0 M-VC .• 1.87 1 .382 87.0 .0190 .Ollli 
206 July lU13. ao. Ii __ • 1\2.:1 2.2:1 139.0 1\1-6._.•• 1.\\2 1.382 82.2 .0200 .021l9 
207 _. _ ••• ' •. 16:1. 2 2.03 ·178.0 M-6_.... 3. i5 1.374 78. I .0238 .0233l 1 
208 CCW-Ib•.•_ 1905 .Empire intake, firm gravel aud sanrI_ •••• U '1011.0 43. () 2.83 13.1. U 2.11-1 399.5 M-6..... 2.84 1.25 103.0 • OliO .0173 
~9 OCW-!..••_ 1905 SlImo rench, firm gravel Rnd sand._ •••_•• H 400.0 ••••• ".,,, __ 71. 2 2.·1(j 17.1.5 M-6_... . 1.73 1.50 83.6 .0104 .019li 
210 STU-7•••••_ 1913 Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Mont. __ . !l 1, noo. 0 2·1. 0 2. 85 68. -I 2.45 Hi7.6 ]\[-VO•• 2. ro() .230 100.0 .0174 .017.1 .:::'jj- >=;
211 VMO_.••••_ 1912 Jarb\!au Power, clay loam ••._._. __ ._.. _.. ]I 1100.0 la.O 1.21 10.4 1. 9ti 3" 3 :r.L_..... 1. 11 1.49 S3.8 .0176 .0181 t"' 
212 STH-5b..... 1913 CO\'c, sandy loam, grnss ••••• _ .•_......... (; 6110.0 4.•1 .. 5a 2.3i 1.14 .2: 70 M-VC .• .4i .017 Oli. Ii .0180 .nto7 o 
213 STIr-53.•••• 1913 SIIIIlO cana!...•••. __ .••_•••_.•••_._•.•••._ (l -100.0 5.5 . fit 2.7S .n7 2. ill M-VC •. .50 .400 64. -1 .0186 .0206 <:214 STH-W..... 1913 BiIlilll(s Lnnd & Irrigntion Co., sill<·(l.. . II I,O()O.O 211. 0 2. :12 4fl. 5 2. :1O 100. !J ]\[-VC •• 2.12 .205 92.0 .0181 .01S4 
215 FCS-82•••• _ 1013 Orand, near Phoenix, Ariz., hnnl bed •• __ 11 I. oml. 0 20.0 LOU 50.11 2.72 161.8 M-VC .. 2.04 .438 90.8 .0183 .01S5 -S4"X' o21t! SF-3_.••_.•• lS07 Logan, lIyclo Purk & Smithfield._ •• _.... 11 1:1. i 1. 29 li.8 2.li8 45.9 1\1....... 1.20 1.83 81.5 .0184 .01S9 hj
217 STH-ISd••. _ 191:1 •13illings LBml & Irrigation Cu., Mont. •.. 11 i50.0 125.5 2.4i 0:1. 1 I. ·10 92.1 M-VC .. 2.:1-1 .111 UO.5 .0186 .0100 ::::-X
21S s'rH-18b._ .. 1013 {sumo reach, straight with cnrves beyolld } 21t [} 2.91l 70. 2 1.88 148.7 M-VC •. 2.79 .152 91.1 .0193 .0195 .. .. a ::::
219 STH-lSa•••• 1013 ends. Ded covered with fiDe sand. 1I 7.')0.0 27.n :J.na 81.7 2.10 171. ti M-VO•• 2. so .1807 91.0 .0194 .0195 ;;{220 STH-18c•.•• 1913 Sides, slick clay. 25.\J 3.17 82.5 1.67 137.9 M-VO•. 2.85 .127 BS.O .0199 .0202 ."". A H221 STH-IL._._. lUl3 Same callUI. A Iittlo fino gravel •••• _••••. 1. noo. [J 25.11 2. tl5 66.2 2.56 11;9.5 M-VO.. 2.41 .33 90.S .0ISS .0190 flO C 
m BR-S-37._ •• New York cnnal, Idaho, good order ••.•_ 81. R _••••• 319. \J 3.22 1,027.0 M .....__ 3.80 1.3W BS.3 .0211 .0210 .... a t:l 

!::::
223 BR-8-10•• _. Lizard IlItcml, Bolso project, Waho •••• _•. 7.9 ._.... 2.92 . Uti 2.80 M ....... .36 1.750 58.1 .01\\0 .0216 
22{ BR-S-32r.... Slime project, N. Numpa Intcrnl. No ....

weeds __________________ .. ____ ...... _________ I ____ i ~ ___ ___ ~ - * fl. 7 ~oo 1.11; 4.26 M.__ .... .52 1.950 52.4 .0225 .0254 ~ 
225 BR-8-:l2h•.. Sarno reach,hnrd pall with grnvel,mud ••• 5.:! 1. 72 1.(1-1 1. 70 w-C... . .34 I 1. S70 41.6 .0244 .0200 
226 BR-S-38•••• Snme project, Deer Flat N., moss, weeds_. If>. :I R2 .70 11.2 1\1.•._••• .84 1.2507 5:i. U .02·12 .02138 
227 llR-S-33..•_ SlIn.-o project, S. Nalllpa Interal, hard llBIl. 0.2 ~m .8i 3.50 W-C._.. .44 11.333 31tO .029:1 .0:150 ~ 
228 BR-S-35.•.• IUl3 IISarno reach, bed rough, dragging wceds __. 0.4 ~n .4-1 2.10 M ...... .56 1.180 4·1. :I .02,;[ .02!JS ~ 
229 BR-S-30.••• SlIrno prlljCCt, Kennedy lateral, hurd plln. 0.2 ~m 1.2:{ 7.42 1\L.•...• • liS 1l.00 47. :; .0260 .0292 t:> 
230 BR-S-:II .••• Same reach, some gravel, weeds ••• _•• __._ 5.7 ~m 1. 25 :1.11 1\1:.M •••..• .421 1. 50 4!J.8 .0224 .0257 t"' 
231 B R-S-39 .••• Slime project, Goldcn Onte callal, sanely __ I •••• ' 10.7 11.0 1.0ti 2:1. :I 1.06 11. 218 5·1. 4 .0258 .U275__ .. __ if. 

232 BR-S-3r, .. . Sarno project, Phylllscullsl, bcdrough._ •• HI. 0 ~o 1.00 46.2 1\1..•...• 1.601.440 60.11 .02M .02(\(\ 
233 nR-S-28... . Samo project, B·mlle latcml, bedrough•••• 16.2 illfl 1.71 18.1 1\L•._••. · i4 11.70 4i.8 .02(H .0292 
234111n-S-2o.. .• SlImo rcach, hard pan, grilvel. No gmss •. 9.0 2~ .117 2.40 :r.L....._ .30 II.IKI 44.11 .0224 .0200 
235 Hlt-S-35..•• . Sumo project, Ridenbaugb canal .................... . 20.0 ~a 1.18 [,,".2 M..... _• 2.07 1.210 56.0 .0280 . n2Ui 
236 FCB-87••..• 1013 Mllxwell. Colo. Sandy bed.__. ______ ••__ n UOO. (I 7.0 "~8(;' ~oo .42 :UIl M-VO•• · i1 .067 61.3 .01!12 .0229 'so--ej' 
237 STU-33.••.• 101:1 Bitter Root VaHey Irrigatioll Co ••••.. _•• )[ 1,000.0 2ti.O 2.:1:1 ~8 t.S5 112..1 M-VC._ 2.20 .215 85.3 .0WIi .0200 "" c
238 v~w __..... 1012 Mesa Illteral, Colo. Scdimentcd•._•• _••. II ;5II.n 14.8 2.20 2i.Ol 1.51 42.10 M ...... 1. fill 1.22 78. 3 .0200 .0200 -si--i:;'239 FOS-57••.•• 1913 LlltCrIII7, TurJock district, Calif ..•_. •••• I 1,1100.0 21.0 1.09 noo .117 15.·l M-VC. UH .098 Gr'.7 .0202 .0225 
240 STH-11.•_•• 11113 Billings Land'" Irrigation Co. Mont.. H 400.0 24.0 3. :Ii mo 2.50 2()7.0 1\1-VC _. 2.8.5 .308 80.2 .020·\ .02~7 .••. D 
241 COW-3•..•. lU08 Hist & 008S. silted ••._.••__ .............. (} ..-.....,.._../.....--. ~oo .!ll a.30 M-fl... .. .57 1.:14 1i5.0 .0204 .0228 
242 VMC._•..•• 1UI2 Willcox. Pebbles and rock.._ .••••••. __ I 400.0 17.1 .51 &m I. 74 15.3 }\L .... . .:13 13.34 52. I .0205 .0237 
243 COW-I._••• 19()8 Old Hames, silt COBt..............._•••_.. G __ ... 9.0 .\)-\ &W 1.17 O. UO M-fi .. .. .95 1.32 Oi 0 .0201; .U220 
244 S1'1£-34,.__ . 19I3 Ditter Hoot VaHey Irrigation 00......... n 7511. () 26.5 .••_•••• a4 2. on L12.5 1\1-VO._ 2.03 • :112 79. .1 .02118 .1l211 ~:::'c 

l\:l245 SF-6.••.•••_ 1807 J.ogan & Richmond. Utah. Clay •• _..... g 1011.0 14.9 2. 15 noo 214 08.6 1\<1.••.••• 1. 74 1.46 75.6 .0211 .0217 c.n 



----
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TABLE I.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of flow in Chezy's formula and the coefficients of roughness in the Kutter and I:..:l 
0'.>lIJanning formulas-Continued 

EARTH CANALS-Continued ~ a 
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---------------------------- - - Z 
Square Cubic 0> 

Feet Feet Feet leet Feet leet Feet Feet c:nof. 

246 STH-3L___ 1913 Ditter Root Valley Irrigation Co _________ G 1,000.0 27.0 2.21 59.8 1. 59 95.3 M-VC __ 2.08 .20 78.0 .0211 .0216 ---- C t<> 
247 STH-14_____ 1913 Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Mont____ G 400.0 8.4 .98 8.2 .78 6.37 M-YC __ .SS .175 62.2 .0212 .0234 --.- D

WBG-L____ Morris, La., bed grassy__________________ M-YC __248 1913 I 1,000.0 70.0 2.98 208.5 .43 89.2 2.90 .0107 79.6 .0216 .0224 ---- A
STH-25_____ M-VC __ C249 1913 Hedge, Mont. Fine gravel, few rocks ____ H 2OG.0 16.5 1.94 32.0 2.09 67.0 1.80 .44 74.4 .0216 .0221 ~ 
FCS-78 _____250 1913 Birch, Imperial district, Calif. Hard H 1,000.0 10.0 1.30 13.05 1.34 17.5 M-VC __ 1.11 .3795 65.0 .0217 .0233 89 C 

• bed. rnWBG-L ___ M-VC __251 1913 Crowley, La., bed harrowed, grassy ______ G 1,000.0 27.0 3.08 83.0 .82 68.3 2.99 .0345 80.0 .0219 .0224 79 UM _______
252 VMC-b_____ 1912 Bessemer, Colo. Smooth adobe__________ G 1,600.0 1B.2 2.05 37.3 1.55 68.0 1.SS 1.24 72.9 .0219 .0227 --.- -.-- I:;j 
253 ¥MC-a_____ 1912 Samo canal. Smooth adobe______________ G 1,485.0 16.1 2.31 37.2 1.56 68.0 2.04 1.36 57.5 .0281 .0293 --.- ---- t::lM ______ 


STH-8______ Big ditch, silted__________________________ M-YC __
254 1913 H 1,000.0 10.5 1.17 12.3 1.24 15.2 1. 06 .357 64.0 .0220 .0235 68 CM-6_____CCW-2_____ Louden, Colo. 'Clean ssnd______________255 1908 H 25.0 1.49 37.3 1.66 62.0 1.52 1.38 69.0 .0220 .0232VMC_______ M _______ ---- ---- ~ 
256 1912 Mesa laternl (b), Colo. Fino·silt bed ____ H 600.0 14.7 2.00 27.4 1.47 40.3 1.66 1.26 70.6 .0220 .0230 ---- ---FCS-64. ____ M-VC __257 1913 Santa Ana main, Calif. Cemented sand._ H 1,000.0 16.5 1.15 18.9 1.44 27.2 1.06 .481 63.6 .0221 .0237 76 0 o 
258 FCB-80_____ 1913 Centrnl main, Imperial district, Calif _____ H 998.0 38.0 4.26 161.6 2.08 336.9 M-VC __ 3.69 .1682 83.8 .0221 .0222 86 C >=j 

259 STH-2O_____ 1913 Billings Land & Irrigation Co .• Mont.____ H 1.500.0 21. 5 2.36 50.9 2.00 102.2 M-VC __ 2.13 .335 75.0 .0221 .0226 ---- D 
260 FCS-84_____ 1913 Salt River Valley canal, Ariz_____________ H 900.0 17. 0 2.48 42.2 3.12 131. 3 M-YC __ 2.16 .798 75.1 .0222 .0226 79 0 ::
261 CCW-5_____ 1908 Goo. Rist, Colo. GraveL_______________ H __________ 12.0 .92 11.0 1.15 12.7 M-6_____ .91 1.40 66.2 .0224 .0244 ---- ---- §J
262 STH-2______ 1913 Big ditch, Mont. Sand bod, mudsidcs___ G 1,000. 0 15. 5 2. 43 40.1 2. 09 83. 7 M-YC__ 2. 13 .377 73.7 .0225 .0230 U---- ..... 
263 STH-38_____ 1913 BitterRoot Valley Irrigation Co _________ G 400.0 27.0 2.01 56.8 1.63 92.8 M-VC __ 1.97 .262 71.8 .0226 .0233 62 IT o 
264 FCS-4tL___ 1913 Lateral 10, Orland project, Calif__________ G 568.0 12.0 1. 24 14.8 1.78 26.4 M-VC __ 1.11 .736 62.2 .0228 .0244 A q

7,126. 0 119.1 5.0 529.3 1.87 9SS.7 M-2+8_ 4. 36 1.11 85.1 .0226 .0228 ---- ---265 REB-L.___ {!~2£ r:I~~J{~li.~. Rio Negro, Argentina. H ~ 
266 REB-2______ 1926 Same, kilometer 10.4 in good condition_ __ H 7,222.0 123.0 4.9 512.5 1.93 988.7 M-2+8 _ 4.10 1.10 95.3 .0199 :0198 -- .. - .. -- oREB-3______ 1926 Same, kilometer 12.8_____________________ H267 6,562.0 122.4 4.4 510.6 1.94 988.7 M-2+8. 4.10 1.074 110.8 .0170 .0170 ---- ---- ~ 
268 REB-4______ 1926 Same, kilomoter 14.8_____________________ H 6,562.0 117.3 5.2 59.2 1. 67 988. 7 M-2+8_ 4.69 1.087 SS.7 .0243 .0234 ---- ---- t::l 
269 REB-5_____ 1925 SecondaryNo.l. Gravelbed,steepsidcs_ H 656.2 16.4 2.3 33.3 2.78 92.3 M-2+8_ 1. 78 1.97 66.6 .0242 .0243 -- .. - .... -
270 REB-6 __ .__ and Secondary No.2. Gravel bed, Irregular__ H 656.2 28.2 3.9 89.8 1.61 144.4 M-2+B_ 2.89 1.16 74.8 .0250 .0242 ---- ---
271 REB-7_____ 1926 Secondary No.3. Original shape intact._ G 656.2 49.9 4.3 172.8 2.24 387.7 M-2+8. 3.31 1.16 97.3 .0186 .0190 ---- ---

.. 




272 REB-B__ ___ 1920 SandY bed, grassy banks, no silt berms___ 656.2 12.1 2.4 2·1. 7 1.65 40.8 M-2+8. 1. 68 1.21 87.8 .0:79 .0185 
REB-9_____ 1926 Lateral 1 from secondary No. 6___________ 508..5 10.8 2.2 20.0 1.21 21.2 M-2+8. 1.42 1.30 58.6 .0258 .021)9273 

274 REB-lO ____ 1 lTests 10 to 14 Inclusive On laterials in 

--~-

1GA 3.2 46.3 1.65 76.6 M-2+8_ 2.30 1.20 81.8 .0218 .0222
{ 597.1275 REB-ll __ ._ excellent condition, without silt berms 287.2 13.5 2.5 30.0 1. 49 44.6 M-2+8. 1. 82 1.21 70.2 .0217 .0215 

276 REB-12__ ._ 1926 or aquatic growths. However the 564.2 11. 4 2.1 20.0 1. 38 27.7 M-2+8_ 1. 53 1.38 57.2 .0264 .0278 
277 REB-13 ____ canal banks have vegetation that drags 636.5 15.8 3.0 41.8 1.59 66.0 M-2+8_ 2.17 1.20 76.5 .0217 .0222 
278 REB-H ____ on the water surface. 1--- 452.8 13.0 2.4 26.9 1.4-1 38.7 M-2+8_ 1. 74 1.30 62.8 .0249 .0259 
279 REB-15.. -- }1926 {Tests 15 and 16 on lateral 4 from second- 492.1 16.6 3.1 44.6 1. 51 67.6 M-2+8_ 2.29 1.21 68.9 .0243 .0248 
280 ary No.4. Silt berms, weeds. }--- { 

387.1 16.6 3.3 48.8 1.-12 69.1 M-2+8. 2.37 1.17 70.6 .0238 .0243REB-16____ 
:lSI REB-l7 _. __ 1926 Silts itself; needs yearly cleaning_________ 495.4 10.2 1. G 14.3 1. 08 15.5 M-2+8_ 1.21 1.35 52.7 .0271 .0292 
282 REB-18 ____ 1920 Rock canal. No desilting required_______ 669.3 20.7 3.1 57.8 1. 78 103.0 1\'1-2+8. 2.41 1.33 62.3 .0268 .0273 
283 REB-19 ____ 1926 Lateral 4 Irom secondary 4_______________ 554.5 9.2 1.9 14.5 1.32 19.1 M-2+8_ 1.35 1.51 50.2 .0291 .0309 
284 REB-20____ . 1926 Same lateral, much vegetation on banks__ 636.5 12.1 2.2 21.6 1.41 30.4 M-2+S_ 1.58 1.48 51. 2 .0298 .0313 
285 REB-2L ___ 1926 Lateral 1 from secondary 3. Vegetation__ 5B4.3 13.1 2.4 22.1 .56 12.3 M-2; 8_ 1.53 1.21 32.2 .0457 .051W ______
286 SF-39_______ 1897 Lateral 2 from Bear River, Utah_________ I 80.0 7.8 .74 5.74 1. 38 7.90 .71 1.875 55.4 .0230 .02.54M ______ 
287 SF-H_______ 1897 Another lateral from same. Hilt; and moss. G 5.5 .71 3.89 1. 19 4.63 .65 1.75 04.0 .0230 .0256 

rndian Bend canal, near Phoenix, Ariz. 68.R 1. 76 121.0 M-VC__ 1.77 1.384 67.0 .0230 .0242 ~ 
288 ------Bed covered 1 foot clean sharp sand { 37.7 0 
289 }BR files. ____ 1897 5,000.0 82.5 1.88 155.0 M-VC__ 2.06 1.36 66.0 .0249 .0254 

in dunes 0.8 foot high, traveling with M ..,;' ___ 
fiow 2 or 3 feet per hour. 

291 FCS-39_____ 1913 South main, Orland project, CaliL______ H 596.1 21.1 2.12 44.·1 1.90 84.3 M-VC__ 1. 93 .3859 69.7 .0231 .0239 82 0 0 
290 }--- -~~~~- 207.0 2.56 530.0 4.07 1.374 65.6 .0314 .0287 ~ 

FC8-36_____ M-VC__ 66.0 0292 1913 Same project. River Branch canal. Few H 593.0 16.5 1. 80 29.7 2.82 83.9 1.65 1.105 .0236 .0246 80 I-.j 
cobbles. M ______SF-I________ 


SF-27_______ l\L ___ ._ 
293 1897 Providence, Utah. lV1edium graveL _____ II 6.4 .82 5.26 1. 90 9.98 .71 11.75 53.8 .0238 .0261 
294 1897 Logan, Hyde Park, and Thatcher, Utah_ G 100.0 17.6 1.74 30.6 1. 97 60.2 1.62 1.6 63.2 .0246 .0256 ---- ----Small ditch, La. New___________________ M-6____ ~ 
295 WBO-L___ 1913 F 350.0 3.5 .69 2.40 .34 .81 .58 .1014 44.0 .0246 .0309 76 UM ______ 1-'3 
296 SF-18_______ 1897 College and City, Utah. Uneven________ E 4.4 .80 3.51 1.61 5.66 .65 11.6 50.2 .0247 .0276 t;;1 
297 FOS-88_____ 1913 Boulder and White Rock, Colo_______ H 300.0 7.2 .45 3.21 1.0 3.20 M-VC __ .43 1. 246 43.3 .0248 .0298 55 ~ES__________
298 See Nos. 164-16:>-166. 

299 STH-L____ 1913 Billings Land & Irrigation Co., MonL ___ H 1,000.0 28.0 3.23 90.3 1.82 164.4 M-VC __ 2.89 . 248 68.2 .0258 .0262 62 D .... 


Same system_____________________________ M-VC__300 STH-!..____ 1913 H 1,000.0 27.0 3.45 93.0 2.35 218.3 3.02 .38 69.0 .0259 .0261 64 A Z 
301 STH-36_____ 1913 Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co_________ G 1,000.0 27.0 2.19 59.1 I.fil 95.3 M-VC __ 2.04 .32 63.0 .0260 .0267 0 
302 FCS-14_____ 1913 No!th Ogden, Utah. OraveL __________ F 800.0 8.5 1.38 11. 7 1.72 20.1 M-VC__ 1. 20 .831 54.5 .0262 .0282 58 0 Q 

FCS-W_____ M-VC__ :.303 1913 Main Branch canal, Turlock district, I 1,000.0 28.0 1. 26 35.2 .99 35.0 1. 27 .203 54.4 .0262 .0285 84 0 
Calif. Z 

304 VMO_______ 1912 Rocky Ford. (a) Loose sand bed ________ H 1,000.0 14.5 1.69 24.4 1. 68 41. 2 M ______ 1. 52 1.58 56.5 .0260 .0283 ---- --.
FCS-23_____ M-VO__ ~ 305 1913 South Side Twin Falls, Idaho, lateraL ___ n 754.0 10.0 1.49 14.9 1.75 26.1 1.29 .727 a7.1 .0267 .0271 A 

306 FOS-B ______ 1913 Snit Lake City and Jordan, Utah. _______ E 600.0 9.5 2.19 20.3 1. 57 31.9 M-VC __ 1.57 .4783 57.3 .0267 .0281 62 A rn 
307 FCS-66_____ 1913 Fullerton, Calif. Loose sand bed________ G 600.0 12.0 1.15 13.8 1.14 15.7 M-VC__ 1.03 .493 50.5 .0209 .0297 76 A 
308 1913 I 600.0 11. 0 .61 6.7fi 1.41 9.52 .59 1.758 59FOS-86_____ Farmersi, Colo. Few rocks______________ M-VO__ 43.5 .0270 .0313 A 
309 STH-I2a.___ 1913 Billings and & Irrigation 00., MonL___ G 400.0 8.5 1.16 9.86 1.45 14.3 M-VO__ 1. 02 .812 50.6 .0271 .0296 
310 STH-I2e____ 1913 Same reach. A small lateral, irregular____ G 400.0 8.5 .99 7.46 1.23 9.20 .83 .842 46.5 .0277 .0310RO. ____ 

.0337 _______..
311 STH-12b___ 1913 Same reach, fringed with grass _________ ._ G 400.0 7.0 .87 6.12 1.04 6.37 M-VO __ .75 .82 42.1 .0294 
312 FOS-5___.._ 1913 Parley's ditch lateral, sandy bed _________ F 600.0 5.0 .74 3.70 1.20 4.44 M-2+B_ .66 1.168 43.2 .0278 .0321 54 UM ______
313 VMO_______ 1912 Bessemer (b), 0010., fine silt, rocks_______ F 2,002.0 16.4 2.04 33.56 1. 26 42.4 1.81 1.28 55.9 .0280 .0295 ---- ---
314 FOS-20_____ 1913 South Side Twin Falls, Idaho, lateraL ___ D 718.0 6.5 1. 25 8.12 2.50 20.3 M-VO __ 1.01 2.683 48.1 .0283 .0310 0 
31~ FOS-79_____ 1913 Beech canal, Imperial Valley, Calif______ H 1,000.0 8.0 .75 5.97 .87 5. IS 1\1:-2+8_ .69 .59\ 42.8 .0290 .0327 89 0 
316 FOS-49_____ 1913 Wheeler, Nev., hard bed, loose rock______ F 1,164.5 10.5 1. 56 16.40 1.18 19.4 M-VC__ 1.36 .411 49.8 .0292 .0315 66 A 
317 1913 Lateral, Arizona canal, near Phoenix_____ D 700.0 5.5 1.10 6.09 2.36 14.4 .91 3.076 44.4 .0298 .0339 79 AFOS-85_____ M-L ___ 
318 STH-13c____ 1913 Billings Land & Irrigation 00., lateral L F 600.0 11.0 1.29 14.2 .87 12.4 M-VO__ 1.15 .29 47.8 .o:m .0319 n 

STH-13a.___ Same lateral, Mont. _____________________ 400.0 7.5 .99 7.42 1.09 8.08 M-VO__ .83 .84 41.3 .0308 .0350 0319 1913 G
FOS-72_____ 1913 M-L ___ 1.88 0 t..:l320 Upper, Riverside, Oallf., sand, woss_. ___ D 294.9 12.0 2.30 27.60 1. i3 47.8 .634 50.2 .0315 .0330 71 

'""-l 
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TABLE l.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of flow in Chezy's formula and the coefficients of roughness in the Kutter and t..:> 
00Manning formula-Continued 

EARTH CANALS-C::ntlnued 1-3 
t;:j 
a .... <l .....= .:. <l b b '0 III"' ~<>J Coefficients" =:Eo 

Ol iil&< '" " OJ '" Po :il ·s", '" .1 ",z '" .... " a" ... .... ....0 '" .,§ ., <l ~ 
0 §1; § >4 .s:S ~~ tl 

~~ 
- ~~ 

all:l 
"- - - ... 0 

B.= ~~ 0 ....z ","" ".;- ...,"j Name and description of canal .g'" -0'"- ._13-it I::d" 0'" "'.,,; ~a ;::::.:l U3"; " " 
"'-:;;

... ~ Il ~~ "'''' .§~ _.S Cl .. 
<l '0 tl ><", .., 

0"" 
~8 ~§ ~g ~~ ».8" " :01:: ...,..., 1S~ 0 .='" :>; Po 

,d~ 
- .. ...0"", B <l:il .= ,.e:;; ........ ~ t;d 


~ ..., .. 8. "-- iil ~§ ~ a 
.= ., Co §: :::'" '" iil'" '" » "'...< -" " " '" ~ 

p:;" <:"" ~ .:n '" .... '" <: -:: <: :::;" A A tr1 f:1 0 ~ " :g'" Eo<'" i:: 
,1 2 3 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 I 

0>sJ,uar Cubic 
Feet Feet Feet eet Feet Jeet Feet Feet OF. 01FCS-77a____321 1913 Lower, Riverside, Calif. Tangent. ______ II 355.0 11.5 1.28 14.78 1.60 23.6 M-VC __ 1. 22 1.005 44.4 .0318 .0347 73 C to

FCS-77b____ Same canal, curve________________________322 1913 II 844.4 11.5 1. 50 17.2 1. 37 23.6 M-VC__ 1.32 .9095 39.5 .0360 .0395 73 C 
FCB-59. ___ • Modesto main, loose sand.________ • __ •___ M-VC__323 1913 I 930.0 55.0 .86 47.5 .01 43.0 .88 .5165 42.7 .0300 .0342 72 C 

324 1897 IIyrum, Utah. gravel bed_. ________ ._.___ G 5.5 .51 2.82 .88 2.47 .49 11.4 33.6 .0319 .0393 ~SF-64_______ W ____ ._ ---- .-.. 
325 VMC______• 1912 Bessemer (c), loose stones ____ . ________ • __ F --i;i94~ii- 15.4 2.38 36.6 1.16 12.4 M ______ 2.06 '.26 50.0 .0321 .0337 ---- --_.FCB-9______326 1913 Lower, from Big Cottonwood Creek, F 1,000.0 8.0 1.23 9.82 1.03 10.1 M-2+8. 1.07 .5333 42.8 .0324 .0352 56 C V1 

Utah. 
327 FCS-60_. ___ 1913 Yosemite Power Co., California ______•• _. II 662.6 3.5 .56 1.95 1.32 2.57 M ______ .47 3.679 31.6 .0334 .0415 60 C t::! 
328 FC8-62_____ 1913 Golden Rock. Yosemite Power Co_______ G 537.0 7.2 .81 5.82 1.20 6.97 M-VC __ .73 1. 629 34.7 .0346 .0407 69 C t;:j 
329 STII-15____ • 1913 Lateral 1, Billings Land & Irrigation Co_ G 400.0 9.5 1. 03 9.79 1.12 11.0 M-VC__ .06 .93 37.3 .0349 .0307SF-26_______ M ______ ---- -_.. 
330 1897 Logan & Benson Ward, Utah, moss______ I 21.0 1.39 29.1 .84 24.6 1.32 '.33 40.3 .0352 .0388 ---- --_. ~ 
331 FCS-18_____ 1913 Logan & Hd':de Park, Utah, gravel. ______ II ----55ii~ii- 14.5 1. 60 23.14 1.18 27.4 M-VC__ 1.32 .6982 38.9 .0364 .0402 52 CCCW-9_____ IIillsboro, 010, rough___________________ M-6 ____332 1908 H 23.0 2.18 50.1 1.44 72.0 1. 87 '.60 42.8 .0371 .0387 oFCB-53_____ ---- --.. 
333 1913 LateraI2J.2. Turlock district, CaliL ______ G --i;ii2ii~5- 23.0 1. 92 44.3 .81 36.0 M-VC__ 1.80 .217 41.1 .0373 .0401 77 A hj 
334 FCS-25_____ 1913 Perault, Idaho, hard bed, grass___________ H 610.0 11.5 1.15 13.2 .70 0.28 M-VC__ 1.06 .398 34.2 .0381 .0440 62 C 
335 SF-62_______ 1897 Hyrum lateral, Utah, rocks, moss ________ F 6.6 .84 5.55 .44 2.44 W ______ .77 '.29 29.6 .0303 .0482 ---- ---,
336 FCS-46_____ 1913 Orr, Nev., hard. scoured bed_____________ F --i:426:0- M-VC__15.0 2.11 31.72 1.44 45.80 1.84 0.746 30.1 .0397 .0423 70 A §337 FCS-2L. ___ 1913 Small ditch in Twin Falls, Idaho________ G 308.0 3.9 .44 1.70 .45 .76 W-C____ .40 .919 23.3 .0399 .0574 ---- ---,
338 FCS-4______ 1913 New Rutner, Nebr., gravel bed__________ II 600.0 5.5 .75 4.15 .65 2.69 M-6____ .68 .95 25.6 .0436 .0545 C aFCS-44_____ ---339 1913 Sullivan and Kelly, Nev., few cobbles ____ F 1,010.0 13.0 2.17 28.18 1.45 40.9 M-VC __ 1.80 .894 35.6 .0436 .0463 70 C 
340 WBG-2_____ 1913 Roller, La., grass slopes. _________________ M-VC __G 1,000.0 48.0 4.09 196.3 .40 78.35 3.90 .023 42.1 .0461 .0446 79MV_________ M ______ ---341 1933 Canale di Parmigiana-Moglia, Italy"_____ G 5, 98i. 0 52.0 548.4 .70 383.8 6.89 .0260 52.7 .045 .0400 eMV_________ ------ ---- ----M _______342 1933 Same, In mixed clay and sand, mossed ___ G 5,987.0 52.0 -.---- 633.6 .69 437.2 7.48 .0279 47.9 .052 .0437 qSF-b3_______ W ______ --.- ---
343 1897 Thatcber lateral, Utah, much vegetation_ G 5.0 .51 2.57 .42 1.08 .48 , 1.070 18.4 .0519 .0715SF-52_______ _____ do___ . _______________________________ W ______ ---- ---344 1897 F 4.1 .70 2.90 .37 1.08 .58 '.04 19.2 .0529 .0707 ~ M ______ ---- ---345 WBG-5_____ 1913 Small ditch, Louisiana, grass lined _______ G 100.0 5.0 .64 3.21 .32 1.01 .52 .67 li.3 .0544 .0771 88 --_. 



COBBLE-BOTTOMED OANALS 

M-6..__346\ 00W-IL__ \1908 	 . ____ . ____ 1 16.0 I .461 7.4 1. i4 12.9 .44 1.93 87.0 .0220 .0149
347 VMO_______ 1912 	 M. ____ _~~~~:f'19~~~Rio-oriindii-C8iiBi~coio===\ i I, 238. 0 2.,. 5 1. 46 37. 22 3.86 143.6 1.42 12.20 68.8 .0221 .0230 
348 VMC_______ 1912 	 Rio Grande canal, Colo.•_________ . __•. _. I 2, 000. 0 \ 65. 4 2. 23 146. 0 4.84 707.0 M _____ _ 2.22 13.07 58.4 .0284 .0289 

caChapoal canal, Chile, tests through M _____ _349 	 1 135.0 3.90 527.0 4.38 1.1l8 60.7 .0317 .0319BCC-2.25.._j length of canal at kilometer posts indio 	 M _____ _
350 BCO-2.9L_ 	 4.91 527.0 3.80 11.02 78.8 .0230 .0235cated by figures in column 2. Nos. 	 .M _____ _351 B00-4.09__ _ 	 4.75 527. () 3.99 J 1. 5 61.4 .0307 .0304349-350-351 in cemented 	gravel and 1\ M __ -._.352 ::300-7.03___ 1928 	 3.73 527. () 4.43 1.82 61. \) .0312 .0308----------.------- .. ---- .. mJboulders, smooth. No. 352, adobe with D353 BOO-7.41. __ 	 5.65 527. () M. __ .._ 3.62 J 1. 5 76.7 .OM9 .0240 some boulders. No. 353 cemented flne354 BOO-8.IL_ 	 105.3 5.02 527. () M .• __ ._ 3.85 11. i7 60.8 .0308 .0306gravel, smooth. No. 3M, rock cut, 	 M _____ _
355 BOe-8.3L_ 	 129.5 4.07 527.0 4.38 J.87 66.0 .0291 .02881cemented flne gravel, smooth.lAdobe earth, some boulders. _____________ D __________ . _____ . __ •__ _ 	 M ____ ._356 BOC-8.67___ 1928 	 129.0 4.39 .,27.0 4.03 J 1.23 60.6 .0312 .0318Earth and gravel, stony bed ______ • ______ D ______________ ._ •. ____ _ 	 1\L ____ _357 BOO-9.15___ 1928 	 122.8 4.20 516.0 4.04 J I. 5 53.9 .0352 .0335 _____do_________________________ •••_____ ._ D . ______ •...____ ..._.. __ 	 1\L ____ •358 BOO-9.57___ 1928 	 139.0 3.71 516.0 4.19 1.94 59.1 .0324 .0:116•• __.do. __ • ______ •___ •__________________ •• D ._. ____ .._____________ _ 	 ~ 
359 BOO-9.BL__ 1928 	 142. :I 3.63 516.0 1\1. __... 4.20 11.00 56.0 .0340 .0338 o ____.do___ •_____ •________________ •________ D _. ___________________ _ 1\£. ____ _360 BOO-lO.04__ 1928 ____.do_______________________ •. __________ D _. ________ . ___________ _ 161. 1 3.20 516. () 4.74 1.70 55.5 .0356 .0370 :a1\L ___ ._ 
362 BCO-IO.37.- 1928 Oemented gravel and boulders,smooth __ D " ___ " _____ _ 118.6 4.35 516.0 M .. ___ _ 4.06 11.30 51l.9 .0311 .0313 
361 BOO-IO.23__ 1928 	 121. 3 4.25 516.0 4.21 11.7 50.2 .0382 .0421 

o
363 BOO-IO.60__ 1928 Earth and boulders, rough stony be'L_•• D ______ . _._. __ 127.3 4.05 516.0 M ___ .•_ 4.33 11.80 45.9 .0423 .0414 I:rj 
364 BOC-lO.M__ 1928 Cemented gravel and boulders, smooth•• D . ____ ... ____ . 128.7 4.01 516. () M .. __ ._ 4.36 I 1. 00 60.7 .0326 .0312 
365 BOO-lO.W__ 1928 Earth and boulders, rough stony hed.____ D 129.1 4.00 516.0 M ..._.• 4.:12 11.54 49.0 .039.1 .0405 s: 
366 BOO-ll.28__ 1928 	 Oementedgravel and boulders, smootb __ D ___ ... _____ . ____ . .-. __ _ 110.8 4.66 510.0 1\L ____ _ 4. OJ I 1. 30 64.5 .0288 .0290 _____do_____ •_______________________ •_____ D __ . ____________ .. 	 M _____ _367 BOO-IUL 1928 	 106.5 4.84 516.0 3.86 I 1. 40 65.9 .0270 .0282 _____do ____• ____ •_________________..._____ D _____ • __ .- _. ______ ...__ M. ____ _ 	 ~ 368 BCO-ll.50._ 1928 	 93.7 5.54 5W.() 3.61 11.1l3 66.3 .0278 .0277M ___ __ 	 t<1
369 BOO-II.7L 1928 	 Oemented tine gravel, smooth_.•_••. ___ •• D . ___ .•_.... __ .. __ .. __ .. 1m. 7 4.98 516.0 3.84 I 1.10 76.6 .0243 .0243 pj.. ___do. ____..._. ___.•_._. _______ ••• ___ •__ D ._. ________._ .. __ •__ ... 	 M __ • ___370 BOO-U.85_. 1928 lOt 3 4.05 5 IIi. 0 3.91 11.10 7.1.5 .0258 .0247 
371 MV________ . }1892 oavour, Italy. Finished 1866. Tests hy {H 71. 5 •____ _ 448.3 3.10 1,390.0 5.17 1.290 80.1 .OM7 .02·16 ....MV________ _
372 { Bnzin. Rocky bed. Grassed sides. 1I 76.8 ____•• 718.0 3.70 2.050.0 7.31 1.290 80.4 .0262 .0259 !2: 
373 Same, tests 41 years later by Visentin!..__ H 16,400.0 65.0 _____ _ 704. () 4.22 a, 347. () -~.y--:~~:: 8.07 .258 92.3 .023 .0229MV-I.______ 1933 
374 MV-L_____ 1933 Same, bed cO"ered, small cobbles_._._._ •.• ___ 16, 4!X). 0 •__ .. ______ • 825.0 4.40 3,632.0 1\1.•. ___ 8.31 .310 86.7 .025 .0246 

375 SF-63_______ 1897 IIyrum, Utah .•. _____ ..... _. __ ... __ • ___ .. U __ ... _.... 5.0 .37 1. 87 .84 1. 5, W. ___ __ .35 11.:1 38.9 .0200 .0320 ~ 

376 STH-31___ .. 1913 Bitter Root Vlll1~y Irriglltion 00.. Mont_ II mlO.O 27.0 2.32 62.57 :I...,-( 142.0 l\f-VC .. 2.27 . .1.1 60.0 .0262 .0283 !2:


STII-4______ 1913 	 'oil--b 377 	 Bi11ings Land & Irrigation 00., :MOllt.. _. II 1,000.0 2·1. 0 2.07 &1. 10 2. Hi 171. 0 M-VC 2.38.,2 64.2 . 026·\ . 02(19
378 COW-7_____ 1908 Loveland Bnd Greeley, Colo _____ .________ I :l4.0 1. 74 50.20 1. 60 WO.O M-li. .. 1. 6U 1. flO 58.2 .0267 .0280 ~ 
379 FOS-lO_____ 1913 Upper, Crom Big Cottonwood Oreek, II 050.0 11. 0 1.39 15.28 1.77 2{l.9 M-VC __ 1.17 1.012 51. :1 .0277 .0290 5i--c" m 

Utah. 
3SO FOS-15_____ 1913 Logan Bnd Northern, Utah, grassy banks. D 630.0 16.2 2. GO 42.7211. ii 75.7 M-VC _12.251 .:17 61. 31.0270 .0272151 C.02Vl _____ ._381 VMC_______ 1912 Rio Grande lateral No. I, Colo _____ ..... _ r 5.280.0 4:1.7 1. 87 8Ui 4.00 380.0 1\1... 1. 87 3.0ti 50. :1 . 028·\ 

382 FOS-5t. ___ • 1913 Reno, of Reno Light & Power Co., Nev., D 800.0 18. (} 3.92 70.511 a.57 252. (I M-VC _ :1.02 1.129 OJ. 1 .02!1l .0294 .... ])


riprap.
383 CCW-IL.. 1908 Beasley, Colo .. gravel bed, log sides.___ I 24. () .50 12.10 1.10 1:1.3 1\[-6... _ .4S 11.-1 n5 .0320 .0320 
384 FCS-43_ ____ 1913 Sullivan and Kelly, Nev., laid waIL___ J 670.0 10.5 2~ 25.7 1. f)'J 40. \l 1\[-\'(' . 1.81 .fJ03 .0324 .0:142 70 A.2 
385 SF-55_______ 1897 Smithfield lateral, Utah_. ____ •• __ • __ •• ___ U ,____.. __ __ 5.1 .$ 2.0, .43 J. 20 \\'----. .52 I, :353 ~o .0329 .!HI7
386 SF-47_______ 1897 Logan and Hyde Pllrk, Utah__.._________ E .. _______ • 1.8 .35 .0:1 1. :J5 .8.1 W •• __ . .2, 19.91 ~o .0:1:17 .0461 
387 SF-33_______ 1897 Hyrum lateral, Utah•. ______________ ._.- I ... __ • ___ • w. ____ .3.6 .~ .80 1. ()2 .81 .20 112.12 .03li5 •OMS.7
388 SF-57.______ 1897 	 Smithfield lateral, Utah_...___ •_______ •.. 1 4.6 .M 1.11 1. :1:1 1. 4S w .. _._ .2.1 I 17.1 ~.1 .0377 .0550
389 FOS-42_____ 1913 	 Cochrane, Nev __ •• __ ..________ • ________ .. G -'''733T .,... t) '7i--jTH.O 1. 58 23. ()O I. 18 .. (. - l\[-VC 1.:19 .695 ~9 .0a'll .IHIIl 
390 FOS-89•• _._ 1913 Beasley, Colo., very little grass.._........ I 880.2 14.0 .n 9.117 1.~2 1~. 1 M-VC._ .055.84 m6 . o:JBa .o·ws 52 A 
391 FCS-52•• ___ 1913 	 Capurro, Ne\·___ ._. __ •• _. __ •• _. __________ E w-c. __ _ __ .. C ~300.0 3.2 .M 2.74 .3" .91i .56 .3:Iti'l ~o .0403 .0527 

1:.0 
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Col:)'irABLE I.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of flow in Chevy's formula and the coefficients of roughness in the Kutter and 

Manning formulas-Continued 

CODBLE-DOTTOMED CANALS-Continued &3 , Q.. 	 .. ....•!!l 	 o!. 6 b C = Coefficients 0 III 
::l = 	 &rIJ0<:0 	 ~ iii ~ III Ii"tl " 	 !2lOl "'&< 	 ...."tlZ 	 <l 1 EI .. .. "0 '" EI~ .. = Q<l '4 	 ~~ So<: ~~0 §~ I 	 ~-5 So<: ~~ ~O' ., ... 0 ..... - " 

Z 	 ,,~ " . !O 
.:J 
tl Name Bnd description of cunnI .g" -oN- ,,"tl ego ~,; o"tl 

".,,; 
""", .:l ,g 	 "'..- E!1 ~ 2l ~.§ 	 .... e'" _oS ~g "e C) !O .. .... 

0 
0 ..,!l .-~ .~'O 0"- ..filO " :i§ '3:a 	 I>,.s >; .: .9 ""~~ 

ttl= e ~8. 	
~ 

...,+> ~8 0 ..,.- ........ 't:I.. .. =5! 	 N §.Sl :5 ... :a 	 .. .. i! 't:I t§ t! '"El 
<I> .., ~..s ~ 	 .!!J .f!l~ I>, 0<: .. 
~ 

=H' '" 	 .." '" ~ ".....- '" -< >< 	 til ....:I -< -<'" -< ~ A A ~ 0 ~ ~ E-<'" ~ ~ 
2 3 , 	 6 9 10 13 15 16 11 18 1. 1-36 7 8 11 n 14 	 .... 

!2l 
Square Cubic 

Feel Fed Ful fut Feet lut Fect Feet 
l':) 
'" 

3921 SF-2L ______ 1 1897 I Brigham Oity Electric Light Co., utah __1F 1---------- 10.7 1.9l 20.44 1. 52 31.1 ---------- 1.62 11.15 35.2 .0424 0.0460 -~--

of. 

---- .. Ql 

393 SF-56_______ 1897 Smithfield 1aternl Utah. very uneven____ I •_________ 4.6 .23 1.06 1.10 1.17 .23 1 17.0 17. \I .0423 .0048 -- .. --- ..""---- ... ----	 ~ 

394 SF-I6_______ 1897 Drighnm City, Ulah, much vegetation___ Q __________ 19.6 1.82 35.76 .65 23.4 1\1. ___ ._ 1.74 1.28 29.6 .0499 .0553 --- ...--~- P 
SIDEHILL CUTS WITH RETAINING WALLS 	 !Il 

\::I 
STH-23_____ 	 t::1395 1913 Hedge canal, Mont., plastered waIL _____ J 250.0 14.0 3.08 43.10 1.58 68.1 M-VC __ 2.3l .132 00.5 .0185 0.0160 55 C 

396 1913 J 450.0 13.0 3.76 35. U 1. 85 66.5 2.10 .30 73.8 .0225 .02'.lIlSTH-27_____ Sumo, entth und gravel bod______________ M-VC __ 
397 STH-9.. ____ 1913 Co\'e cannl, Mont., concrete fioor________ J 900.0 12.0 1.68 20.21 2.30 46.6 M-VO_. 1.45 .80 67.S .0228 .0229 ~ 
398 FCS-17a____ 191:1 Logan, Hyde Park, and Smithfield, Utah_ J 337.0 13.0 1. 73 22.411 3.12 70.2 M-VC._ 1.48 1. 8[,2 59.7 .0256 .0267 .--. -_ .....

FOS-17b____ Same, another rench _____________________ 	 M-VO__ 0300 1913 	 E 100.0 12.5 1.711 22.22 3.16 70.2 1. 44 2.:17 M.2 .0278 .021):1 55 CSTH-26_____ 	 >:j460 1913 Hedge canal, Mont., concrete wall, floor__ J 300.0 12.5 2.88 36.0 1.85 66. fi M-VC __ 2.13 .44 60.5 .0269 .02,0MV_________ 	 M ______
401 MV_________ }1931 {FOSSa di Poz1.olo, Haly, bed and sides 

}J { 3,918.3 42.65 3.81 128.7 3.50 380.6 3.47 1.067 53.4 0.033 .0238 :>402 rockY, masonry waH lower side. 3,918.3 42.65 4.30 164.0 3.47 569.4 M _______ 3.50 1.687 57.S .032 .03281\L______
MV_________ 	 0Same roacb. See plate 12-A _____________403 1931 	 J 3.918.3 42.65 4.40 197.1 4.04 703.1 4.01 1.112 62.7 .030 .0312 ::d ...... 

Q 

MISCELLANEOUS SEC'nONS ~ 
FOS-74 _____ 	 M-VO__ q404 WI3 Lower, RIversIde Wator 00., Calif_______ E 200.0 10. Ii 1.38 14.4.1 1.32 19.0 1.17 .45 57.4 0.0249FOS-iS_____ 	 l\I-VO__405 1913 Same, snndy bed, one sIde planked_______ 	 1. 52 1. 26 1.24 49.1 0.02671 73iSl ::d750.0 10.0 15.15 19.0 .5253 .0291 .0315 CCB R-B-26____ 	 M __ •____ .0262 ________406 {ROSSI Mm, Idaho, sides almost verticaL_ 526.0 12.25 41. 2 3.64 150.0 2.53 1.7ll5 85.S .0202 t.:J 
D R-B-27____ 	 .0200 ________407 } of roufih bonrds, grass in crocks. }J { 

520.0 12.66 ... ---- 49.3 4.18 206.0 M_.._. __ 2.65 1.8654 87.3 .0200
FCS-17c____ 	 M-VC__468 JE _____: ____ 1913 Logan, yde Park, and Smithfield, Utah_ E 265.0 9.5 2.15 20.40 3.44 70.2 1. .,2 3.0 50. \I .0298 .0314 M C 

469 1005 Power callal, city ot AarBu, SWitzerland•• a 1,066.0 52.1 405.0 3.32 1,340.0 M-VC__ 6.62 .120 liS. 0 .0173 .0173 

.. It ...i. ... 



410 ES-I to II •• 
411 ES·ltoIL. 
412 ES-Ito II.. 
413 ES-Ito U •• 
414 ES-IItoIV. 
U5 ES-IIto IV. 
4]6 ES-II to IV. 
417 ES-Il to IV. 
418 ES-IVtoIX 
419 ES-IVtoIX 
420 ES-IVtoIX 
421 ES-IVtoIX 
422 ES-IXtoX_ 
423 ES-IXtoX_ 
424 ES-IXtoX_ 
425 ES-IXtoX. 
4Z6 FCS-AK._. 

f27 DCC-S.I2... 

1924 

1920 

1925 

Power cnnal, from Call1na Torrente, 
Italy, built J005, A tockcut into steep 
mountain side, with rough concrete reo 
talnln~ wnll. Curves nre frequent.
4 rene es tested, following onch other. 
Some moss In cnnBI with irregular bed. 
Etlergy gradient used for slope. Non· 
lInifomt 1I0w, becoming deeper r.t 
lower ends of reaches. 

Dmm CIInal, Pacific Oas & Electric Co., 
Cnill. 

CnchapolI! ennal, Chile. See 354, et seq•• 

J 

D 

D 

2,613.5 13.25 5.05 66.25 
2, 613. 5 6.40 84.60 
2,613.5 7.M 90.87 
2,613.5 8.79 116.6 
J,587.2 5.71 75.7 
], .587. 2 6.69 88.58 
J,5S7.2 7. i4 10,1.1 
1,587.2 B.86 117•. ) 
2,357.5 0.36 84.9 
2, 357~5 0.86 01.1 
2,3117.5 7.74 102.8 
2,357.5 B.79 116.6 
],167.3 7.02 93.3 
1,167.3 7.09 Il-I.I 
J,167.3 7.70 loa. 0 
1, 167.3 B.63 114.7 

600.0 ------., ... -- .... 102.6 

-------- ..- ,. .. ---- .. -,..--- 105.0 

MASONRY·LINED 

2.82 
3.M 
3.07 
4.27 
2.40 
3.48 
3.87 
4.27 
2.2;1 
a.38 
3.87 
4.:lO 
2.00 
3.28 
3.81 
4. a6 
4.82 

5.02 

IS6.8 
30!).2 
300.5 
490.3 
186.8 
308.2 
390.5 
499.3 
180.8 
aOS.2 
390.5 
490.3 
180.8 
308.2 
300.5 
499.:1 
494.5 

527.0 

hC.•••• 2.86 
1'>L•••••• a.24 
1\L•••••. 3.30 
M •••••_. 3.78 
1\[..._••• 3.08 
M._••.•• 3.32 
1\1.•.• _.• 3.56 
1\1. •••.•• a.79 
M ••_•••• 3.21 
M ....... 3.37 
]';[....... 3.57 
M ....... 3.78 
]';1....... 3.37 
M ....... 3.42 
1\[,__.... 3.57
M .._..._ 3.74
M ____••• 3.49 

M._..... 3.S5 

.314 

.452 

.464 

.565 

.280 

.490 

.599 

.020 

. J05 

.4.19 

.593 

.5H4 

.109 

.422 

.5002 

.787 
t.36tl 

'1.77 

91.1 
90.7 
98.0 
0.1.8 
82.S 
82.0 
83.4 
87.8 
89.2 
85.2 
87.7 
91.1 
8:1. 9 
80.4 
83.4 
79.7 
69.8 

60.8 

.0100 .0180 

.0103 .om 

.0179 .0185 

.0201 .0201 

.0216 .0222 

.0212 .0212 

.0220 .0220 

.0211 .0211 

.0202 .0203 

.0220 .0213 

.0210 .0210 

.0203 .0204 

.0225 .0218 

.0211 .0218 

.0220 .0221 

.02.10 .0231 

.0262 .0260 

.030S .0306 
- - -_. -

~ o 
<: 
o 
I-.j 

428 FOS-IOO__ .• 1926 
429 FCS-9S._•.• 1923 
f30 DR•••_....._ 

'jiiiii'431 FCS-29..... 
432 FCS-27._••_ ]913
433 FCS-28.••.• 1913 
434 FCS-45.• _.. 1913 

Main, Deschutesmllniclpai district, Oreg.
Yakima Valley, Wash ......_........_... 
Cottonwood, mbble sides...._•• _••••••• _ 
Jacobs. Ditch, Idaho, rubble sides........ 
Same ditch, unchlnked sides..........". 
Sarno ditcb, plastered sides.._._•••••••••• 
Orr ditcb, Nev., mortar·lllid masonry._.. 

n 
J 

E 
E 
E 
E 

700.0 
1,100.0 

225.0 
280.0 
280.5 
213.6 

12.2 
5.69 
6.7 
4.2 
7.4 
5.1 

11.5 

'2:40' 
'i::jo
1.77 
1. 70 
2.26 

21. 60 
14.18 
4.76 
5.00 

13.06 
8.62 

26.02 

3.27 
4. ill 
6.17 
:1.211 
1.49 
2.26 
1.76 

70.7 M-I•.._. 
66.6 M-L._. 
29.4 -- ...... ----
19.4 M-VC._ 
1U.4 M-VC.. 
19.4 M-VC_. 
45.80 M-VO_. 

1.46 
1.42 
.86 
.S6 

t.23 
),05 
1.7S 

1.297 
\..J86 

15.575 
1.367 
.471 

1.597 
.636 

75.2 
]02.5 
89.3 
96.3 
61.9 
55.5 
52.4 

0.0207 0.0210 
.0154 .0154 
.0103 .0163 
.0149 .0161 
.0235 .0249 
.02.50 .0271 
.0298 .0314 

57 
67 

....._
63 
63 
63 
~---

C 
C 

----
C 
C 
0 
C 

::! 

i 
H 
~ 

--

CONCRETE OUUTES f; 
~ 

435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
150 

)BR________ 

)BR _____ 

1912 

\9]2 

Sulphur Creek Wasteway, Wash. Series 
of tests on 2 reaches of this steop chute. 
Some doubt as to year of tests, perhaps 
in IOU. Nos. 435 to 442 Inclus!\'e on 0rCBch with 2° curYe (mdius 2,865 feet). 
Concrete cast In wood forms and not reo 
touched. Constructed slope, this 
reach, 0.0206. r=' """, ".,,00'. 0, Y."~ 1project. Section, ~elUicircular on m· 
dlus of 4 feet. 'l'hls rench follows olle 

Ie
abo\'e. Constructcd slope, 0.0145. 
This chute designed with n=O.013. 
Further data, Citation No. 15, p. 264 
in vol. 3. See plate 8, D. 

900.0 

1,300.0 

. ... ---, ~.. ..- .. 

• .. ..-........... 

3.98 
4.23 
6.00 

lO.3S 
12.83 
H.BI 
12.07 
12.79 
3.111 
0.34 
·1.01 
4.04 
9.58 

II. 51 
13.30 
10.11 

11.0 
J2.4 
10.7 
]2.S 
I4.S 
15.9 
ID. I 
III.:! 
13.7 
]1.6 
13.1 
1(1.0
]3.9 
ltl, .; 
17.7 
20.4 

43.S 
52.5 
73.7 

]33.0 
190.0 
2.15.0 
242.0 
247.0 
43.8 
73.7 
.')2.5 
78.5 

1:13.0 
Joo.O 
2.1.1.0 
247.0 

--.. --,..~--. O. ti7 
.. _...... ___ .M .69 
.. ............ ~ ~ .94 
.. ---_.- ...... 1.21 
-- ... .. ---- .. 1.38 
--~ .. .. -_ .. ~ 1.50 
-.. -- .... ---~ ).36 
~ -_ ...... __ .... 1.37 
+-------- .58 
-.. --_ ... -- .. ,. .00 
-----,.--- .. .67 
---- .. _-- ... .73 
-----.. --- 1.15 
~ .. --- ... ---- J. 29 -.... -.-_ ....- 1.-11 
--------- 1.33 

120.5 
120.5 
120.8 
121.:1 
121.8 
121.7 
120.6 

........ -.. _
114.6 
114.7 
I 14.4 
'14.5 
I 14.9 
114.6 
115.2 
I 14.4 

94.3 
104.0 

76.4 
79.0 
85.4 
88.1 

114.0 
114.0 
149.0 
101.0 
]33.0 
J63.0 
106.0 
120.0 
121.0 
148.0 

0.0147 
.0136 
.0188 
.0190 
.0183 
.0180 
.0140 
.0140 
.0097 
.0145 
.0109 
.00'.13 
.OH6 
.0132 
.013:1 
.0110 

0.()148 .. _-
.0134 ---
.0192 .... _
.0193 

~-- .. 
.0\84 ---
.01iO ---
.0138 -------_ ... ~ .. -
.0092 .o_-
.0141 .. _-
.0105 
.0081 ---.0144 ---.0129 .. _-
.0\31 ---
.0105 ---

--- .. -- ~ -- .. -- .. -----------------_. 
---------------

~ 
lfl 

C/.:) 
.>-..I 
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~TABLE 1.-Elements of experiments determining the coefficient of flow in Cllezy's formula and tile coefficients of roughnes8 in the Kutter and 
Manning form'ldas-Continued ~ 

CONORETE OHUTES-Contlnued 
!;:.j 

Lo <l ... 
.~ .<:: <l g b .il '0 

a 
~ 8,fIJ Coefficients

.<::.,; al '""- ill 
"I;jZ OJ ~ " "'.., a '" ... >.... §"" '" '" <l

<l >.:j ~.-
... s] S~ "'§ ... 0 ~ 

<l ~.s::'" " §~ co 'S .. 8,0- "'~ "- - .. " ...~ .<:: -- a;::; ~~ *~ oS--:'0,," 

g tae j Name nnd description at cnnul oN .§'~ rod' -'" ~i ",s ~.~ ~~ So; ""'" c., .. ~ 
'0 " .<::~ ..,,,, '):;"0 ,-,9 ~g lao ""<l :! " ... .!3 tit to~ """ ,;;e ~.~ '0 ~~ 0" ].g ee "- 'd 

a '" 8, bD ~.s [ <l'"'" .<:: 
'd ~§ ... £1 '"§ a .9 

b:I 
~'" la d C. C. e" ...al .~" .~'" >. <l - .<:: '" .... <U C1 .c ~ 

~'" -<"" ;..." en ...:I'" '" ..: -< -1, ~ A Q ~ f:1""' 0 ~ Eo< ;.- t"
"" t" 

t;:j
1 ~ 3 4 .j 6 7 !l J 10 11 1~ U 15 16 17 11 18 19 1-3 ..... ---- .---------------------------- Z 

SqUflT) Cubic 
Fee! Fut Feel feet J,'eet Jut Feet Feet '" D 201.0 10.4 0.56 5.78 15.5 89.8 M ...••.. .51 171.8 SO. 8 .0158 .0161 c" 

452 VMO....... 1912 Sarno, 7 miles downstream from 45L..... n 142.0 13.3 1.40 5.28 11.3 59.7 M ....... .38 172.30 68.4 .0171 .0184 ---- ---
453 BR-F-11.... 1915 Same, bed pitted, patches plaster gone.•• n 375.0 10.99 2.99 28.3 20.2 573.0 RO••••. 1.93 21.14 ]00.0 .0168 ,0166 ---- ---
454 DR-L__ ..... 1931 Same. All reaches beglnatstntion 109'H)(L B 350.0 ------- ------ 5.11 29.3 150.0 RC •••.. .60 129.7 105.0 .0131 .0129 ---- ---- s 
455 } {same. Valueotncomputedfromnverage {...... ..... _... 7.30 27.4 200.0 RO..... .91 101. 6 90.0 .0162 .0163 ---- ---

451 VMC. __ •.•. }1912 touth canal Uncompahgre project, 0010•. ---- ---- t.>:l 

DR-L••••• _. 1931 values 01 R nnd V. All flows taster 460.0}B 8.83 28.3 250.0 RO..... 1.05 105.5 85.0 .om; .0176 ---- ---- ~ 
456 thau critical velocity (Ve). RO .. _._457 Same. Usuaillows from 350 to 400 second. 600.0 11.3 26.6 300.0 1.20 78.0 86.8 .0176 .0177 
468 leet. Snme, for all test reaches, bed and 600.0 ------- ---- .. - 12.4 28.2 350.0 RC••••• 1.28 78.1 89.0 .0174 .0174 ---- ---- !;:.j 
459 DR-L } lower sides eroded and rougb. Dis· 600.0 ------- --_ .. _- 13.6 29.4 400.0 RO..... 1.35 78.3 90.6 .0173 .0173 ---- ---

------- .- .. --- ... --- ---- t:1 

460 --..... charge. Q by recording gage 1~~ miles 700.0 15.67 28.7 450.0 RO._ ••. 1.37 66.9 94.7 .0166 .0166 ---- ---- '"t-'700.0 16.84 29.7 500.0 RO..... 1.43 67.0 96.2 .0165 .0164 ---... BB-L.... ,.., I ..".. "'.". ,_t d..~'.. 'm ------- ------ ----RO. ___•462 BR-L__ ••_.. loss. Oross sections taken with water 700.0 Ii. 74 31.0 550.0 1.47 67.1 98.8 .0162 .0160 ---
463 out at canal. This canal begins at out· 700.0 ---- ..... - ------ 18.58 32.3 600.0 RO ••. __ 1.51 67.2 101.0 .0159 .0157 ---- ---- t-J::
464 let of Gunnison tunnel. 700.0 ------- ------ 19.46 33.4 650.0 1.54 67.3 ---- ----

B! ------- ------ "'--- o 
RC._ •._ 101.0 .0155 .0153 

:.o 
~ .... a 

~ 
Co 
~ 
t=:: 
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PLATS; 

,.1, ,:\1 ain (,lInnl, Kin ita:-> dh'j~inn, Y.lkiJlIH prnjp£'f, \\~a ... hinJ!tf)n. {orht rW'I('d :ahntu t !I:!H. E\('I'III'1If l'\;j1Jl phi 
fI[{'ulI('n'lt' "fltln'" lJt'iJlud !-t'rN'dm;:;1lId ~llJlJfJrh;lI!! pial (fJl'lil IIp''ICI)('d \\illi II- (lOll; 1hl\ 1Il1l1!)1 \:dUt' 
\\ a ... allow 11111:; IIf It· .. ~. :-'lJlJIl' fil.i "'{·('ond·[PI."t of "\\:Il,'" \\,1" fit (-allal \\ IIt'Il photfl;:raplwci n, \ ):ltPn.t HI 
(~uli[tlrllla. lllwd 1U01"1' 111;111 :!o ~tlar" Ill'ron> IIH' pi('ll1rt' ,\a~ Ink('lI 1.0\\ \I'III{'II~ uf "urm, dt'ar \!'nft-I" 
('lIIldw'i\ I' 10 aqual H' ;'.'TO\\ th~. :\ott- \, ('t-d .. ~r(J\\ m1-! -lII l"l'''IJI'·IfHl J. 1111 {'nwk."" !tuft'all of 1{,-d:lIlJalltlll
i,lwloj!rHloll" 



PLATE 2 

1 C\lwll IIp:lt..' hiit'd \\ 11 h {,OIU'ftlh' .. IWI frollt 'l :.!1I1l 'ol!' rlltll.!h IJIIlla} ..urfal'l' lit'llIl! illlprll' f'd 1,) .. I r' h "1_ 
''. ~f h " rN'IHllJwlar 111'1, h' If flit -lIrf:H'l' j ~ IHII 011· hl·d JhI' , :illip IIf II .... IIolll.t 1\ III:. \\ lull·.( "'urf:II'l' hi n'all'd 
'I" "!lIn\ 11. 1/ 1.., n"ll!t>l~d 1 H Itl.... 111.11111 tll,j ill m'lu:••. I't'" rU""1 ..1111\\ .... .I 1,·..11111 flu ... , ~ Pt' of (':111'11. ('\0. J.;:\.) 
'j hll d,.lln .. J't' ..Il]llIt:! a.. n,lullm" ;\ud frolll tla,' .lnhlll:.! pnlll'..... !!!lI ..1 I ... can·rlll1~ n·III1I\I'd. a .. hIm..; 1I1Ik 
l't'lIl1'lIIitt:.:: \:tllI" 1:. \ 1lI')f!','ollllHOII prOf·' ...... faful,lt, tht' 1lI1II'tI"lIrfan·ll~ \ICOrnU .. brufltllllw \\!twh 
fl h lll! .... :n.1 \~Ihli' tlr If h"t.'!'I-!) 1h"~I' HIt'!ltlll'j('ll i'l l H,dh ,t"\'''lIItl1J'' l,ht" ,Irl' iU 10\\('[' I{;o (ir'llIdl! 

\ .lit';. I l". 
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....1. Floor au·) \\ull uf Los AIIJ!ele."i ~VIUtldu{'1 (frolll Owens HiycrJ, Freemull dh'ision, after lHmrly ~O yenrs or 
operation. IXO:-:-. I,,,) to ~-If indu.>:h'(.".) n, tiulUe Ilquetiul't a~ showlI ill ~ I. uHlir rehahililntion. l\loju\'e 
dh'j,"hm. C\U!'i. 25 ttl 't!, irlC')usl\'e.) YI!ry SIIWOI II flnor of ";H:.! l(} ·Ih! hardJlcss" (tl. 151 urter 2~~ years o[ 
sen'lc-f! When plHHo~rnphed in IVa·1. -'=011.' tho te~t st'rutche~ ill ruiddll' of \·jew. Pailliifuking: work in 
nltnininl! this n.lf)~ smollth sorCal.'t' (1l=()JJ12±) \\lIrnm1t'd if it results in the tlcsin1d l'uJJlwityand ('un bl~ 
rNniul"d hy ft'aSIlfUlhlt,' lJIuirHl'JlluH't' HXP('tJ!'U, For InH~ Iifl'.llIlrtllle~:-; I~ u n'qui:-;ilt', (', :-:hont.inJ! ('UUl'rete 
mw.in~t, n \'\·rtknl h\\('k form :-';utt, surft\('l' in f()r~1!rntl1Ht h('fnre H}lplyinl! n .snlOnth trowHlcfl ('ont. 1101,h 
primary IUll1 Rl('{uHlnry rotlghllc"~ t,n itil'lIt (p. tH I. \·if!wr..:.1 nnf! JJ lIy (·()llrtt,·~y Of Lus.\ n~ele3 I)l"partrllcnt
or \'''altr and POWt)(. 
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TYPICAL CONCRETE SURFACES. 

A, Very smooth concrete discounted by excessive deposits of t'llddis fly mSllS. H, Concrete with hoth 
primary and secondary roughness. I,oml surface is much rougher thlln is acceptllble under modern spec
ifications; also the obvious undulations further decrease the CIlI18city of the c1l11nnel. C, 8limes accumu
late from some waters hut may he remo\'ed, as shown by the dark surface 1.0 the right of the scale, restoring 
the original surface, D, High ,'elocities at'Com"anied by erosh'p. material IlIl\'e remo\'ed the fines in the 
side walilihove the watch, clellrl)' ollWnin!! each pehhle ill the origiIllllllggrel!lIto. 
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.. I, Hidi'flhau~h l'lU1U!' Idalto l:\O"'".! alld .i~ II If,,,t n'H III frnlll "',allOlI I:. III~PI'("iClIl III ItJa~ ,,!JCI\\'l'd Ihisj 

JiIlHlJ! "'tlllllll·\{'t·III'1l1 ('owllllUn Mll'r Iwarlr~;; )('an~ of:-'t'r\ 1\'11_ 11, SortlJ ~ide Twill Falls (',lIlal. Idah4l. 
"OIl' IflP (If lUling alW\I' wall'r lirw (~O, -III: dowrtsln'ulII frolll .. lltli·)IJ 111 (', :O:IUHII'rfl'r dit('h, ('ati~ 
forniu. (:\0. Ii!!; upslrl'ulIl frolll 'l'IBt1U1I ;1., This l'UIUd ha... lw('11 phU'I'd 111 n t'o\l'n~d f1il't~ lino. 
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J't, ~lode.-;to irrig:ntioll dislri('IIIlHin {'ulla!. Culifl/rliia (;\0, HI, IIp'',n';UIl frulll ~'ltilOll a pill" H~. 011 lJIt'tl'r 
hri<ige.) J:J, Santa Ann aJld OnUlJ!l' l'lHlal. Calir. (Xu. U:!; up... tn'llIl1 froIII stntioll I:!.) :\ot(' dt'pm:it 
heltm high\\'at~r IiUH. {', .\rrustl dit.('It, ('nlif. (Xo. l:l:!: IJpstnmm frolll :-:fat.ion S.) 
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.1, Xorth (·ullul. Bt·wl. ()rt~g. C:\ . J:!;~ til I;!~,. 1Ilt-11l"'1\ ..; do\\u.. tn'ulJI rrom ~llltlf)Il.:•. i lJ. :-!rual1 ditdl 
twur ,rhutl\'r. (·ultf. I~O. I:~O; 'W\\ uJJ... tn'um rmlll .... ICltioll :!.) ("I(lur \\nU'r 1i11!11~ ('Olll'n't.~ :-l'l'lioll 
(', Low('r ('j1IUlI, Hh'l'rsidl' , (1ulif. (:\0. lal; upstn':t1l1 froIll :-orutio(l ::) .\ l't'lIll'lIl-pla•..;tl'r lil1in~. ~Olc 
wlocds in hrokl.lll !)hWCH. 
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A. Lower canal, Lindsa~'-StrnUllnore irrigation dist.rict, California. (No. 1611.) Concrete lining le[t, as sbot 
from a gun. Note characteristic unoven water lino and concrete surfare. Contrast this lining with later 
shot-concrete linings as mllele in 'l'oxas (pI. 2, A). B, Sulphur Creek wastoway, Washington. Nnte long
standing swells. (See Nos. 4:15 to 41i0.) C. Maverick Oounty Water Oontroland Improvement Vlstrict 
No.1. Texas. Excavated in thIn strata (see rocks in foreground), the hottoll1 was sll100th hut the sides of 
this CBnal were ext'OOdingly rough. '1'0 increase the capllcity the sides woro lined with redwood planks 
spaeed to allow wat~r to pn..s frooly anelnot huild liP anllnhalantocd static head on either siele of thA lining_ 
In right foroground the vertical studding is shown nnchorell to the beel. 
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I. 	 Upper ('unul, Rin~r~idc, l'aJiL {Xu. 132; up~trclIlll frolll ~Ialioll a plus :m.> Nute melcr station. R, 
.Ja('(lh~ (1Il('11, Boise, Idnhn. (N·II. ·Ial; downstfl' 1111 from stili ion 0.) Huhhle JIlIl~()lIrr, smoothly plu:-;jored 
willis. couerete lillllolll. (', .JHl·ob~ di1.eh, Hoi l', JduiJll. (Xu..J:i:!; UP~ITl\HIIl froUl ::Intiun I.) enchillkcll 
rubhlo sidtls allli holtolll. 
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A, South ranal, ru('o1J1pnhgre prnjct'f, Hllfll.lHl of BN'laltliltinn, Colorado. Hig-ht-hnnd ,"iew ~how..; liniIlg 
whcll new. Left-hand \'ipw tuken after f'1J1Il(' ~() Ytmn~ of l1~e, Xnll' t'ro~ioll uf IOWllr pnrl of ~i.I(~ \\ nil liP 
to the mmul hiJlh-water linc. Curront-Jlwlt'r ~nl!inl! hridg-ti enU!'ill:, :-:hu<iow. (:'Pl' XO~, 451 to -Ili·L) 'l'lw 
chutes nre in simiJar dU1IlIWls. B, C c.~tlllnl, Klnmnth Ilroj~('t, IJurl'ull of H(lclumalion, Ore~nn. 4\ 
timher-lined eanal when new and (in inset) aflcr ~omll yenr:; of ::en'it.'c. '!'hist'HHul WIlSliIll'li with ('OIH'n'l~i 
about. HJ~I, rL'piul'inJ.,!; thr tim hers ~hown. fl'e.st~ on the tOUl'n'1.e soclion li~;t,ed ns Xo"!, at; and 3\1. BUrt1!lll 
of UCl'IUlllati()1l l'hotogmpil~, 
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A. Santa .Ann nnd Oran~e cannl. (~Illirorlliu, jU$t nrlcr lIeil1~ cleaned. (:\-Cl. :!.,i; IlI ....tn'alll from ~lati(l1l
10.) B, Centrn.l main ('IUlal, Lmperinl Vnlll'j', 'IUmr Cule\ico, Culif. (Xo. ~50; dClwl1~trealJl. Porlnhll

' gaging car shO\\'n O\'cr station 0.) \rluHI inspected in was this rCHeh of canal W:Lo.; tlllllpielely fret! of 
brush and weeds as showu. lHodcrn canul U1uintenanl'e i~ condul'ive to hetter l'npal!it,r conditions. 
C, Beceh canal, Imperial irrigatiun district, Uu.lifornin. (Xo. :J15; ull:-;tn'UUJ from meter :;t.utioll 1O.) 'I'ht. 
muddy waters discouruge aquatic: J.!fowth in t.he wllter IJrisfJ1, but the feft ile silT banks grow dense \'\',.w'"
tation. that drags down into the water llriSJIl uud develops n high \'IIII1U or If. 
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.1, Canale Fossu di Pozzolo, Italy. (No. 401-2, "iewed upstream.) All old tllnal with typiclIl "llipticlIl 
hed. The side 011 the leCl. lI(1proaching the vertical, is characteristic of old canliis sllch as this in the Fnited 
States. The other bank is 0 ,·ertic-.\I willI. Note the rocky bed ancl the moss (latches in the rore~roun'l. 
Photograph by courtesy of Marco Visentini who reported experiments Oil this callUl. E, Milner-Gooding
main canal, Idabo. Unusual t'follstruction. 'I'he clry-Iaid rock wulls were hackfllled with ~ra\'el und 
carth, throu~h a hadly fissured rock cut. Photograph fwm lIureliu of Heclu!llution. 
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.1, .\ 11{IW ('anul t·oIlH·yin~ ('h'ar \\:th·r. Tht· original tnqlP7oj,lal shar1t' h"ginuillJ,! 10 found oJf Ht Ill(' (.orw.,. ... 
to (orIn tIl{' {1\"PIltUnll'lIip::t· (with Ill'nrly yt'rtll'OlI !'itlt':-< if ~ra~$('s nmt along III(' hunk). 13, A npw ('analuf 
(HlP r{'('(lnlly cll'lUWtl, ('on\'l'yin~ !=ilIY wntPfZ:. TIll' rll1Jfll)t'rrn~ tlt'\'"('lop at. tilt' silit's nntl ('row<1 in until :111 
npPfoxiulIHion to 11 f(iJdlllP (Ohnrnwl is T(',:wI1l'd. SorJll·tillWS tlH'St~ h('fJlls fin':! f(ll~1 Of mon' witt!.' whilt' IUtl 
mUfP thall a {('11th of a foot or so hns dl·pn~itl·(l 011 tJw holtOfll," Ori!.!i,ml lIIatl'rial t'fodihlt. at \"t'hwit.il'S uf 
:{ (!'ttt pt'r&'l'ond b(~('om(,5 prott'('f(It! With a :-:Iit'k ('ont that will wilh::-:t:uHl \"t-JU('II it'!" of 5 to n ft'(11 ptor ~t'('orlilo
I'h()\(l~rIlJlhs frolll Bun'a" of i(""i:lIl1aUOIJ. 
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l. 	""J,lf 1;'.r \ dl!\ "l!;d. !., Ir 1'!IO!'flh. \r.' ~'t', .!hll: d,\~· . ..,ln·,:,. !f'UI ....Lllloll ~J.) lJ, I.tt.r,l JlI.. 
Ilrl.!ld i!,",,;,·t'l. BlIr'11J" 1~I"h!:,~t~'L. !'i:",n,:l, '""\'" ,.!I,t. :Jthlf~ ~r:, 'n~l. "!j!!"r.., (', Hl\t'r 
t.) I('!t .·,LII. "':·wrtt: .• !~f,J \ ".:. ( .:' ,",.J ..!'I..! '.I,·1(t I':: tr'; I': :.,,!,' ... ~ 11 "f: 0 !,d·,,\ ['r...t 
!.!; ::•. ';'~f.t!WI 
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.. t. LOl!an, It!o h· Park, an.t !'-\1\l1thJit,tl\ \':H\:I\, I 1:\h. ("\1) .\~)~; liU\\llS1ft'IWl Hl':lr tow,'r "wl1)f ft':u')),) n. 
Lowt'r {·wlIll. B,n'r"i,dt" (·all(. 1"'\11- Hl.i; up:-.lrl':ulI lrotll "Ialiou h.1 :\oft· plnnk lillill,-!. r', J.OCHII. 
Ilyd(' Parh, :wd :O:millllif·ld (·.mul, ('tall. "0. ''''; do\\ 1l~ln'allJ PU!\( IIll'lt'f ~lation.) XOh' l'lIr.,:inf'pr's
I. Vt·t in fon'J!rouwlt ipfl 



PL'ITf iii 


.1. "rr.1Hdl.. Hill",", -, j.t '1I1,·n- d:.lr':lJ -till!)f. t I';'i> >:.1,11, t' f,rd',:, ~~I",\ i. 
FlnHlr'~ In-'''!t!i Tl!Jd.:\,t,r,,,l-.i '" "Il"p"r'ltd, _1 ..'1', "l.r 1t,~t!.·t.J '·fI1iHIiI J, \l,r,l 
('.,U:.I,III',r FhLJd.(\. ,\tll "01 {"f. ;l·'\\lI~rr'·I~i' fr·,::. ~I dl ,r; \': 
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.11. Clrafld (':111:11. JII'ar PIIIWJJi\•.\ri1-. (~fI. 21;'; tlp~tn'alIi frocu :-01;111011 HI,) n. 1-I:lII'ral t, ¥Cllrllll'k irn;'Wliftll 
distnl't. Califormtl< ~:\u. :!:·w~ down~lr('aul (rllUl ~taliolt {I.} XUlt< ;!NWPll h.i!!lt-\\t\t\·r lill..... (. Bin.'ll 
(!lluul. IIHIJl'rial \'allt'j, Culif. (Xu, :!r"-I; dowlI~j RmlJ IrOlfi IIIl'f(·r ::-1 alion Ii.) 
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A, I'\lternl, South Sidu 'l'win :Fulls cllnnl, l(luho. (No. ;1O;j; (\VWllstfl'OIlI IrulII stuliou 0.) n, ~r:tin hruneh, 
'I'urlock irrignUon district, Cnlifornin. (No. 303; upstream Irolll station S.) C, Fullertou ditch, ('"Ii
fornin. (No. 307; ullstrctllu Irolll station 5.) 
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.1, .I)rIJUI l'ulI'tI. P:wllu' 4;:1" i.\. Eld'lrW (II,. (llitOl'llll "\0 I:!/q Lo\\tr halik 11I1I'd \\ith ('otll'!It.' 
Io p lal1k," jlf'I'("1 ..1 ,tIltf 1ft tn'd \\ h,'fI' w'i,dc'd 10 fin'\{ JJ1 I rO~iit'l //. ":lllllh l' 1~I:d. ttl"l!' \uhurn, (' tin I",U 
!I.,,: ,lO\\U!'-I(i',11U troul !(hllul .... htlu!t '7 ph1'" ,·'(1 \t:lll). ... hlrt.lwwl"" ~lIlt I,U::!!''''1 'f'10(·it~ IIIl ~ll~l.k u i 

('unt'. ,,',Ih-r on uut ... (t!t' holl .. UP 'IUd t...; lIIH'd'hilllU dlrt"'lll1tL ('. l)I,...dllttt, .. Itlllfllf'Jp:t1 ,h..tnl'f. ,II' :11' 
Ht'ud.On'j!. C'\II. J:!': dl)\\JJ'.:tn':ttL f[f.rH ~latlt·u ~, \Ja"'lIIlQ \\jlll:-- ~1!d (·p'it·rd. Hi!I'1'. 
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A, Reno ditch, Nevuda. (No. :182; downstreulll frolll station 0.) 11, '('(w blinks b('low 11 concre'e section 
should be protected with rip",p while the yelocity is bcin!( rt'duc\'d to that perlllissible in the earth 
~~tion. Bureau of Rcchunntion photogmph. C, NU!(lIlcs lIoodwllY, nenr internllUonll1 boundnry beh\'l~~n 
~\rizonll and lionom. The j'\fexicnn Illl150n is "('ry !lIlI'pL lit this 1lI01ll(lOSII'rhl or ruhhle lIU1sonry.
SOllletirncssuch!l willi is shot with conCrdllllll(1 hroulIled or I ro,wlt'c I tun sllloother finish. l'hoto~mph hy 
l'1l~hUlt!rs of the ·United States section, lutt,)rtltltiollul Boundary CmIlmissioll. 
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.. 1. \ \I'r:~ r<JlIl!h 'lilt! pOrlJU:--l'!IJ W la\'a rlll'k I~ w:llk "'IJII)I,th 00 tlu' bottolH h~-:1 ('olwri'fp linin!! whih"lh(\ 
.. llh":Jn madt· \\:atHtr.t!ht :Ul!1 m:III'rhll~ ,rrHlothlT than hdlln'. nub ... h,,1 ,'ow'n'lt', \ uowl p1.I('t' 111 USt\ 
({flrto!\. ' .. {"rHUil;t (tlf ~'~Ul,Lt ~<(.·t itt1\'- \\ It h ,lttft'r('ld 111-1 -wd "'tlk ·",h'lr.H'h'n:-t h'" Bl1n"\U uf Ht·{'h.m:u inn 
Jllilllo;:r:Il'h. l1, ('·lI'h·tpoall·:mal. Hr,llkn t 'opJlt r <. ·II.~ (~IHh', ; ':'\0 ... :,,1/ to .{';u. ult'hl:-l\ P.) (~lIhhlf'SI nltl''i 
'tn- flwn- HI ('\llit'ltc't' on 1111'" "Ia·d IlialllJll {'attai:-- W '\.'~"'rll ['utiI'd :-:'t'llt'!'- lint tlt'\dllp i\ ('ohhlt, 1101
frlltL. {',Ikr \,Ij'w~ ..tthlllllltjllty 11H"('OUlP;\li~ ~hq\\l,d 1'lr~1' ('fl"\\" tit HU'I1 n'Ulo\illl! thl> hill"" ('ohhll'~ 
[ron: ,1.11' lip.) wilh.1 ~k1t' ;l~~ll h"l~t. )~'Itl' tit 11 \ :1itll'... ut Ii :ll'O\I'IJ.tt{U pn'ilomirlatt'. "jt'w hy t'UUrh-:-i,r 
of Brllkn (\1Jllh'r ('OJ. 
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A, In t'llUt(! chnuUl1Is, slug nOw sOIlll'tillll'S 111'\'('10P5 ns shown I1tHI SOllwtinws as rhythmic :1l'crl'tiot1s not ~o 
cll'urly dl'flnl'd. 'l"hl' lutt('T I1IOSt, oftl'n occurs n('nT lIU1X!mUIII c:llmcity. tilt' fOTlIlPf nt mitliInuUl flows. 
B, Chute flow in south cannl, Uncolllpahgn' projpct, Colorado. Xot" .lllrk solid wah'r as it (lours O\'rr 
t.ho brink nt the top. Air ('I1!('rs Lh,· prism frolll til!' shl,'s uutil t1w watN is quih' whit" lit tho bottolll of 
th(' st('~pest part of 1.h(1 illclin~. 'Phl' ennHI in I.Iw fOfPgrulluu is still Sh'l'P NlOllg:h 10 maintain shoo 1 illl! 
flow for the <listant'C shown. In sOllle of till' chute'S onlhis cnnlll till' hydralllh! JUIIlP tak('s placl' a ~horl 
distnnce bclo\\'jh,' inelirl('. C, Hio Ornud(' cannl, Snll Luis VIlIl,·y, Colu. {Xu. :l4H un this mll",1 hilt not 
thisllow.} A Iypimll cohblr·hotlurn c1UlllllL'l, wheT(' t1It'TC is illsulllei"lIt "ilt ill IIIl' wlltl'r, ur tou hiJ!h 
a wlueity, Jlrcwntinl; fOrlJllltiulI uf II graded smooth 1",(1. 
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~ I. ,\. 111'\\ ("'WI) in unproll'('lt'c1 :-;hill"jI {'lIn'!'.s IIlay ('I'IId,' tilt· ('lll'\'p 011 till' olll:-::idt' anti dpposit :-::i11 01111w ill~id(', 
('TlrYp~ ~lH'h il" t hi~ lIlay lip proll'dpd with I"ot'k or hl"lI~h ripmp. JJ, ;-:'0111('1 illles. I Itt' dpsi~Tu;cl cHparil y or 
'I (l:lllul i~ Wtt rP1lllirl'd fOI" H'Yl'ral y('ar~. If ~ilty \\ail'rs an' 111(1 filii', ~{)IIlt.'lhilll! nPPl"oaching n rPl.!iIll(, 
('!laI11H·1 i....!t·\"plopl"lby lIallln', ill~idl' lIlt' 1ar!!('!" olli'. {'. ('anab ('011\ t'~'itlg Iwn\"y silt nntl SHTld t!P\'t'!Op lL 
('h~lI':ldlr;~tH' !ll'd, \\illl ,hll'p dl'Jlrl'~~iolls awl rltll1l'likl' !'-hllul:-:. This ('allal, in llllptll'ial Ynll(':', Calif.• 
ha:-:: t hI' ~wrw bOl tllm ('ilar:H'Il'rist il'!' as rill' 1"111'1 L.\ 1111' ('anal, Colorado. This iIlU~ll'Utl·s huw a de::;ign 
:-;11:1p,', ::.IY d tr:qwz()itiai form, fllllY IH' materially altl'1'1I11 if) upl'raliolL 
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.. I. Typical small cobble·hottorn ditch. With the erosion of the "fines" in such termin, a stahle C:lnal of 
low' capacity is d(~v(lloped. Ncar 'I'aos, 0. 1\h·x., ~mnll tlitrhl'S S(\\,l'rnl hUIHlrf'tl ycnrs old nre 11I"01,{'('t('(1 
frorn continued erosion by the cohhlt·. 13, A steeply inclillt'd canIlI call he gin'n the chnrtwll·rist i," of a 
mountain stream by n rotl~h lining of J!rout.ed ro('ks. (I, 'l'his purt of the Davis and \Velwr C'olliities 
canal, Utnh, hns nlmost the characteristics of a hench llullIc. (Nos. ·j3 to 45.) l'hoto~ntphs.1 IIl1ll 11 
from Durenu of Heelamlllion. 

http:J!rout.ed
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DESCRIPTION OF CANALS 

The descriptions in the following pages are supplementary to table 
1, which gives all the information necessary to a clear understanding of 
the hydraulic conditions holding at various tests with the exception of 
a detailed description of the channel. The descriptions follow the 
same order and are numbered like those in the table. Missing num
bers indicate there is no information additional to that found in table 
1. The tense used is of the time the experiments were made. 

CONCRETE LININGS 

POURED OR HAND-LAID CONCRETE 

No.1, experiment DHB-4, Ridenbaugh canal, Nampa-Meridian irrigation 
district, Idaho. Test was made 2 years before and covered about the same reach 
as test No.3 below. Bark found a slightly lower value for slope than later 
experimenters, which accounts for the lower value of n found. The preponder
ance of evidence indicates that a value of about 0.0125 is right for this excellent 
concrete, to include both tangents and curves. Coefficient n=O.OllO. 

No.2, experiment FC8-24. Same canal as No.1. Very smooth, hand-trow
eled, cement wash on a base of concrete 3}f inches thick. The reach is on tangent 
with about a 6° curve beginning at station 9. Lining was slabs 16 feet long with 
iron dowels and strips of tarred paper between slabs. After the forms were re
moved, joints were poured with a neat cement. As a rule the joints are as smoot"h 
to the hand as any other part of the lining (pI. 5, A), though slight cracks are 
opened during cold parts of the day. This is an exceptionally well-made lining, 
which, coupled with the fact that the curves are spiraled into the tangents, ac
counts for the very low value of n found by all experimenters. For additional 
experience on this canal see Nos. 1 to 15, table 1. Examination 20 years later 
showed little deterioration in this concrete. Coefficient n=0.012l.12 

No.3, e:-:periment FC8-24a, was on the same canal as FCS-24, but the reach 
included not only the 901 feet of tangent as above, but also the above-mentioned 
curve, which was about 600 feet long, and a short reach of tangent below the 
curve, making the total reach 1,819 feet long. As is to be expected, the value of 
n is a little higher than on tangent. The slabs on curves were but 12 feet long. 
Coefficient n=0.0129. 

No.4, experiment BPF-3. This experiment was made on approximately the 
same reach of canal as FC8-24, but was 1,020.6 feet long, with one slight curve 
in the reach. The slopes of the surface in this and experiments 44 and 45 were 
found by a line of levels run between the ends of reaches as usual, but the water 
surface was found by means of a gage constructed on the piezometric principle. 
The slope given in the table is the mean of 23 tests. Coefficient n=0.0l24. 

Nos. 16 and 17, experiments JBL-6 and 5. Former supply conduit for Los 
Angeles, Calif. Covered conduit. In use 4 years, one curve in section tested. 
Where wetted, section was very smooth. Apparently of 1 to 3 cement-mortar 
plaster on concrete. No deposit or growth. Coefficients n=0.0108 and n= 
0.0111. 

Nos. 18 to 32, inclusive, experiments RRP. Los Angeles aqueduct, Calif. 
These tests comprised a most comprehensive set of experiments, made to deter
mine possibilities of increasing the capacity of the aqueduct from Haiwee Reser
voir to San Fernando Valley. This conduit is used for municipal supply, power, 
and irrigation. Concrete-lined sections only were studied for this bulletin. 
Field and office experiments and computations by forces of the department of 
water and power, under the immediate direction of R. R. Proctor, field engineer. 
Two typical reaches are included in table 1 data. (See below.) For both, the 
discharge measurements were made at both ends of the reach by current meter, 
held at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 of the water depth in six verticals. The computa
tions for Q were made by using both vertical and horizontal velocity curves. The 
results are stated to be within 0.5 percent of the true discharge. The observed 
loss of water was prorated according to distance below the initial measurement. 
For the purpose of the original experiments the method of study aud determin8t

" Additional tests on this and other canals in the Doise Valley will be found in (64) which is excerpted from 
an unpublished report by W. O. Steward entitled "The Determination of n in Kutter's Formula for Various 
Canals. Flumes, and Chutes on the Dolse Project and Vicinity." 1913. 

8446jO-39--3 
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tion of values of Kutter's n are given on page 13. The values of thc roughness 
coefficients given in table 1, arc based on slope of thc energy gradient and weighted 
values of the average velocities and hydraulic radii throughout the reaches as 
listed, using cross-sectional dimensions for many int<.>rmecliate stations. 

Nos. 18 to 24, iIlclusive, experiment RRP, Fr<.>eman didsion. Gcneral methods 
are outlined in the paragraph above. The lining in this didsion was found to 
be in such good condition after somc 15 years of operation that practieally no 
repairs were made (pI. 3, A). The fact that a gencral value of n=0.0125 was found 
on a long reach designcd with n=0.014 supported the plan to bring all of the con
crete-lined portion of the aqueduct to this standard or better and also established 
the fact that a smooth surface of great hardness not only could be constrllct<.>d but 
also could be relied upon to maintain its desired smoothness, whereas other locali
ties showed that inferior concrete lining, while perhaps originall)' fairly smooth, 
was too soft to withstand the eroding effect of abrasivc matter entering nearlv all 
conduits.' • 

Nos. 25 to 32, inclusive, experiment RRP, Mohave division. General methods 
are o~ltlined in the paragraphs above. This division included long reaches that 
requited improvement to convey the desired flow of water (pI. 3, R). The tests 
listed as Nos. 25 to 27, inclusive, took place before any repairs were made, and 
the later tests after improvement. The change in values of n is attributed entirely 
to the smoother bottom installed after the preceding tests. 

No. 9Q, experiment FCS·-98, small lateral, 13 miles north of Weslaco, Tex 
Hand-laid and troweled concrete. V-shaped with bottom roundcd on 10-inch 
radius. Free of mud, sand, and moss. 15-mile wind downstream. Swept clean 
just before test, hence conveyance of muddy llio Grande water not in point. 
Coefficient n=0.0133. 

Nos. 38 and 39, experiments Bll-D, South Branch (C) eanal, Klamath project, 
Bureau of Reelamation, Oreg.13 Tests by Allan Darr on 3-inch concrete lining 
poured in 1919-20 to replace former timber lining on earth fill. Methods of tests 
based on those giyen as laid down hy the author (.5.5). S('ctions taken every 100 
feet. Coefficient n=0.0135 and 0.0126. 

No. 40, experiment FCS-19, Korth Side Twin Falls Land & Water Co.'s main 
canal near Milner, Idaho. As shown in plate 5, B, this concretc lining fills out 
the main irregularities in a yery rough lava-rock cut. An examination of the 
section below the water line was impossible at the time of making the experi
ment, and the various cross seetions from which the value of R was dedueed were 
taken from office notes. A study of these notes shows that the bottom is un
dulating and that while the high velocity would prevent the accumulation of sand 
deposits, the veloeity is slightly retarded by the disturbance in the filaments of 
current due to the undulations. Coefficient n=0.0138. 

No. '11, experiment BR-F, Carlsbad project, Bureau of Reelamation, N. Mex. 
Tests by C. A. May and E. C. Koppen, October 1915; after greatest demand. 
Gravel and weeds typical of time of season. Concrete hand-finished, true to 
section and grade. Expansion joints, asphalt strips, at 50-foot intervals, pro
jecting one-fourth to oTl(·-half inch. Five percent of bottom co\'ered with gravel 
from fine to 2-inch diameter. Alignment: First 246 feet on 8° eurve, thence 
500 feet tangent, thence 250 feet 8° eurve. Metered at midsection. Levels 
between nail heads in top of stakes. Depths by leyel and rod. Coefficient 
n=0.0137. 

No. 42, experiment Bll-F, 1 mile below No. 41. One slight curve. Lining and 
gravel j\lst like in No. ,n kst. In addition, slight retardation caused by weeds 
dragging on surface Il('ar the edges. Coefficient n=0.0139. 

No. 43, experiment FCR-13, Davis and Weber Counties canal, Utah (pI. 24, C). 
An example of the retarrling effed of woorlen expansion joints if they project into 
the eanal spetion. Lining was laid in slabs from 8 to 16 fel't in width. Strips of 
wood a little larger than building lath wpre placed between slabs with the idea 
that they would cventually be pulled and the space filled with asphalt. This was 
not done, so strips project from 0 to 1~.~ inehps into the section. Lil-ewise, velocity 
at the bottom was retarded by snmll patches of gravel, sloughed off the hillside 
cut in which the canal runs. Corflicient n=0.015·L 

No. 44, experiment BPF-], DllVis and Weber Counties canal, Utah. This 
experiment was in thc salTle canal as tests Nos. 43 and 45, but about 8 miles 
upstream and about 1 mile bplow the head gate frolTl the river. Condition of 
bottom could not be determined. The concrete on sides was smooth and un
broken. The hydraulic grade was taken as the mean of five tcsts with level and 

U DARK, A.. L. Jo::XPERUfENTAL l!'nfESTIGATrDNS "e" CANAL, KL.\MATU PROJECT, OltEGON..cALIFORNlA. 
26 pp., illus. 1922-23. n:npU,lishcd.1 
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piezometer and found to be 0.0004.13, while constructed grade of this portion of 
canal was 0.000445. Coefficient n=O.014. 

Xo. 45, experiment BPF-2. This test was on a rPtlch ·IClR.:i feet long, included 
in he 1,000 feet describcd in Xo. 4·1. Patches of gl'lt\'pl of all sizC's up to 5 inehes 
in .. reutest dimension covered 10 p(>rcent of tlU' area, mostly adjoining the toes 
of :Ie side slopes. Coeffick'nt n=0.OJ·16. 

~-;O. 60, experiment 1"('£';-94, latcral C', ncar Edinburgh, Tex. Concrete in 
panels with projPciing asphaltic joint fillers. Rmootlwr than \)roomed shot 
concrete but not the equal of well-trowpled smfaee. Coefficient n=O.OHl. 

Xo. 61, experiment DHB-I0, j"ing Hill cantil, Idaho. '['('st WIIS on both tan
gent and curves. The concrete was not. S\lrf!\('<,d, but lpft as haud tlunped to 
I!mde.• After surfae(' coat had set, tIll' 2- by -I-inch ('11(\ forms \l"prp /,pnw\'pd and 
the groove poured with 0.1 to 1 mi:durl' of sand and cl'l\\('nt. Thl' sUl'fa('e was 
v('ry rough, especially at tIll' joint!!. The caTlal was clpan of detritus and moss. 
('oeffiei('nt n=0.OI43. 

No. 62, ex]wriJll('nt FC'S-(19, Sanderfer Ditch Co.'s main cunal, fll'Ur ,Yhitiier, 
CuliF. As shown ill plate 5, C, this rl'ach is Ftruight anel uniform. The bottom is 
slightly disllPd. As is the elll'(, of Illany RllIalL linpc\ ditelr('s in soutll('rH California, 
the sides and bottom arC' cO\'e]'('d with tL rOllgh tlp]loRit which pntirl'ly vitintps the 
good results which would 1)(' anticipltll'c\ hy ul<ing a Hlllootlr C('!Il('lIt wash such as 
the one on this ditch. This (]('poHit appp:!rs 10 lIcc'ulllulate 011 ('itlwr ;;lIlOoth or 
rough cOllcrC'te, so the ndd('d ('X]lPIISP of tIl(' fOl'lllPI' dOPH 1I0t appear to be war
rant('d ill vip\\, of til(' I'('sults. Thp ",uteI' in this ditch was clear ttlld without sand. 
Since this tC'st, the c[\IIal has been plnred in a cOllerctC' pipe and covered. Coef
ficient n=0.0155, 

Kos. 63-fili, experiments BH-F-12 to 15, South canal, ('n('ompahgre projC'ct, 
Burel1u of Heelamution, C'olo.H ConrrC'tC' cast against bn:trcl fOj'llIs about 1907. 
Experiments F-12 and 13 \\'er(' OTI rpaehes that inl'llldl'd fr('tjuPllt curves und 
short tungents. Lining had \\Ifllly crarks and the cro~s I'P('tioll was contmctcd 
by relinitlg in se\'('rlll plnt·c'". X o. F-I4- was on a tlLngpnt w!J('!'\' original finish 
was a plaster coat of (,Plllent. Thc' 5i(jps w('!'e still in good conditiuu but the 
bottom was worn, cmcked, and lWlIsed ill plures. Xu. F-I:,i was 011 tangents with 
one slight curve in e(}II('!'etC' cast against hOlll'd forlIls ane! still in good condition. 
(Ree 1+'-11 011 ehuh', Xo, 4:)3,) 1+'05tP/,'ii tpsts \\'('1'(' ulJout 3 years uetel' Cone's 
(~o. 67) and 1G yell!'s \)('fore Lml("s (:'\0';. 454 to .!(j.j, ilwlllsh'p), LiIH'd portioIJs 
of this eunal were {\C'!'.igned with n,0.OI2; aftt'r 8 yelU'S n variNl bc'tween about 
0.014- and 0.017 whill' ]5 Y('tIrs latt'l' n had i/lcl'pa1<pd bllt Iittlp. Appal'('ntly COll
crC'te sllch as this, subj('ct to high yt'!o('iti('s wit h waip\, ('(liltaining mudL abrasive 
dl'bris, finally attains a l'Oug-hneRs eOlT('spollding to 11-0.018 (ll' l(·~", thcn holds 
that value beca\l~e the bottom y('loeitif's are l'C'tal'(I\'d by the rou!!h slIl'fllce. Like
wisp all the fine cement, sllnd, and gm\'cl ha\'e hC'ell \\'l\f;hed out, lit the surface, 
leaying fair-sizcd pebbles well-hedded ill a cement matrix. This rough finish bc
comes the final operating smfacC'. 

Ko. 67, eXp(,l'iIllcnt VMO (('), same callal (p1. ]0, A). Rcach between miles 
9 and ]0. See ubo\'e for dpscriptiol1s. Callal carrying less than Olle-tenth rated 
capacity. CoefficiC'llt n = 0.0 155. Three yt'ars before Foster's tesh, ubove. 

Ko. fi8, experimt'llt .IBIrR, Santa Ana callal, nelll' YOl'bu, Calif. COllcrete 
tamped bellilld hoard forms. Xo plaster coat. Section wide and shallow. 
Several inches of saud in bottom. 1\'105S and grass in plltches on sides, Coeffi
cient n=O,O] 57. 

Ko. 87, expcriment FCS-37a, lat('Tal 12, Orland proj('ct, Bureuu of Uecla
mation, California. A small lined s('ction of trapezoidal form, with a slight 
dishiug in the bottom. About 50 ft'et above station 0 is the IO\\'er end of a 
chute drop, and the ditch below station two tltrns to the right 900 

ill tL curve of 340 
feet radius. The surface of the chl1l1n('1 was a good gradc of concrete, but not 
smooth washed. It had a slight deposit of slimy !'ilt, which would have ullowed 
a low value of n but for gruvel scattered throughout the ditch section. Coeffi
cient n=0.0]60. 

No, 88, experiment 1+'C8-37. On the same luteralas Xo. 87 but covers a straight 
reach immediately bdow the right-angle CUT\'e noted above. In the opinion of 
the author the value of n in this eXllerinwnt is hC'ttcr for the gravel condition in It 
small lined section than that foune! in the shorter n'tlch used for No. 87. This 
gravel ranged ill size from fine to that of u. \\'Ulllllt and had a lIlarked influence in 
retarding the velocity, as there was marc or less moyemellt of the gravel down the 

.. LONGWELL, J. S. SOUTH CANAL. VALt:E Of ")1". l<. S. Bur. Heelam. 19 pp., illus. 191i. [Co
published report.] 
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channel, which retards velocity more than does stationary gravel. Coefficient 
n=0.0192. 

No. 89, experiment JBL-7, Colton canal, near Colton, Calif. Lining of un
plastered concrete. No sand or gravel. Sides and bottom covered with thin coat 
of moss. Coefficient n=0.0167. 

No. 90, Experiment FC8-11, South Cottonwood Ward canal, near Murray, 
Utah. A reach was chosen in the middle of 450 feet of lined section between an 
earth section and a flume. A slight curve at the upper end. A deposit of about 
0.07 foot of fine sand and rootlike growths covered the bottom and modified the 
original section (J,f rather rough concrete. A slight deposit of moss and slime also 
modified the sides of the channel. Coefficient n=0.0171. 

No. 91, experiment FC8-55, Modesto irrigation district main carlal, near 
La Grange, Calif. As shown in plate 6, A, this reach of canal is on an approximate 
tangent. There is a very sharp curve about 50 feet below the reach tested. 
The lining is a fair grade of concrete, beinr about as rough as an orange. The 
value of n is high, beeause of the presence of a number of pieces of slate rock that 
have fallen into the canal from the adjoining cliffs. This influence probably is 
materially reduced when the canal is carrying water to capacity. However, 
this experiment shows the value of cleaning the canal as often as practicable in 
order to maintain a high carrying capacity which is much desired by this district. 
Coefficient n=0.0174. 

No. 92, experiment FC8-63, Santa Ana and Orange canal, near Orange, Calif. 
In the reach tested, there was a gentle curve between stations 5 and 7. As 
shown in plate 6, B, taken from about 200 feet below station 10, this canal has 
the rough deposit and moss common to southern California ditches. In addition 
the concrete lining of the bottom has been completely covered by a deposit of 
soft sand from 0.1 to 0.2 foot deep. This lining had originally been a reasonably 
smooth piece of work, but the deposits had destroyed much of the usefu'ness of 
the smooth concrete. Coefficient n=0.0176. 

Nos. 93-118, experiments FC8-101 to 117, inclusive, South canal ncar Auburn, 
Calif. This extended series of experiments was primarily for purpose of develop
inginfluence of extremely sharp bends in canals (pI. 19, B). This influence affects 
both the value of n and the position of water surfaee at two sides of the eanal. 
The conerete surfaee was quite rough; a value of n in long tangents would have 
been about 0.016. Long reaches of varying total curvature were chosen. Care
ful current-meter measurements were made to determine discharge. The aver
age water surface was taken with a special piezometer device, Oil both right and 
left banks of the canal, every 50 feet on tangents and oftener around bends. 
Plotting of the water surface on both edges told little as to the average slope of 
the canal. However, when the elevations at the two sides were averaged and to 
this mean elevation was added the velocity head for the mean velocity at that 
station, a point on the energy gradient was disclosed. The developed energy line 
was on a very even slope and practically smooth. The evenness of slope indi
cated that there was no extra loss of head concentrated at the sharp bends, but 
that the loss was distributed along the whole reach and the result was a higher 
value of n for the reaches of most curvatu:re. This was the first time experimental 
data disclosed this fact, so far as is known to the author (57, p. 61). 

Nos. 119 and 120, experiments ES, Camuzzoni canal, Verona, Italy. An 
industrial canal of large sizlJ, constructed in 1896, in rough but even concrete. 
First tested when new by H. Bazin just before offering his 1897 formula. Co
effieient 0.018 for No. 119. Again tested in 1924 by E. Scimemi (No. 120) and 
the coefficient found to be n=0.022. 

No. 121, experiment FCS-70, Los Nietos Water Co.'s main canal, near Whittier, 
Calif. Original lining in this canal is fairly smooth, but the deposit common to 
this region has so changed its character that, aided by the rolling sand, a high 
value of n is found. This sand was about 0.03 foot deep. There was also a slight 
retarding effect due to grass and weeds dragging on the surface of the water near 
the edges of the channel. Coefficient n=0.0188. 

No. 122, e""periment FC8-67, Arroyo Ditch & Water Co.'s main canal, near 
Whittier, Calif. As shown in plate 6, 0, this rough-finish concrete section has 
accumulated a deposit of rough mossy growth that greatly retards the velocity 
of the water. In a few places throughout the reach tested the lining was irregular 
and not in true alignment, which also tended to increase the value of n. The 
reach was on tangent, with a sharp angle about 50 feet above station O. Coeffi
cient n=0.0188. 

Nos. 123 to 128, experiments FC8-31, FC8-30, FCS-32, Central Oregon 
Irrigation Co.'s north canal, near Bend, Oreg. These experiments were with vary
ing discharges, on consecutive days, in identical reaches; (a) is on a tangent 
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240 feet long between a 15° curve above and a 14° curve below; (b) embraces 
157 feet of tangent, then 154 feet of 14° curve to the right, then gO feet tangent, 
then 109 feet of 15° curve to the left, then the tangent that includes (a) 240 feet 
long, then 178 feet of 14° curve. 

This lining is clean-scoured, very rough, and deeply pitted concrete lUade in a 
rough lava-rock cut. As shown on plate 7, A, the cross sectional form is even 
and the filaments of current are not disturbed except by the curves. The inherent 
roughness of the lining accounts for the high values of n. 

This lining was a 1 : 4 : 5 mixture, deposited behind shiplap forms against a 
hand-laid rock wall, filling the cavities in a rough rock cut. Expansion joints 
of ~- by 4-inch lumber were placed on sides and bottom every 12 fect and left 
in the concrete. 

No. 129, experiment JBL-4, upper canal, Riverside Watcr Co., California. 
Coat of 1 to 3 cement plaster roughly applied to concrete. Canal partially cleaned 
of a stringy grass a few days before test. Isolated bunches of grass left in bottom. 
Two curves included in reach. Coefficient n=0.0218. 

No. 130, experiment FCB-68, small ditch from pumping plant, California. 
Although constructed with a smooth-finished cement wash, this ditch shows a 
high value of n because a dark, crinkly deposit has changed the condition of the 
walls. Vegetation on the banks dragged in the water amI retarded velocity to 
a slight ell.-tent (pI. 7, B). This test is not given full weight because the ditch is 
too small to give a first-class current-meter measurement. The mean of three 
measurements was used. Coefficient n=0.0220. 

No. 131, experiment FCB-75, Riverside Water Co.'s lower canal, Riverside, 
Calif. This experiment gives a good example of a cement-wash lining in which 
under favorable conditions in southern California a friction factor of about 0.018 
might be e:.:pected without removing the sand which appears to be ever present 
in the canals in this vicinity. If the sand were removed by the addition of numer
ous sand sumps and gates this factor would be reduced to 0.016 or thereabouts. 
At the time of making the tests on this canal, the lining had been broken in scat
tcred spots, allowing vegetation to root and grow as shown in plate 7, C. In the 
bottom of the channel were scattered deposits of loose sand, covering possibly 10 
percent of the bottom area. In some of these deposits moss and water grasses
flourished. 

This lining was a cement and sand coat about] inch thick, applied directly 
to the trimmed surface of the earth channel. Occasional fractures in such a lin
ing are to be expected. Coefficient 71.=0.0221. 

No. 132, experiment FCB-71, Riverside Water Co.'s upper canal, in Riverside, 
Calif. While originally the canal was lined with a well-built and but lightly 
pitted cement-wash surface, the bottom of the channel has completely lost its 
identity as a concrete lining insofar as friction is concerned, since there is now 
more than 18 inches of sand in the bottom. This drifts down the canal in little 
pockets that look like hoof prints of livestock. The positions of thcse shift 
rapidly, causing the depth of water at a given point to change 0.4 or 0.5 foot in 
about 30 minutes. This condition renders a measurement by current meter 
11sing multiple points obvio11s1y inaccurate, hence the integration method was used, 
as the latter gives results as close to those found by multiple points as can be 
desired. A measurement by this method takes but a few minutes, and the 
eanal bottom in this period probably does not shift sufficiently to vitiate the 
results. As shown in plate 9, A, there are no curves or structures above the reach 
tested to changt' results, and the same condition holds downstream. Coefficient 
n=0.023J. 

SHOT-CONCRETE 

No. 133, experiment FCS-9I, Rossow canal, Hidalgo County Water Control & 
Improvement District No.7, ncar Mission, Tex. Fresh concrete "struck" with 
rectangUlar blade shortly following "gun" (pI. 2, B). Reach just cleaned for 
test; straight and very smooth. This process makes a smooth surface but all 
rcbound and loose material from the striking process must be removed completely 
or the canal bottom will have porous, inferior concrete. Coefficient n=0.0122. 

No. 134, e:.:periment FCS-97, south branch of east main canal, Hidalgo County 
Water Control & Improvement District No.1., near Edinburgh, Tex. Long 
straight reach too far from Rio Grande for heavy muds. Surface well broomed 
behind "gun." Cleaned a month before test. Surface hard and Bound but 
too rough to allow the hand to slide freely over it. Designed for n=0.014. One 
inch thick, reinforced 4- by 8-inch wire, 12-gage. Mix 1 to 4%. Cost 13 cents 
per square foot. Coefficient n=0.0137. 
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No. 135, experiment FCS-90, main canal, Hidalgo County Watcr Control & 
Improvement District No.5, near Progrcsso, 'Tex. New canal of concrete, well 
broomed behind "gun." About 0.3 foot mud in circular bottom of 4.5 feet 
radius for 1020 arc. No slimes on sides. Surface undulating up to 0.1 foot 
variation. Coefficient n=0.0144. 

Nos. 136, 137, and 138, experiment FC8-99, main ditch, Irvine ranch, Tustin, 
Calif. In semicircular section, lined with concrete and left as shot, that is, there 
was no smoothing treatment. The contract price of 6 cents per square foot did 
not permit the contractor to do any polishing. The three reaches computed 
vary materially in surface characteristics. The section is very rough to the touch 
but was clean of silt and debris. It conveys clear water from a small reservoir 
a short distance upstream. Values of n ranged from 0.0149 to 0.0173 with a 
weighted average for the entire reach of 0.0165. 

No. 139, expcriment FCS-96, canal, Hidalgo and Cameron Counties Water 
Control & Improvement District No.9, Texas. Circular section of rough con
crete, probably broomed after "shooting." Slightly slimed over with silt. 
Coefficient n=0.0158. 

No. 167, experiment FCS-93, latcral N. Hidalgo County Water Control & 
Improvement Distriot No.1, near McAllen, 'Tex. Small lateral with concrete 
as shot from "gun," without treatment. Very rough and clean, in section 
approximating parabola. Some silt slime would improve capacity. Coefficient 
n=0.0176. See FCS-92 for improvement efrected by brooming. 

No. 168, experiment FCS-92, same; just downstream from No. 167, the only 
difference being that this surface was broomed behind the "gun," making coeffi
cient n=0.0149. 

No. 169, experiment FCS-S9J ;, lower canal, Lindsay-Strathmore irrigation 
district, Calif. Concrete as shot from the "gun" without smoothing treatment. 
The surface of the concrete was covered with fine algae, like velvet, without 
streamers. Had been recently cleaned. 'Vater is clear and cold. The bottom, 
75 percent covered with drifting dUIlPs from 0 to 0.2 foot deep, of fine f;and. Con
crete both rough and undulating. COPfTicipnt n=0.OI77 verifies recommendation 
of 0.017 for clean shot concrt'ip, without trpatnwnt. (PI. 8, A.) 

No. 170, experin\('nt FCS-95, west canal, Cameron County 'Water Improve
ment District No.1, ncar Harlingpn, '1\'x. Concrete broomed behind tIle "gun." 
Silt in canal bottom about 0.1 foot thick. "'ind upstream. Coefficient n=0.0187. 

EARTH CHANNELS 

No. 171, experiment CCW-].J, Tnterstate canal, Nebraska. In same soil and 
with same geneml dpscription as X o. ] 91. This canal designed with frictional 
factor of 0.02ii, bllt on account of high yelocity maximum discharge aIJowed is 830 
second-feet instead of til(' 1,421 second-feet for which designed. Coefficient 
n=0.012. This va.lue of n is almost unbelieyably low, but values below 0.009 for 
the Sidhnai Cnnal in India lHwe lwen youched for by able authority (35, p. 343). 

No. 190, expC'rin1('nt FCR-2, Fllrll1enl' 'l'ristate canal, Nebraska. This test 
and also K o. ] 91, ure on long, straight reaches of a large canal, constructed in 
Brule clay. In UK~ original design the yallle of n was estimated as 0.025, but, 
nliho\lJ,!;h the canal is rUllninl!; to but partial capacity, the mean velocity is almost 
suflicipnt to scour the mntt'riu'\' It had one rime midWB,y of its length, caused by 
old bridge IlpprollehC's jutting into the canal. The vulues of n in Nos. 171, 190, 
and ]91 ure C(lillpamble, as tIl(' Jlltl'rRtate canal is in the neighborhood of the 
Tri"tate. A fri 11K!' of lImBS l'xtl'llds along the edge hut retards only a very small 
part of tIl!' flO\\·. The bottom is t'xtrt'lllPly e\'en, smooth, and hard, and with the 
llddition of a ('ollting of ~wdil1l('nt from the murky waters of the Xorth Platte 
Hh'pr, UPIWtl.TS to \)t' ypry t'ffieil'llt. C('lltle curyes adjoin both upper allcl lower 
('nel" of tIle Tt'tlch. For furt\H'r noh's 1'( I' :\0. ]91. Coefficient n=0.0130. 

Xo. 191, expprinwnt FCH-·l, Ftu'llIPI',,' Tristate canal, Nebraska. This reach 
(pI. Hi, B) was pprfl'rt-Jy e\PILIl eut throughout its kngth, and in the opinion of 
tht' author giv(,R a h('tt('r Yalll(, of 7/, Oilln til(' J'('aeh in No. 190. In both tests the 
fnll iR Rlight, 110rl thn IllPtUi vl1lllt' of the r(,~\l11~ of sC\'eral tests with the level was 
ac'C'''p(('(1. TIll' r('l\('h is tl. ttwgpnt i>('t\\,p('n two gentle curves. The bottom was 
:,.'< tksrrilwrl in :\0. 190. Coeffit'i('nt n ,,0.010·1. 

Xo. 192, t'xperinwnt RF-I5, 'Corinl\(, bmllch, Bpar River canal, Utah. Reach 
h-" of growth. Oril.dllnl!y tmpC'zoiclal ill t'!nypy loam, but now segment of 
. :!". (' linNl with smoot II siI1;. Rix VPttl'S old. Copmcient n=0.0155. 

'\<1. 103, pXPPrillWllt \':'H" Fort Lyons ('anal, Colorado. Cnrrying but 7 ]Jer
('Pllt (,f P:1PaC'ity, lllt'Tply con'ring bottom. Rli~ht curves at ends of reach. Bot
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tom is fine silt, merp;ing into sand, In placCf; bop;gy. Exceptionally smooth. 
regular, and free of impediments. Coefficient n=,O.OI65. 

No. 194, experiment FCS-83, Maricopa canal, Halt Ri\'C'r projrd, Part of a 
long stretch of canal with a clean, sandy bottom ancl a Rlight fringe of grass along 
the edp;e, but the influence of the latter was practicalJy ncgligible (pI. 16, C). 
Coefficient n=0.0166. 

No. 195, experiment FC8-3, Winter Creek ditch, Xebraska. A long, Rtraight 
reach, with very cleall, hard bottom, in It cemented material. A fringp of p;rass 
bordered both edges. A stiff wind was blowing directly down~tream during the 
test, and a \'alue of n of 0.0180 is probably beth'r for this canal than that found 
by the measureJllent made. Coefficient n=0.0170. 

Xos. 208 and 209, experiment CCW-l, Empire intake canal, Colorado. 
Straight, grade uniform, channel in firm sand, and gravel haying no pebbles larger 
than one-half inch ill diameter. Ko vegetation. Two years old. Coefficicnts 
n=0.0170 anel 0.0194. 

Xo. 210, experiment STH-7, Billings Land & Irrip;ation Co.'s canal, Montana. 
A Rtmip;ht reach of canal in clay loam soil. The little grass at the edges iR of 
slight consequence, as the bottom is slirk, though rou/?=hed by cuttinp; in placcs. 
The mean velocity, 2.45 feet per second, was about the limit, as clltting was 
taking place where the botto.n was not protected with 1\ deposit of grns('1. A 
downstr('am wind probably 1'(' I ices the value of n from about 0.018, making it 
quite comparable with No. 19,'; above. Coefficient n=0.0174. 

No. 211, ('xperiment VMC, Jarbeall POW('f canal n('ar nine, Colo, Xc\\,. 
First third of reach in clayey loam with few water-worn stolles projcctinp:. Rest 
of r('fl.ch in clayey 10l1m in which moss was starting. Coefllcient n =0.0176. 

Xo. 212, experiment 8TH-5b, Cow ditch, Montana. This is thc same ditch, 
with same channel conditions 8S Xo 213, This reach is all run"e, the first 300 
feet 30°, tllen 300 feet on a rcvprse 30°. Coefficient n=0.0180. 

Xo. 213, experiment 8TH-5a, Cove ditrh, Montana. This reach is half on 
tanp:ent and half on a 20° cun·e. Ditch fi years old" Originally excavatpd in 
snnely loam soil, the bottom is now CO\'prerl with a silt dpposit. A fringe of /?=rass 
retards the velocity at the edge, but not the main flow. Coefficient n=0.0186. 

No. 214, experiment STH-19, BilliJl/?=s I,and & Irrigation Co.'s main canal, 
Montana. This reach follows a gentle hillside contc,1IT, althollgh pTIJ,ctically 
I'traight. A little sand and fine gTlJ,\'el is scattered over a general bottom of clean 
soil. Velocity (mean 2.30 fp('t ppr second) appPars to be about right for this 
soil. as the middle of the sertion is clean withollt cutting and there is a slight 
deposit of silt and llllld along the sides. A downstream wind perhaps gives a value 
of n slightly below what might be e;(pected. Coefficient n=0,0181. 

N'o. 215, experiment FCS-82, Grand canal, Salt Rh"er project, Arizona. This 
rpach covers a clean-cut· stretch, straight exc<,pt for a gentle curve about 250 
feet long, shown in plate 17, A. Orip;inally excavated in a clay loam soil, the 
section now has a deposit of clean sand in the middle and slick, silty mud ncar 
the sides. The fringe of p;rass shown in the view is slightly above the general 
high watpr mark and had little influence on the reach when tested. Coefficient 
n=0.0183. 

No. 2J(), experiment RF-3, Logan, Hyde Park & Smithfield canal ncar Logan, 
rtah. In operntion 15 years. Bottom and sidps smooth earth and gravel up to 
1 inch in diameter with some 2-inch ppbbles. Slight growth of grass on one side. 
Yalue of n is lower than might be expected. Coefficient n=0.0184. 

Nos. 217, 218, 219, :mcl 220, exppriments RTH-18, Billings Land & Irrigation 
Co., IVlontana. These tests were made on the same reach of canal, with varying 
discharges of water. The reach is straight, with a curve nearly adjoining each 
end. Thp bottom of the canal, originally excavated in Benton shale, is covered 
with fine sand. The shale at the sides hus broken to a fin<', slick clay. The cross 
Be-etion is quite regular. Valup of n does not vary n13,t('rially. ('ross winds, 
blowing during; test c and d, might easily haw affected the slope sufTicipntly to 
arr'ollllt for sllch variation as apPt'ars.

Xo. 221, experiment STH-n, Billinp;s I,and & Irrigation Co., Montana. Tcst 
wa, on a straight Teach, hetween gentle curves. Thc canal, excavatC'd in Billings 
c1a~', is g(>n(>rally clean, bllt has a little fine p;rawl in the bed und some fine silt 
dpposit near the sides. A fe-w catfle tracks and a little grass had a slight rpin.rrl
ing etfect near the sirles, but did not affect the main flow. Copfik;pnt n"eO.0188. 

No. 236, experiment, FCS-R7, Maxwell ditch, Colorado. This r1i\('h follows f\ 
mountain contour. The sides wPre ratll('r irr<,/?=ulur, wit h a fringe of grnss: t1 <' 
bottom was free of growth and ro\"ered wiih sOlld Illld fr!lgnwnis pf nlC'k. 1d ; 
the low velocity allowed a silt deposit near til!' bankf'. ('odl1!:ient II ~O.(lI~I2. 
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No. 237, experiment STH-33, Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co., Montana. 
This reach of canal follows a contour, giving gentle curves joined by short tangents. 
The bottom is covered with sand and fine gravel with an occasional cobble of t\\"o
fist size. The reach is uniform in cross section. Coefficient n=O.0196. 

Ko. 238, experiment VMC, Grand Valley canal, Colorado. Carrying nearly 
full capacity. Bed lined with fine sediment. Sides rather uneven surface of 
clay loam. Short grass on bank was submerged one-half foot. Coefficient 
n=O.0200. 

No. 239, experiment FC8-57, lateral 7, Turlock irrigation district, California. 
This canal was tested so late in the season that it was carrying but a small por
tion of its capacity. The reach is straight, in hard-packed smooth saud. Water 
being low, the grasses on the banks did not affect the flow at the time of test 
(pI. 17, B). Coefficient n=0.0202. 

Ko. 240, experiment STH-17, Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Montana. This 
reach, located 400 feet below a tunnel and 200 feet above a flume, is in sidehill 
excavation of mixed earth and sand-rock with some shale. It is fairly clran, 
with some loose rock and sand deposits, while there is a slight growth of trailing 
moss at the lower end. Coefficient n=0.0204. 

No. 241, experiment CCW-3, Rist & Goss ditch, Colorado. Built in hell\'Y 
loam. Sidcs and bottom well coated. :Xo weeds or aquatic growth. Coefficient 
n=0.0204. 

Ko. 242, experiment VMC, Wilcox canal, Rifle, Colo. Bed of nnr silt, sand, 
and pebbles, with thin scattering of 6-inch cobbles. Discharge tested less than 
one-twentieth of rated capacity. Coefficient n=0.Q205. 

No. 243, experiment CCW-4, Old Barnes ditch, Colorado. In good condition. 
Constructrd in firm earth. Channel well coated with sediment. :x0 stones or 
pebbles, but some long grass o\'erhangs banks. Coefficient n=0.0206. 

No. 244, experiment STH-34, Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co., Montana. A 
canal in its fifth year of operation. Reach is straight, with bottom and sides 
cO\'ered with graded sand and gra\'el to cobble size. Sand filling the interstices 
between .larger pieces probably accounts for a value of n far below that of a 
cobble ditch. Coefficient n=0.020S. 

No. 245, experiment SF-5, Logan & Richmond canal, rtab. Brd smooth and 
free of vegetation. Some indentations near top of channel. Coefficient n=0.0211. 

No. 246, experiment STH-35, Bitter Root VallC'y Irrigation Co.'s canal, Mon
tana. This reach, rather irregular in form, was exca\'ated in hardpan. Drifting 
sand has smoothed over some of the irregularities. Alignment is sinuous. Coef
ficient n=0.021 1. 

Ko. 247, experiment STH-14, lateral Xo. 2, Billings T"llnd & Irrigation Co., 
Montana. A straight reach of canal, originally excavated in sandy loam soil 
with some gravel. Present bottom is smooth, unshifting sand, evenly distributed. 
Coefficient n=0.02I2. 

No. 248, experiment WBG-I, Morris canal, Louisiana. A straight sectk':l of a 
large rice-irrigation canal. The previous winter it had been plowed, leaving the 
bed rough. 'Water grasses retarded the velocity near the edges. The value of n 
is lower than the author would expect from the description. Coefficient n= 0.0216. 

No. 249, experiment STH-25, Hedge canal, Montana. A reach of canal exca
vated in soft granite sidehill. The present section is covered with disintegrated 
granite, mostly less than }~-inch size, but there are a few pieces ranging up to 
two-fist size. Coefficient n=0.0216. 

No. 250, experiment FCS-78, Birch canal, Imperial irrigation district, Cali
fornia. Originally excavated in alluvial silt soil, but deposits of sand on the 
bottom and growths of grass looking like half-grown oats ha\'e completely changed 
the nature of the channel. The water in this Yailry, from the Colorado River, 
was heavily charged with silt at all times of the year, and this formed a slick 
deposit which withstands a high velocity before scourin~. The conditions and 
values in this test and No. 315 are directly comparable, the higher value of n in 
No. 315 being due to the denser growth of grass as shown in the 'dew, plate 17, 
C. Coefficient n=0.0217. 

No. 251, experiment WBG-6, Crowley canal, Louisiana. A straight rrach of 
rice canal. Before the beginning of the irrigation seaSOIl the canal bed had 
been plowed and harrowed. Grass interfered with velocity near the sides. 
Coefficient n=O.0219. 

No. 252, experiment VMC, Bessemer canal, Pueblo, Colo. Bed of smooth 
water worn adobe. Coefficient n=O.0219. 

No. 253, experiment YMC. Same Cllnal IlS Xo. 252. Channel the same ex
cept for the presence of cottonwood tree rootlets at the sides. Coefficient 
n=0.0281. 
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No. 254, experiment 8TH-8, high line of Big ditch, Montana. A good ex
ample of expectation for a ditch of this type. Originally constructed in a ~avel 
soil, the low velocity has permitted deposit of silt until the bed is smoothed over 
and n is much smaller than it was in the new ditch. This reach follows contours 
with sharp curves, joined b~' short tangents. Coefficient n=0.0220. 

No. 255, experiment CCW-2, Louden ditch, Colorado. Bed has clean, sandy 
bottom without growth of any kind. In fair condition. Coefficient n=0.0220. 

No. 256, experiment VMC, mesa lateral, Grand Valley canal, Colorado. Bed 
smoothly lined with fine sediment. Sides of uneven loam. Short grass on 
bank submerged one-half foot. Coefficient n=0.0220. 

No. 257, experiment FCS-64, Santa Ana and Orange canal, California. This 
test shows the value of cleaning a ditch to increase the capaeity. The alignment 
(pL 11, A) follows a gently curving contour. Had been well shoveled out within 
a few days, removing all retarding hlfluence of grasses and moss. There was a 
very little soft sand llear the sides of the section with occasional pockets of sand. 
The value of n is comparable with that in No. 307, which is on the same kind of a 
canal subject to the same conrlitions but not cleaned recently. Coefficient 
n=O.0221. 

No. 258, experiment FCS-80, central main canal, Imperial, Calif. Test was 
on a long reach of straight canaL Banks nearly vertical as left by cleaning of 
silt with a bucket dredge. The bottom is very hard and quite regular, despite 
this method of cleaning. The velocity was retarded for about 1 foot from each 
bank by a growth of tules. The silt-laden waters formed slick banks. Plate 
11, B, shows the reach and the portable rating car in action. If the sides were 
freed of growth at all times (impracticable in this region) the value of n would be 
under 0.020. For small canals in this locality see Nos. 250 and 315. Coefficient 
n=0.0221. 

No. 259, experiment STH-20, Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Monta'la. Canal 
was originally constructed in varied strata, having an earth surface underlaid 
with a stratum of !!;ravel,.while the bed was in Benton shale. This has no'\\ been 
covered in places with graded graveL In general, the upper end of the reach had 
a smaller sectional area, consequently a higher velocity, and the !!;ravel was 
scoured clean, while the lower end had a lower velocity and the gravel influence 
had been reduced by the deposit of silt. Coefficient n=0.0221. 

No. 260, experiment FCS-84, Salt River Valley canal, Arizona. A straight 
reach of canal originally constructed in graded gravel underlying silty loam soiL 
The high velocity encountered (mean 3.12 feet per second) scoured the bed of the 
canal, exposing hard-ptl.cked small gravel, while near the sides a slick deposit of 
silt formed a surface with but little retarding action on the water. The fringe 
of grass and small roots at the extreme edges (pI. 14, A), influenced but a very 
small portion of the flow. Coefficient n=0.0222. 

No. 261, experiment CCW-5, Geo. Rist ditch, Colorado. Originally excavated 
in material ranging from enrth to coarse gravel with occasional cobbles up to 
6-inch size. Bed lined with sediment. Banks uneven and overhung with sod. 
Coefficient n=0.0224. 

No. 262, experiment STH-2, Big ditch near Billings, Mont. Canal was 
originally excavated in Billings loam, which tends to be clayey. The bed has a 
slight deposit of sand which undercuts beneath the feet in wading, showing that 
the mean velocity, 2.09 feet per second, was almost sufficient to cause scouring 
of sand deposit. Fine llIud has been deposited at the sides where the velocities 
are low. Coefficient n=0.0225. 

No. 263, experiment STH-38, Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co., Montana. 
The first half of this reach is on tangent, the second half on a 20° curve around a 
gravelly point. On the tangent the bed is covered with fine sand in serrations 
from 1 to 2 feet longitudinally with the canal and about 6 inches deep. In the 
second half the sand covers the middle portion of the bed, while gravel up to 
cobble size forms the edges. The value of n found, 0.0226, is lower than is to 
be expected. 

No. 264, experiment FCS-40, lateral No. 10, Orland project, Calif. Many of 
the conditions holding for this test are clearly shown in plate 14, B. The gravel, 
mostly under hen's-egg size, is well compacted in the bed, while a few scattered 
patches of moss have a retarding influence. There were about two patches, each 
5 feet in diameter, in each 100 feet of length down the ditch. Coefficient n= 
0.0228. 

Nos. 265 to 285, inclusive, experiments REB 1 to 21. A comprehensive test 
on canals for irrigation from Rio Negro, Argentina, reported by Ballester, (4). 
Twenty-one reaches of canals and laterals, all in earth excavation, were chosen 
for test. The discharge was measured by current meter of the European type, 
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using the 0.2 and O.S depths method, following procedure outlined by Hoyt and 
Grover. The slope of the water surface was taken between tops of stakes driven 
flush with the water surface at the two ends of the rcach und every 40 to 50 metcrs 
between. The locations of the stake hcads were platted on full scale vcrtically 
and at 1:2,000 horizontally, and an average line was drawn through the points 
as indicative of the average location of the watcr slope. Reachcs selectcd clearly 
showed either silt accumulations or freedom from such deposits. This selection 
was for the purpose of comparing Kennedy's silt. data (32) with experience ill Ar
gentilla. Detailed comments for the various reachcs follow (the numbers ('or
respond with Ballcster's series numbers): 

1 to 4, inclusive. ]n good condition, without silt deposits. 
5. Gravel bed and verti('al sides. Almost a "cobble-bottomcd" canal. 
6. Gaged at maximum capacity; bed of gravcl, somewhat irrcgular; apparently 

with silt deposits at the feet of the side slopes, the bed rounded. 
7. Straight, the trapezoidal original scction held intact, with no silt beds after 

4 years of operation. 
S. Bcd in sandy soil, with some vegetation at the sides. After 1:3 years of 

operation, no silt banks. 
9. Canal in sandy soil; annual cleaning of silt banks requircd. 
10 to 14, inelusivc. Representative of canals in excellent and ceonomic main

tenance, both in respect to silt banks and to growing aquatic plants. Tests 10 
and 11 show rich grass growth along the banks at thc wah'r surface. 

15 and 16. Little silt deposit and abundant side vegetation which retards the 
flow so that cleanings are required every 2 to 3 ycars. 

17. Silts itself so that annual cleanings are required. 

IS. A reach operated more than 15 years without requiring desilting. 

19 and 20. Reaches in good condition, without silt bunks but with lateral vegeta


tion that retards the flow, explaining the high vallie of the roughness coefficient. 
21. A reach with both silt and aquatic growths that reduce the \"Clocity "extra

ordinarily" as indicated by the high coefficient. • 
No. 2S6, experiment SF-39, lateral 2, Bear River canul, 1:tah. Conditions 

similar to No. 2S7 exel.'pt there was no moss and some bunches of grass along the 
edges rctarded velocity. Coefficient n=0.0230. 

1\0. 287, experiment SF-H, lateral of Bear River canal, Utah. Excavated in 
clayey loam. Now bed is covered with sediment. Patches of horsetail moss. 
Edges une\·en. Coefficient n=0.0230. 

No. 291, experiment FC8-39, main canal south, Orland project, Bureau of 
Reclamation, California. This reach is straight; originally constructed ill a yellow 
clay which is very slick when wet. A darker deposit of silt 110W covers much of 
this clay. A value of n of about 0.017 might be expected but for patches of moss 
and water gra..~ses occupying about 20 percent of the bottom of the channel. This 
influence brings about a value of 0.0231 for n. 

No. 292, experiment FCS-36, River Branch canal, Sacramento Valley Irriga
tion Co., California. Excavated in Sacramento silty clay loam, which breaks 
into very hard small clods (p\. 14, C). The bed of the ditch waR very slick and 
hard. A few scattered soft lumps of mud and a fringe of grass and thorns ex
tending out 1 foot raised the value of n from about 0.017 to 0.0236. Although 
the mean velocity is nearly 3 feet per second, there was no sign of scour ill this 
hard soil. Coefficient n=0.0236. 

No. 293, experiment SF-I, Providence cllnal, 'Gtah. In gravel size of peas with 
scattered pieces size of walnutI'. No vegetation. Coefficient n=0.023S. 

No. 294, experiment SF-27, Logun, Hyde Park amI Thatcher canal, Ctah. 
Sides smooth with sediment; bottom of earth, gravel, and pebbles up to 2H inches 
diameter. Coarser material covered one-fourth of perimeter. CoefTicient 1/= 
0.0246. 

No. 295, experiment WBG-4, a small, new ditch in Louisiana. This ditch was 
practically as left by a plow, being but a week old. The reach was straight. 
Coefficient n=0.0246. 

No. 296, experiment SF-IS, College and City canal, Uta1l. No vegetation, 
but sides uneven. Bed covered with fragments of flat rock from ~ to 2 inches 
in greatest dimension. Coefficient n=0.0247. 

No. 297, experiment FCS-SS, Boulder & White Rock ditch, Colorado. A small 
ditch with one bend. Original excavation was in meadow soil over river grave\. 
The bed contained graded gravel, mostly small but with a few cobbles of two-fist 
size. A dark silt had deposited in the lo\\"('r velocities near the edges which were 
nearly vertical, well-sodded banks. This ditch would be called in a good working 
condition as most of the stones were unavoidable. Coefficient n=0.024S. 
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No. 299, experiment 8TH-3, Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Montana. This 
reach was originally excavated in Billing~ gravel. Silt has deposited in the low 
velocities at the sides, but the main b('(1 is cOll1po~ed of gnl\'e! with cobbles lip 
to two-fist sizC'. ThC' ,:light fringe of gra.<.;s did not rC'tard thC' main flow. Co
efficient 1t = 0.0258. 

No. 300, C'xpC'rimC'nt ;;;TH-l, Billing:' Land & Irrigation Co., Montana. A 
straight rC'ach C'xea\'atNI in gra\'C'lIy t'oil. The bed is of compact gravel up to 
one-fist size, while silt ha.~ deposited jn the lower \'elocities near the sidef'. Xo 
grass in the watcr f'C'etiOll, The mcan vclocity of the water, 2.3.:; feet pcr second. 
appears to be sulIiciC'lIt to pre\'C'lIt the deposit of silt o\'er the bed, though the water 
is vcry muddy. ('oelIiciC'nt 1! - - 0.0259. 

No. 301, C'xpC'riment 8TH-36, Bitter Hoot "nlley Irrigation ('0., ]\Iontunu. 
The first two-third,:; of the rC'ILeh wall on IL ~iclehil1 in hardpaJl, while t.he last third, 
originally eOll"truri<'C1 011 a eJ'l'('k bollolll, is II(J\I' fOrlllN} of sand drifts f'imilar 
to those I'pokcn of in X o. 203. In the first part the hardpan i" 1'collrcd clcan 
exc('pt on inside of cun'(,':; wh('T(' sand has dcpo;.:it('(l, while farther down the ditch 
some cobbles are mix('(\ with the Rand. Coerlici('nt 11 0.0260. 

~o. 302, cxp('rim('nt. FCR-I-I, Xorth Ogdcn canal, t'tah. This reach follows 
a hilh:ide contollr ahout, onc-half mile Iwlow th(' mouth of Ogdcn Canyon. The 
Illaterial js CCl//lpoR('(1 of Roil and rounded bOllld('rs ranging from sand to ston('!; 
"cveral hundrcd pounds in .H'ight. The "id('s were quite vcrtical anel fringcd 
with willow rootR lLnd grnss, while a f('w patch('s of 1l10~S w('ro scattercd through
out the Icngth of tllt' n·aeh. ARidc frum this mORR this te:;t would come under the 
class of cohbl('-bot/oll1 ditrll('R, and the value of n=0.0262 is about right for such 
ditch('~. 

Xo. 303, ('xperilllcnt FeR-56, mnin hranch efinal, Turlock irrigation di::trict, 
California. Thi~ ('linn I. !"hO\I"JJ on platE' 1 S. B. \I'as carrying hilt a small part of its 
totaL capadty. The -\\'a1('r \\'a,; so low that the in[lllel\('c of !!;rm's, which would 
ha\'(' nff('ctNI a d('('p('r ;;('ei itHl , wa..; lost. The 1)('(1 wa!" hard-packed _fine sand. 
CO('fficicllt n 'c 0.0262. 

Xo. 304, ('xp('rimeut \'1\1(', Rocky Ford canal, Colorado. Bed of fine loose 
;;and. Sid(',; of clay wit h fin(' gra"ii roots projE'ctinp;. Rome grass o\'erhangs into 
water. Canal ~om('whllt erookNI and l)fLtlks irrcgular. ('oefIicicut 71 ,"'0.0266. 

Xo. 30.5, cXjJerim('nt FC'S-23, a lat('ral of the South Ride Twin Falls canal, in 
Twin Fall::;, Idaho (pI. IS, il. Exclwation wa" through 1. foot of la\'a-ash soil 
I)('fore striking hardpan. Th(' pre~('nt hed of the Interal is cl('an and hard. A 
den~(' growth of ;;oel and long grn"'" r('tnrd" til(' wat('r at thc \'ertical sides, and 
somc 1'ilt hus d('positNI on tIl(' ('dges of thc bottom in the low vclocities. Co
cffici('nt n=cO.02(i7. 

Xo. 30u, cxperimcnt FeR-s, Salt Lakc ('ity all(1 ,Jordan canul, rtah. A reach 
with one gentk clln'c in the upper ('lid, but otherwi:<e straight. Originally con
struct('d in saud.\' ~oiJ with ;;mall gra\'('I, the bottom now is Ycry hard ~nd ce!nented 
cxcept at the ~ides, wll('r(' the v('\ocity is uot sufficient to pr('\'cnt silt from de
positing. A d('n::c growth of gra~s ki11('(1 th(' w]oclty for about one-half foot 
from the vcrtical hanks, typical of old ditch('s in C'olomdo and trtah. ('0
effici('ut 11 =O.02(i7.

Ko. 307, ('xpcrimcnt 1"('8-06, 1'lIl1el'toll ditch, AnahciIll-l-nion Water Co., 
C'alifornin (pI. JS, C). GrasH and JlI()~S kill the "elocity for about 1 foot from the 
banks; the 1)('(1 i;; a hard, e(,llll'nted, slmriy loalll, with about 0.1 foot of shifting 
sallel. This canal \\'a~ undE'r exactly the i13111C conditions as X o. 257, cxcept that 
thi:; needl'd cleaning and the oth('r had ju;;t been elean('d. Coefficient n =0.0269. 

X o. 30R, ('xpt'rilll('nt FCS- 86, Farmers' canal, Ileal' Boulder, Colo. This 
canal is OIL a gently clll'\'jng hilJ:;idc. WilIO\\'s and grass form a dense fringe at 
the sides, while the bottolll, originally in red mountain soil mixed with fragments 
of sandstOlle, no\\' ha:; a hard, grn\'('l1y bottoJll, with angular fragments rather 
than rounded ])('bblps. The section is irrrgular, and th(' value of n is quite com
parable with that of a cobblp-bottolll ditch, although thi:; reach is not cobble 
bottomed. Co('ffieipnt n coc, 0.0270. 

No:;. 30n, 310, !\nd 311, expcriments RTH-12a, h, (l.nd c, lutcral 2, Billings 
Land &: Irrigation Co., l'.IontanlL. All irr('gulnr !:'('ction of "mall Jateral, constructed 
in loalllY parth. Xu\\' fringcd with gra,;:;, which trilils sOIl1('what, though newly 
mo\\'('d. The bottom is irregular, with drifting sand throughout most of the 
reach. The canal j~ too irrcgular to jU:ltify conc('ding too Illuch weight to the 
various "aIm'S of n found. 

Ko. 312, experimcnt FCR-,,), lntl'ral of Parl('y's ditch, l'tall. A straight reach 
in graYell,}' loam soil. A [ring!' of gmss rptllrds vclocity for about on('-half foot 
from the banks. Bottom is clean salJd which ,Yields about 1 inch to the feet of a 
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wader. A slight wind upstream makes the value of n a little high. Coefficient 
n=0.0278. 

No. 313, experiment VMC, Bessemer ditch, Colorado. Bed of fine silt m'lrging 
into clays with lib6ral sprinkling of loose stones up to 3 inches diameter. Coeffi
cient n=0.0280. 

No. 314, experiment FCS-20, lateral of South Side Twin Falls canal, Idaho. On 
a gentle contour curve of about 400 feet radius. Constructed in hardpan undcr
lying about a foot of lava-ash soil, the water section is quite slick but is badly 
washcd in longitudinal gUllies. The banks, too, are irregular and fringed with a 
dense growth of grass and alfalfa. Coefficient n=0.0283. 

No. 315, experiment FCS-79, Beech canal, Imperial Valley, Calif. This test is 
under exactly the same conditions as those described in No. 250, with the exception 
that a longer time has elapsed since the dense growth of grass shown on plate 11, 
e was cut. The difference is noted by comparing the above view with that in 
plate i7, C. Coefficient n=0.0290. 

No. 316, experiment FCS-49, Wheeler ditch, Nevada. Ditch follows contour in 
curvcs of from 300 to 500 feet radius. While the bottom is hard many boulders of 
several hundred pounds weight border the channel, and a few have rolled into it. 
A dense growth of grass and bushcs fringes the sides, and a fine, dense moss retards 
velocity for about 0.3 foot from the bottom. Coefficient n=0.0292. 

No. 317, experiment FCS-85, lateral 10 from Arizona canal, Salt Rivcr project, 
Ariz. Straight reach of small ditch on a steep grade. Constructed in a silt loam 
soil, the high velocity has washed very irregular gullies and pockcts. An averagc 
growth of grass and weeds also retards velocity. Coefficient n=0.0298. 

Nos. 318 and 319, experiments STH-13, lateral of Billings Land & Irrigation 
Co., Montana. These tests on the same reach of canal but with varying dis
charges, and for No. 318 grass fringing the edges was cut, hence removing some 
of the retarding influence present in NQ. 319. The bottom is covered with finc, 
deep, shifting sand. 

No. 320, experiment FCS-72, upper canal, Riverside Water Co., California. A 
straight reach originally excavated in a sandy loam soil. The bottom is covered 
with a bed of fine sand which remains hard until disturbed, when it cuts rapidly. 
Dense grass along the sides and scattered patches of moss in the canal cause a 
higll value of n. Coefficient n=0.0315. 

No. 321, experiment FCS-77a, lower canal, Riverside Water Co., California. 
Though originally excavated in a clean-cut section of soft hardpan, the present 
condition of this reach is much less efficient, owing to a deposit of shifting sand and 
growths of water grasses and dense grass along the edge, though not so bad as in 
No. 322. Coefficient n=0.0318. 

No. 322, experiment FCS-77b. Same canal as No. 321, but the grass along the 
edge kills velocity for about 1 foot from both banks. Otherwise the same general 
condition holds as before. This reach adjoins the other reach at a right-angled 
bend. Coefficient n=0.0360. 

No. 323, experiment FCS-59, main canal, Modesto irrigation district, Calif. 
Test was made on a wide canal carrying but a small portion of its total capacity. 
This gave a condition of shallow water flowing over gullied hardpan having about 
0.1 foot of shifting sand. No grass touched the water at this stage. Coefficient 
n=0.0300. 

No. 324, experiment SF-64, Hyrum canal, Utah. Sides overgrown with alfalIll. 
and weeds. Bed of coarse gravel up to walnut size. Coefficient n=0.0319. 

No. 325, experiment VMC, Bessemer canal, Colorado. Bed of fine silt, merg
ing into clays with liberal sprinkling of loose stones up to 3 inches diametcr. 
Coefficient n=0.0321. 

No. 326, experiment FCS-9, lower canal from Big Cottonwood Creek, Utah. 
Originally constructed in a sandy loam soil, the bottom was hard with no cobbles but 
with a deposit of soft mud in the lower velocities near the sides. The reach tlsted 
is on a gentle contour curve, which exerts an inappreciable influence when com
pared with the vegetable growth. The banks are nearly vertical and irregular, 
like most rooted cha.nnels. Willow roots and grass have so encroached on the 
channel that a high value of n is obtained. Coefficient n=0.0324. 

No. 327, experiment FCS-60, Yosemite Power Co.'s ditch. Follows a moun
tain contour in disintegrated-rock soil. A fringe of bushes and grass retards 
velocity at the banks, while the bottom is porous and gravelly with scattcred 
boulders and rock fragments up to two-fist size. Coefficient n=0.0334. 

No. 328, experiment FCS-62, Golden Rock ditch, Yosemite Power Co., Califor
nia. Reach tested follows a gentle mountain contour. The bottom is of clean dis
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integrated slate with scattered pieces to two-fist size. Although this bottom has a 
great retarding influence, the value of n is higher than is to be expected. There 
was but little grass touching the water. Coefficient n=0.0346. 

No. 329, experiment STH-15, lateral 1, Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Mon
tana. This reach of dit.ch is in sandy loam fill. The water section is irregular 
with sand in the bottom and a little trailing grass and moss. Coefficient n=0.0349. 

No. 330, experiment SF-26, Logan and Benson-Ward canal, Utah. Bed of 
medium-sized gravel. Flow much impeded by horsetail moss occupying about 
one-fourth of water section. Coefficient n=0.0352. 

No. 331, experiment FCS-IS; Logan and Hyde Park canal, Logan, Utah. 
Straight reach originalIy constructed in gravelly soil with many cobbles from egg 
to two-fist size. At time of test the edges were irregular and densely grassed, 
with patches of moss and some cobbles scattered throughout the reach. The moss 
lies usually within 0.3 foot of the bottom. Coefficient n=0.0364. 

No. 332, experiment CCW-9, Hillsboro ditch, Colorado. In general bad COIl
dition, ,viLh irregulfi,l' gradient and rough banks. Gravel ch!l..nnel scoured by cur
rent. Coefficient n=0.0371. 

No. 333, experiment FCS-53, lateral 2%, Turlock irrigation district, Calif. 
Straight reach excavated in hardpan requiring blasting. This leaves the section 
rough and pitted. The bottom. was covered with 3 inches of rough, gritty sand. 
As the canal was only about one-half full, no grass touched the water. Coefficicnt 
n=0.0373. 

No. 334, experiment FCS-25, Perrault canal, Boise, Idaho. This ditch, con
structed in gravelly loam soil, has a very hard cemented bottom. A dense 
growth of gruss so ki11s the velocity for a distance of about 1 foot from each bank 
that the value of n is very much greater than would be the case if the canal were 
kept free of this growth. Coefficient n=0.0381. 

No. 335, experiment, SF-52, lateral of Hyrum canal, Utah. Partially over
grown with alfalfa. Strip of moss on each side occupied about 'one-fifth of chan
nel. Bed of flat fragments of rock, up to 3 inches greatest dimension. Coefficient 
11=0.0393. 

No. 336, experiment FCS-45, Orr ditch, Reno, Nev. The MiliCh in a horse
shoe eurYe around the s1nalllake on the university campus. Originally excavated 
in loamy soil with a little gravel. The bed was clean scoured, but near the sides 
a man wading sank about 4 inches in soft mud. Dense grass and willows retard 
the velocity at both banks, while the water section is very irregular throughout 
the reach. Coefficient 11.=0.0397. 

No. 337, experiment FCS-21, a smail ditch iI;l Twin Falls, Idaho. Originally 
constructed in hardpan, the reach is irregular with scattered debris such as is so 
often found in town ditches. Grass arches across in many places. Coefficient 
11=0.0399. 

No. 33S, experiment FCS-4, New Rutner ditch, Nebraska. Ditch follows a 
gentle coni our line down a creek bottom. At time of test it had a very hard 
bottom of medium-fine gravel, well packed, but a dense growth of grass killed the 
velocity for about one-half foot from each bank, and scattered patches of moss 
retarded that in the middle. The banks of the ditch are very irregular. Coeffi
cient n=0.0436. 

No. 339, experiment FCS-44, Sullivan & Kelly ditch, Nevada. A ditch ex
cavated in a gravel and cobble hillside. At time of test the bottom was hard
packed gravel in the center with a slight deposit of soft mud at the sides. Scat
tered cohbles and a dense growth of grass retarded the velocity of the water. 
The reach follows a gently curving contour line with one right-angled bend near 
the lower end. Coefficient 11=0.0436. 

No. 340, experiment WBG-Z, Roller canal, IJouisiana. This test was made on a 
straight reach of canal. The vegetation extended about 5 feet from each shore. 
Coefficient n=0.0451. 

No. 343, experiment SF-53, lateral of Thatcher canal, Utah. About two
thirds filled with horsetail moss. Such bed as is exposed is sediment. Coeffi
cient 11=0.0519. 

No. 344, experiment SF-52, lateral of Thatcher canal, Utah. About three
fourths filled with moss. Bed e:\-posed is fine sediment. Coefficient 11.=0.0529. 

No. 345, experiment WBG-5, a small ditch in Louisiana, chosen as representa
tive of the smaH ditches in the rice country. Grass extended from one bank to 
the other across the bed, occasionally growing to the water surface from the 
bottom of the ditch. The grass forms a dense mat in the bottom. It had been 
cut with a scythe about 1 week before the test. Coefficient n=0.0544. 
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COBBLE-BOTTOM DITCHES 

No. 346, experiment CCW-13, Beasley ditch, Boulder, Colo. Cha.nnel of 
gravel on bottom with cobbles on the sides. On a slight curve with no vegetation 
in channel. Geneml condition c1assf'a as good. Coefficient n=0.0220. 

No. 347, experiment VMC. Rio Grande canal, lateral l-c, Del Norte, Colo. 
Description about the same as for No. 348, except that the gravel is finer. Coeffi
cient 11=0.0221. 

No. 348, experiment VMC, Rio Grande canal. Del Norte, Colo. Bed varies 
ftom fine gravel to smooth round rocks about 6,inches in diameter. Coefficient 
n=0.0284. (PI. 22, C.) 

Nos. 349 to 370, inclusive, experiments BCC, Cachapoal canal, Braden Copper 
Co., Chile. Ori~inally constructed in 1909-11 for capacity of 550 second-feet. 
Enlarged in 1928 to 750 second-feet. Prior to this enlargement some 480 cross 
sections were taken; capacity flows were held steady and measured at both ends 
of canal. Reaches are listed in order, with distance in kilometers from head, in 
column 2, table 1. Elevation of water surface at each measured section was used 
in determination of C in Chezy formula for typical reaches listed covering length 
of canal of 12 kilometers. Typical condition indicated by plate 21, B. 

No. 375, experiment SF-63, Hyrum canal, Utah. Sides of earth. One-half of 
perimeter across bottom covered with rock fragments up to 1 inch across. Weeds 
and alfalfa grew up to water's edge. Coefficient n=0.0260. 

No. 376, experiment 8TH-31, Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co.'s canal, 
Montana. A nearly straight reach excavated in very gravelly ground with 
boulders up to 2 cubic feet in size. The first third of the rlistance is fairly smooth 
on the bottom with no stones larger than two-fist size; upper slope cobbly and 
with some grass on the lower water edge. Second third of distance shows much 
roughness, with cobbles over most of bottom. Last third, in condition inter
mediate between first and second thirds. Coefficient n=0.0262. 

No. 377, experiment STH-4, Billings Land & Irrigation Co., Montana. A 
straight reach excavated in graded gravel up to two-fist size underlying about 1 
foot of soil. The canal is 9 years old. Mud has deposited in t,he slower velocities 
at the sides. Dense grass fringes the edge but does not trail in the water. Co
efficient n=0.0264. 

No. 378, experiment CCW-7, Loveland and Greeley canal, Colorado. Over
hanging sod banks with grass in water. Earth channel with many cobbles up to 
8 inches in diameter. Reach on a curve. Coefficient n=0.0267. 

No. 379, experiment FCS-lO, upper canal from Big Cottonwood Creek, Utah. 
Reach follows a gentle contour cUrve on a very gravelly hillside. Sides vertical 
and lined wibh trees and willows, rootlets of which extend into the water prism. 
The bottom is completely covered with cobbles up to two-fist size. As with 
nearly all ditches of this character the sides are irregular in outline, the cobbles 
not breaking into an even bank. Coefficient n=0.0277. 

No. 380, ell:periment FCS-15, Lo~an and Northern canal, Utah. A fine exam
ple of ditches following gravelly hillside contours near the mouths of canyons, a 
condition typical of many canals near the mountains. The sides are densely 
fringed with willows and bushes, rootlets of which hold silt and form nearly ver
tical banks. The bottom is completely covered with well-packed gravel and 
cobbles up to two-fist size. Coefficient n=O.0270. 

No. 381, experiment VMC, Rio Grande lateral No.1, Colorado. Bed of graded 
material from fine gravel to water-worn rocks 6 inches or more in diameter. 
Three tests on the same reach with 380 second-feet, 33.34 second-feet, and 27.16 
second-feet, gave values of n as 0.0284, 0.0386, and 0.0370, respectively. This 
gives a lower value of n for the greater discharge. 

No. 382, experiment FC8-51, Reno ditch of the Reno Light & Power Co., 
Nevada. Reach was originally excavated in an old river bed containing innu
merable boulders up to 5 cubie feet in size (pI. 20, A). About a year before this 
tes~ the sides and bottom of this channel had been paved with a hand-laid riprap 
of these boulders, the sides being Jaid about ~ to 1, and the bottom flat. Many 
of the boulders at the top of the walls have rolled into the canal, as no cement or 
other bond was used, but the general condition of the walls appears to be good. 
The reach tested was straight with the exception of a gentle curve in the last 200 
feet. Coefficient n=0.0291. 

No. 383, experiment CCW-12, Beasley ditch, Boulder, Colo. Excavated in 
gravel and fine sand with a good many small cobbles. Banks held in place by 
logs laid parallel to stream. Coefficient n=0.0320. 

No. 384, experiment FC8-43, Sullivan & Kelley ditch, Nevada. This reach 
follows a gentle contour on a rocky hillside. The boulders have been hand laid 
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in a nearly vertical wall on the lower side whilc the bottom anel uppcr side are 
rough and irregular with projecting large boulders. A slime of mud from the 
Truckee River water covers all rocks below the water line. Vcgetation is negligi
ble. Coefficient n=0.0324. 

No. 385, experiment SF-55, Smithfield canal lateral, Utah. Cobbles partially 
covered with silt. Edges made irregular by ca,ttle. Coeltieient n=0.0329. 

No. 386, experiment SF-47, Logan and Hyde Park Canal, Utah. Entire 
channel composed of loose coarse gravel up to hen's egg in size. Coefficient 
n=0.0337. 

No. 387, experiment SF-33, lateral of Hyrum canal, Utah. A case where water 
flows very slowly over a rough surface on steep gmde. Bed composed of loose 
cobbles up to 3-inch size. Coefficient n=0.0365. 

No. 388, experiment SF-57, lateral of Smithficld canal, Utah. Canal on 
steep grade with bed composed of gravel and cobbles. Coefficient n=0.0377. 

No. 389, experiment FC8-42, Cochrane ditch, Nevada. Constructed in grav
elly soil with many cobbles. Test 'was made on a reach having one bend. The 
bottom had mallY loose cobbles scattered on an otherwise hard gravel bed. The 
banks throughout nearly all of the reach tested were overhung with densely 
grassed sod. In addition about 20 percent of the water section was occupied 
with moss. Coefficient n=0.037!J. 

No. 390, experiment FC8-S9, Beasley ditch, Colorado. A straight reach 
carrying but about one-fourth its capacity. The bottom and sides are a mass of 
unpacked gravel and boulders up to 2 cubic feet in size. Coefficient n=0.0383. 

No. 391, experiment FCS-52, Gapurro ditch near Reno, Nev. A small ditch 
thickly fringed with grass and with scattered cobbles in the bottom. The banks 
are nearly vertical, densely rooted, and very irreg~llar. The bottom is covered 
with about 0.1 foot of soft mud through which the scattered cobbles project. 
Coefficient n=0.0403. 

No. 392, experiment SF-24, canal of Brigham City Electric Light Co., Utah. 
Well-formed Clt.naI. Bcd of medium-sized unpacked gravel. One-third of water 
section filled with long waving water plants. Coefficient n=0.0424. 

No. 393, experiment SF-56, lateral of Smithfield City canal, Utah. Edges 
uneven. Bed of clcan-washed gravel and cobbles. Coefficient n=0.0423. 

No. 394, experiment SF-46, Brigham City canal, Utah. About half full of 
horsetail moss. Such bed as is exposed is graveL Edges overgrown with cress 
and weeds. Coefficient n=0.0499. 

SIDEIllLL CUTS, WITH RETAINING WALLS 

No. 395, experiment STH-23, Hedge canal, Montana. A short reach excavated 
in granite hillside, with the lower bank formed of a random rubble masonry wall, 
well plastered with mortar on the nearly vertical water face. The reach is 
straight except for a slight curve in the last 50 feet. The bottom is covered with 
granite gravel, most of which would pass a liz-inch screen, with occasional pieces 
one-fist size. The excavation is quite true to line for a rock cut. Coefficient 
n=0.0185. 

No. 396, experiment STH-27, Hedge canal, Montana. This reach is about 500 
feet below that in No. 395. The upper side is excavated quite true to line in earth 
and disintegrated granite. The lower side is a vertical concrete wall laid against 
board forms. The floor is concrete with from 1 to 2 inches of fine, sharp ravelings 
from the hillside. In spots the floor shows. Coefficient n=0.0225. 

No. 397, experiment STH-9, Cove ditch, Montana. Reach is cut from a sand
stone hillside. Lower bank is a rubble masonry wall plastered with concrete on the 
water side. Bottom is also overlaid with concrete. Alinement is wavy with some 
20° curves. From stations 0 to 2 there is some gravel; from stations 2 to 4, clean 
bottom, the rock on upper bank being smooth but the width irregular; from sta
tions 4 to 6, more uniform in width but rough on rock side; from stations 6 to 7, 
rock wall rough and width variable; from stations 7 to 8, rock wall smooth, 
bottom clean or little gravel, the width uniform. Coefficient n=0.0228. 

No. 398, experiment FC8-17a, Logan, Hyde Park, and Smithfield canal, Utah. 
A reach between an earth section and the reach in No. 399 below (pI. 15, A). 
The excavation is on a steep hillside. The upper bank is mostly of willow roots, 
while the lower bank is a well-made concrete wall. The bottom is covered with 
coarse gravel. This reach is nearly straight with bends at both ends. Coeffi
cient n=0.0256. 

No. 399, experiment FC8-17b, Logan, Hydc Park, and Smithfield canal, Utah. 
Just below the reach described in No. 398 the canal enters the section covered 
in this test. The same concrete wall formed the lower bank, and the bottom was 
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about the same, but the upper bank was a rough vertical rock cut. The differ
ence in the value of n is about what is to be expected. Coefficient n=0.0278. 

No. 400, experiment STH-26, Hedge canal, Montana. A rock cut with con
crete floor and a rubble masonry lower wall, faced with 3 inches of concrete 
deposited against wood forms. The bottom is mostly covered with sand and 
tavelings of small rock. The upper bank is rough rock excavated true to cross 
section. The alinement is practically straight except for one sharp curve. Co
efficient n=0.0269. 

MISCELLANEOUS SECTIONS 

Nos. 404 and 405 experiments FCS-74 and FCS-73, lower canal, Riverside 
Water Co., California. These tests made on a straight reach of canal in a sandy 
soil with a shifting sand bottom and a wood lining on the lower side (pI. 15, B). 
The canal in test No. 404 is in the shade of a dense row of trees and is free of moss 
accumulations. Coefficient n=0.0249. The canal in test No. 405 is in the sun 
and moss has accumulated on the wood lining. Coefficient n=0.0291. 

In both tests the water was retarded by a rank growth of grabS for about 1 foot 
from the bank opposite the wood lining. The difference in the values of n is 
directly due to the moss, which grows in sunlight but not in shade. 

Nos. 406 and 407, experiments BR-S-26 and 27. Rossi Mill ditch, Idaho. 
Rough board sides with gravel. Some grass growing through cracks between 
boards. Coefficient n=0.020. . 

No. 408, experiment FCS-17c, Logan, Hyde Park, and Smithfield canal, Utah. 
This reach is fairly straight, excavated in rough rock. The bottom is strewn 
with coarse gravel (pI. 15, 0). Coefficient n=0.0298. 

No. 409, experiment JE. Canal for electric plant of city of Aarau, Switzer
land (62). A straight canal with large geschiebe on the natural bed and con
crete sides on slope of 1 to 1. Coefficient n=O.0173. 

No. 426, experiment FCS-AK, Drum canal, Pacific Gas & Electric Co., Cali
fornia. A test by representatives of the owners and the author. The canal 
section lies on a steep mountain side (pI. 19, A). The upper bank is a submerged 
rock wall 4 feet high. Above this t.he canal has been widened abruptly, forming 
a berm 5 feet wide, to an excavated side slope. The water was 3 feet deep on 
the berm. The lower side is paved with concrete "planks" laid side by side down 
the incline of the bank. These planks are precast and used wherever erosion 
endangers a canal bank. Cross sections had been carefully taken at every sta
tion through the reach tested, with the water out of the canal. The sectional 
areas varied greatly over a range abont 13 percent above and below the com
puted mean area. Coefficient n=0.0262.15 

No. 428, experiment FCS-IOO, Deschutes municipal district, near Bend, Oreg. 
A straight reach of canal with lava-rock masonry walls having plastered inside 
face, the bottom of fairly smooth concrete (pI. 19, 0). Cross sections were 
taken every station through the length tested. Coefficient n=O.0207. 

No. 429. experiment FCS-98, Yakima Valley canal, near Yakima, Wash. A 
combination of concrete lining and bench flume, which replaced a timber flume 
after the latter wore out. The upper side is on a slope of about )4 to 1. The 
bottom is a typical concrete lining with some rock debris. The lower side is a 
nearly vertical concrete wall like a bench flume. The meter measurement was 
made at the company gaging station just below the outlet of Cowiche siphon. 
This point was the upper end of the reach tested. The value of n=0.0154 is 
typical of concrete linings subject to hillside debris. 

No. 430, experiment BR, Cottonwood flume, Idaho. Rubblestone fairly well 
laid. Some coarse sand in bed being carried as silt. Coefficient n=0.0163. 

No. 431, experiment FCS-29, Jacobs ditch, Boise, Idaho. As shown in plate 
9, B the sides are of first-class rubble masonry with all cracks smoothly plastered 
with cement. The bottom is smooth cement lining laid like a good grade of side
walk. About 50 feet below the lower end of the reach the ditch passed through 
a vertical trash grating, which was kept clean of debris during the test. Coeffi
cient n=0.0149. 

No. 432, experiment FCS-27. The same ditch as No. 431, but this reach is 
lined on both sides and bottom with dry laid, unchinked rubble, as shown in 
plate 9, C. The bottom is quite irregular, with scattered loose cobbles. A 
clean grating came a short distance below the reach, as in No. 431. Coefficient 
n=0.0235. 

II KIDDER, A. W. REPORT ON TEST FOR COEFFICIENT OF ROUGHNESS AND RETARDATION OF FLOW DUE 
TO CURVATURE DRUM AND LAKE VALLEY CROSS·OVER CANALS. Drum Division Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
6 p. lIIus. (Unpublished.) 

http:n=0.0262.15
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No. 433, experiment FCS-28. The same ditch as No. 431. 'rhis reach, one 
city square long. came bG~ween No. 431 and No. 432. It appeared to have beell 
originally like No. '131, except that the bottom was not lined. There were sev
eral cobbles thruughout the bottom of this reach, and this probably accounts for 
the fact th~t the value of n is slightly higher than for K o. 432, while to all ap· 
pearances it should have been slightly lower. A grating similar to those noted 
above came below the lower end of the reach. Coeliicient n=0.0250. 

No. 434, experiment FCS-45, Orr ditch, Reno, Nev. As shown in plate 16, A, 
the sides are smoothly built rubble, with most of the cracks well plastered, but the 
bottom is covered with shifting sand and loose cobbles so that. if lined, the lining 
is completely concealed. The lined section ends shortly below the lower end of 
this reach, passing into an earth channel. This test exemplifies the need of 
keeping sand and gravel from a lined section if the low value of n that might be 
expected is to be realized. Coefficient n=0.0298. 

CONCRETE CHUTES 

Nos. 451 and 452, experiments VMC, south canal, Uncompahgre project of 
Bureau of Reclamation, Colorado. This canal, extending from the outlet of 
Gunnison tunnel to the Uncompahgre River, is a series of ordinary concrete-lined 
canal sections (see Nos. 63 to 67, inclusive) with several steep chutes (pis. 10, A and 
22, B). Tests were made on the latter by Cone and his associates somc 3 years 
before the Foster test (Ko. 453) and 19 years before the more elaborate tests by 
Lane and associates (Nos. 454 to 464, inclusive).16 The Foster tcsts were re
ported in Bureau of Reclamation data card No. 25. The photographs show the 
class of concrete when the canal was new and detail views show how the bottom 
and lower parts of the sides haye been eroded by the high velocities (20 to 35 feet 
per second) in a terrain that contributes much abrasive material. 

PRACTICAL USES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The greatest practical us.e of the data given in table 1 is to allow 
selections of values of Ku tter's n, II' use in the design of new irrigation 
and sinlllar channels for specified original surfaces of definite categorics 
with the indicated modifications of these values that may reasonably 
be anticipated to result from seasonn1 01' permanent changes. Like
wise to be anticipated are the changes in the values of n reflecting 
conditions within the Wi"Lter prism th!Lt affect the hydraulic rough
ness but may have no bearing whatever on the condition of the surface 
of the conduit material. Ob,"i.ollsly, canals should seldom be designed 
so that the best possible conditions are anticipated, for if they 9.re not 
attained the channel fails to meet capacity requiremcnts. 

The use next in importance is that made by the management of any 
system involving older canals. Such managements are continually 
faced with the problem or changing from simple earth channels to a 
more improved type. This may be necessary to stop seepage and 
water-logging of land adjacent to CallaIs, to increase the capacity of 
the canal without increasing its size, or to hold the same capacity in a 
smaller channel. In some highly developed aI'eas, canu.ls loct),tecl 
beside roads have been placed in covered conduits in order to make 
more space available for highway tra.ffic. For instt"Lnce, the Sanderfer 
Ditch near Whittier, Calif., (pI. 5, C) has been placed TIL it. concrete 
pipe operating as a flow-line channel i. e., not uncleI' pressureY 

Similar ehanges have been made in orange groves and other farm 
land where the value of the areas salvaged and reduction of operating 
costs have more than paid for the exchange of covered concrete C01'

10 LANE, E. ,Yo AN INVESTIGATION OF TIlE nYDIIAULlCS OF A LONG cm7TE IN TilE SOUTlI CAXAL OF TilE 
UNCOMPAHGRE PROJECT, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 12 p. ilIus. (Unpublished.) 

!1 A cbange like this involves the capacity of concrete·pipe lines. For this information thc reauer is 
reCerred to Department Bulletin 852 (56). For sale by tbe Superintendent oC Documents, Wllshlngton, D. 
0 .• Ilt 25 ccnts. 

8446i 9 -31l---4 

http:inclusive).16
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duits for original open canals in earth or concrete. Another use is 
described in detail on page 15 where the ca.pacity of an existing con
duit was increased by direct improvement of the original channel. 

A future use lies in the studies of the canalization of strellms. 1iucll 
of this work has been done in Europe. In the L'nited States mtwy 
small streams, in their passage through urban property, Imve been 
placed in canal sections, either open or covered. H.ecently the Hio 
Grande has been rectified from EI Paso to Fort Quitman, Tex. 
Funished, summer of 1938.) This work has changed a meandering 
river for 155 miles of its length to a canal but 88 miles in length, with 
the resulting steeper gradient available for the transportation of silt 
and sand. This change also stabilized the international boundary 
between the United States and w1exico. The camdized channel \vas 
designed for a flow of 11,000 second-feet, using a value of Kutter's 
n of 0.025 for the normal flow channel and 0.030 for the flood channel. 

As problems arise, the usual given quantities are: The discharge,
Q, and genern,lIy the bed slope s. Uniform flow must ordinarily be 
assumed; hence 8 is parallel and equal in value to the energy slope S. 
Sometimes any slope may be used, over an appreciable range, so that 
many possible channels can be set up for economic study. Even with 
both Q and S given, there are many shapes and sizes that will yield 
the desired answers from a mathenutticnl standpoint. Most cnnals 
will have gentle velocities without entrained air so that the continuity 
equation, Q=AV, will hold true. Thus any combinntion of A and ," 
that ",rill yield the desired Q cnn be used. But solution of the Kutter 
or the Manning formula yields a value o( R rather than of A. For 
preliminary study a set of tentative simultaneous yalues of Rand 1" 

can be taken from the estima.te diagram (p. 66). Then A= ~. Ref

erence to the Bureau of Reclamation hydraulic tables (67) readily 
shows several combinations of citnal dimensions and shapes, all 
yielding the required yalues of Rand .t1. 

The data herein can be usetl for n, question frequently propounded 
to the engineer, \Vhat will be the maximum capacity of a cannl, spill
way, fioodwu,y or the like, alrendy constructed but neyer subjected to 
full capacity? Here the slope S is generally assumed as equnl to the 
bed slope 8, 1IDiess other facts are available from which backwater 
curves can be developed or other elements that give a more propel' 
yalue of S, even if nonuniform flow will be fOlUld to hold. 

:From the mensurements of cross section, values of A, P, and R cnn 
be developed for all depths. Vfith the best possible estimate of the 
\"Hlue of n that will hold at the time giypn in the hypothetical question, 
then the e::;timnte diagram can be entered with the various possible 
combinations of R, S, and the assumed n. The diagram will yield 
the corresponding vnlues of F which cun be multiplied by the proper 
value of A to produce the desired answer, Q. '1'he maximum Q of the 
various possibilities Gall thus be estimated. Of course, all such 
estimates nre approximn.tiolls only. 

Before reaching decisions in such circumstances, the engineer 
should consider: 

1. The material of constrllGtioIl and the channel shapes available 
for it. 

2. The most efficient proportions for various shapes. 

http:estima.te
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3. Whether the canal will be of modemte slopes and in sinuous 
flow or on a steep slope and thus in shooting flow. 

4. Whether the terrain permits of a relatively stmight canal or 
culls for many curves und bends. 

5. The surface of the material. A good surface in uny mnteriul 
does not tell the whole story. Other things must be considered be
cause hydraulic friction frequently difl"ers from surface friction. 

6. "Whether the capacity will be affected by muddy water, insect 
life, or aquatic growths. 

7. With items 1 to 6 eonsidered, what velocities should be used. 
These items are discussed in detail from the capacity nnd design 

standpoint in the following pages. 

MATERIAL AND SHAPE OF CHANNEL 

Usually the variolIs mnterials of which a cunul cun be eonstructed 
are associated \vith certain definite shapes. 

Earth.-Original construction in a trapezoid with some assurance 
that this shnpe will tend to become an elliptical bed (pI. 13, A). '1'he 
form of the ellipse depends largely on the amount of gravelnnd cob
bles in the mntrix (35, p. 273). Fine silts without grit tend to pro
duce a deep nnrrow section. Wide, flat bottoms are often developed 
where cobbles arc predominant (pI. 22, 0). Intermediute shapes 
appear to depend on the relative number und size of pebbles and 
boulders. 

Ooncrete.-Genprally a trapezoid with side slope of Uf or 2 to 1. 
In lower Rio Grande Valley eommon shupes with shot eon crete are 
120 0 of a circle with tangent sides or an approximate parabola. These 
shapes have enough arch action to resist breaking under pressure of 
enrth or mud backing. Ivlany modpl'll cnnals have the bottom dished 
to get this nrch action. Sometimes struts brace the top of the linin~. 
Concrete shnpes often depend on the method used. Shot conerete IS 
plaeed on horizontal, vertical, sloping, or curved surfnces. Poured 
concrete, with or without forms, is used in trapezoidnl shape wIllie, 
with forms, any shape desired can be obtnined. Small covered clUlIl
nels with free-water surfaces nre usually of concrete pipe. Cut-and
cow'r sections are usually nearly vertical in side wall, but sometimes 
cireulnr or trnpezoidnl shapes are covered. Precast concrete "planks" 
are used to line sloping bnnks, especiully on the outside of curves, to 
preven t erosion. 

lVood.-Woocl (other thnn in wooden flumes) is used to line trape
zoidal sides and bottom of canals (pI. 10, B). 

Briclc.-Brick is not used to any extent in the l'nited States for irri
gation or power rnnnls, but is still used to some extent in India. One 
system in lower Rio Grande Valley is using both brick fmel tile to line 
modera te-sized cnnn]s in rounded cross sections. Rough-finish coat 
covers the join ts. 

11leta,l.-Sometimes a channel is lined ,vith sheet metal. (Spillway 
at El Vado Dam, N. Mcx.) Usually a, mctnl channel is a flume of 
some sort. 

Rubble masonry.-Ovcr most of the irrigated West rubble mllsonry 
hilS been lnrgely replaced with eoncrete. However, in the la\ra flow 
terrain of the Northwest there nre a few canals of laid-up lava rock, 
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unlined or lined with a coat of cement mortar (pI. 24, B). Along the 
border between the United States and Mexico, the use of "mompos
teria" is quite feasible as the Mexican is an excellent worker in concrete 
and rubble masonry (pI. 20, 0). This material is usually given about 
1 to 1 or steeper slope in the side walls. 

Most efficient section.-Important in the consideration of efficiency 
is the determination of the shape most economic from the hydraulic 
standpoint. For any shape, the best section is the one that gives a 

minimum value to::' (or a maximum value to R). If hard, unerodible 

materials are used, the most efficient channel is the semicircle. For 
the rectangle, the ratio of b=2d is best. 

In lining canals with concrete, of course a minimum quantity of 
concrete is desirable. This minimum is reached in the semicircle. 
However, for the larger canals construction features in most cases 
dictate the use of the trapezoid. 

The maximum use of any available energy content (d+h) is reached 
at critical flow. Taking shape into consideration the ultimate maxi
mum efficiency is reached when critical flow is found in a semicircular 
channel. (An example is given (57, p. 80).) 

While the most efficient cross section and shape seldom can be 
chosen, it is well to know what that shape and section are so that they 
may be approached, if not attained. 

SINUOUS OR STREAMING FLOW 

N early all canals are designed and operated at sinuous or turbulent 
flow. ls This covers the streaming range from Reynold's critical flow 
to Belanger's critical flow. Below Reynolds' critical point, the sur
face is glassy and movement almost imperceptible. Authorities agree 
that the loss of head is proportional to the first power of the mean 
velocity. This condition is, of course, not conducive to the primary 
purpose of conveyance of water. Oddly enough, at Belanger's critical 
flow are found a glassy-lilm surface, a relatively transparent prism, and 
a nearly uniform velocity. If it could be assured and controlled, 
Belanger's critical flow would be ideal for conveyance in channels 
that would not be scoured by the relatively high velocities. How
ever, it is too sensitive to slight changes in canal surface to be used 
commercially, except for short distances. 

If the channel is slightly smoother than assumed in design, the tend
ency is for the prism to race at velocities in the shooting stage, until 
checked by curvature or change in rouglmess. Thereupon the flow 
will change-usually through the hydraulic jump-to the streaming 
stage which is then slower than the normal stage, and the movement 
of the prism will quickly accelerate until normal stage is reached, 
whether faster or slower than critical flow. . 

18 The writer suggests the more general usc of "sinuous" flow, with "turbulent" being reserved for the 
violently agitated water quito commonly encountered in hydraulic engineering practice. As llsed by
Reynolds, "turbulent" flow included everything above "glassy" flow which would include conditions 
found In most irrigation eanals-n rather placid flow of 2 to 3 feet per second. If "sinuous" is used for such 
flow, "turbulent" can be used for a description more in keeping with such dictionary definitions as 'Veb· 
ster's (1934 ed.); "Turbulent; Aroused to violent commotion; violently agitated; tumultous." Obviously
the flow in most canals and gentle rivers does not meet this definition, yet they are turbulent according to 
Reynolds and this term has been carried in the literature of hydraulicd to this day. 
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SHOOTING FLOW 

(See Critical Depth. p. oil 

In canal chutes and reservoir spilh,-ays, velocities lie wholly in the 
zone of shooting, ru,pid or torrential flow, as it is Yfl.l'iotlsly cul1rd (pI. 
8, B). Such flow is subject to phenomena now being critieally studied 
as research problems. Some rhutes and spillways develop "slug" 
flow in greater or lesser degree, and some do not, the reason for either 
condition not being clear (131. 22, A). Again, some entrain air in 
appreciable quantities, thus swelling the volume so that the continuity 
equation Q=AV", no longer holds (1)1. 22, B). So hI' as is known, thr 
water prism with the swelled volume can be determined by the lise of 
the sume friction coefficient used for ordinary flow. However, tho 
actual faster velocity is that computed with much lower values of the 
friction coefficient ({j"I, 1)[1. 90-.91). On slopes that are oln"iously 
sharp inclines (pI. 22, B) the depth of water should not be taken in the 
verhcal but in a plane normal to the bed of the channel. 

The antithesis of the sharply inclined spillway chu te sometimes 
holds just above the brink leading to the chute. Here the bed of tIle 
collecting channel leading to the spillway crest may be level or even 
have an adverse slope. 

FLOW AROUND CURVES AND BENDS IN CANALS 

Streaming flow around gentle curves in both earthrn and linrd 
canals results in fl, small amount of superelevation of surface on tbe 
outside (concave side) :mcl depression on the inside, of the CUlTe. 
Any scouring of an earthen channel takes place on the outside of the 
curve, and the raveled material is deposited on the inside (convex: side) 
(pI. 10, A). For sharp cur"\'es or bends in a lined section (that cannot 
be easily scoured) the greatest velocities are near the inside (yortex 
flow?); the smoothest surface is on the outside, and the choppy water is 
on the inside of the bend (pI. 19, B). The water on the outside ap
pears to roll up from below the surface und flow rapidly along the sur
face from the outside to midchannel, where it meets the edge of the 
choppy waves. The net result, in terms of design, is that about the 
same freeboard is required on both sides of the channel around bends 
or curves. 

For sharp bends, the path of the flow on the inside of the curve is 
materially shorter than that on the outside. This, of course, gives fl, 
steeper gradient on the inside and makes more fall per unit length 
fl,vailable for high velocities and for correspondingly heavy frictional 
losses. 

For velocities faster than the critical (that is, for shooting flow) the 
direct fOl'ward velocity is faster than a velocity convertible to vortex 
flow, and it is not feasible to hold the prism within fl, trapezoidal 
channel on a curve of much sharpness. A vertical outside wall with 
a properly.designed top may turn back the wave into the channel. 

One obYloUS control can be effected by warping the whole channel 
so as to depress the floor on the inside and elevate it on the outside. 
The effects of curvature in canals may be itemized about as follo'\\'s: 

IN EARTH CHANNELS 

New banks on the outside of moderate curves are easily eroded. 
They should be protected by brush or rock riprap. Curves sharp 
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enough to class as "bends" fLre very difficult to hold in earth channels, 
except with riprap. 

:Mud and debris will be deposited on the inside of curves as they 
become available to the flow. 

Velocities are so moderute in such cnnals that no provision need be 
made for differen('e of water surfllce elevations on the outside llnd in
side of CUl'Ves. The highest velocity is sometimes on the outside and 
sometimes on the inside. 

IN LINED CHANNELS 

For streaming fiow, which occurs iu most canals of such gentle slope 
as not to class as chutes, there appears to be a critical curvature. 

Curves sharper than this critical cau be classed as bends. For the 
same chanuel, this critical euryature may change with depths of wn.ter. 

Flow around hends nppears to be of two forms: 
(1) On the inside of the bcud the surfn('e is depressed but choppy, 

the velocities are higher than ou the outside; the flow is (listiuctly 
forward and color, string, or other flags held on a rod close to the side 
will hug the side of the channel. If the lining is formed by short 
straight reaches, separation of the prism and un eddy occur just helow 
each angle point. Traveling debris on the bottom works toward the 
inside, as eyidenced by a clean polished streak in many lined channels. 

(2) On the outside of the bend the surface is elc\"ated but smooth, 
the velocities in rC'ctangulnr, circular, or trupezoidnl slH1pes nre slower 
than on the inside; the water appears to be rising rapidly from some 
point below the surface and rolling toward the center of the channel. 
Surface flow is from the outside toward the center (not toward the 
outside as many teclmical books and articles state). Flngs held on 
rods at the outside take angles of 30° to 45° with the side, instead of 
hugging it as might be expected. On the outside, the flow appears to 
lack the straight forward featurC's characterizing the inside flow. If. 
surges lip fronl he10w the surfncC' liS sand boils in n heavily silted river. 
Sometimes chips float aimlessly about, slowly working their way 
downstream. 

FOR EXTHE.MEI,Y SINUOUS LINED CANALS 

The yalue. of n used in design should be 0.001 to 0.003 higher thall 
for the same conditions in a reasonably straight canal. 

The surface is elevated on the outside and depressed on the inside, 
and the hydmulic. grade line developed by averaging these two surface 
points for each station follows a yery broken unpredictable path. 

If the velocity hC'nd for the mean velocity n.t each station be added 
to the hydmulic grnde line as computed above, the result is the energy 
grade line, lIsllnlly called the energy line. 

The energy line, e\"en for this very sinuous canal, is remarkably 
straight, being without the steep dips that would be expected at each 
distinct bend. 

This means that the local losses for the individual hends continue 
on downstream and blend with the normnlloss. Thus it is not neces
sary to aUow a special drop in energy for each individual bend, but 
merely to use a higher value of n throughout. 

For streaming flow, no special freeboard on the outside appears 
necessary; the elevated bu t smooth watN 011 the ou tside approximately 
balances the depressed bi.lt choppy wnter on the illside. However, 
some excess freeboard may be necessary both inside and outside. 
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Apparently, water surface warp reverses at the same point where 
nlinemen t curves reverse. 

For two close bends in the same direction the elevation of the outside 
and the depression 011 the inside arc gren,ter for the second curve. 

The flow in a tangent below two close reversing ('l1rves is smoot11cr 
than below curves follo\\rillg the same direction. This suggests that 
some point near the lower end of this tftllgent is l1 beth'r plnee for n. 
gaging station than one on l1 longer tft1lgent following bends in the 
same direction. This is probably true of sinuous rivers as 'well as 
canals. (For more complete discussion sec Scobey (57).) 

FOR SHOOTING FLOW rx 1.lXED CIJANXELS 

Curves and bends aTe to 1)(' avoided as much ns possible. Little is 
known of the action of rapid liow in ('ul've'd ('hute's. It was noticed 
that in one trapezoidal dunmel the water flowed up the steep outer 
side and left t.be bottom of the cbnnnel on the inside "dry," 011 the 
other ha.lld, shooting How approu('hing ft sharp Ctlrye 'with nearly 
vertical outside wall passed through the hydraulic jump in twisted 
form, Tolling the watet· prism haek into the cbn.l1nc1 again. 

Shooting' flow may be cOllverted to streaming Jlow before conveying 
the \Va.ter around l1 sharp curve, or it mily he modified hy planting 
roulSb "plums" of boulders on the floor of til(' cU["\'e, witll freehoanl 
on both banks increased to cnTe for the flow if the modification throws 
the prism into strcnming flow. 

For addition:ll comments on the effects of Clll"Ye'S and bends tbe 
reader is referred to the following uuthorities: Godfrey (24), Yarnell 
(70,71), Mitchell und Harrold (43). Shepherd (8), FreerlHm (21), ilnd 
Pearl (49). 

EFFECTS OF MUDDY WATERS, AND AQUATIC GROWTHS 

The stntemellt is nlmost lIXiOllHltic thnt muddy wnters do not have 
extensive aquatie growth out in the wnter prism and thn.t clear waters 
in earthen chunnels are seldom free of such growths throughout the 
irrigation sensoll. 19 However, intermittent flow of muddy water may 
not erndicate n.quntic growth, eyell though llluddy for 2 or 3 weeks at 
11 time. In concrete-lined cannls, silty waters' sometin}('s form [L 

conting 011 the ('ollcrete. If nllowed to hecome thic'k, this coat forms 
a bed for the growth of various types of "moss." (Quotation marks 
are used as irrigation purlallce includes many forms of growth thn t arc 
not moss, strictly speaking.) Sometimes this com b11W(\ mud-and-moss 
('out becomes thic'k and leathery. It thcn IHls n LUllchy fOl'll1tttioll 
thnt loses the 11igb cUITying-eapu'city efTeet of It thin slid\: l'Ollt. ]310w 
snnd slides down the incline of eoncrt'te clInnl sidl'S till til it reaches the 
line where capillary wilter is efr('C'tiyc'. tlll'l'c lW('()llling moist alltl 
accumulating in firm pittehes that do 1lot SCOUl' Ollt ('yell in reasonably 
high velocities, This is p!trticuinl"ly tnH' if tilt' wuters of the cn:nal are 
silty, the e~ect then beiug to ndd sticky colloidal muds to the sharp 
sand depOSIts. 

Throughout the 'West the Russian-thistle, or tumbkweed, has n 
great influence on the reduction of capacity of ('annls. During n, hard 

" 'rhc llfllorelJ('o is not uttrlblltnbh' to cllllluli(' or other (\ill"n'ucr!' ill til(' loclliitil'swherr til(' t 110 wlItNs 
ltttvl! been OhSt1f\'('d; inul'cu, tlwr rnllY UPiltiur siut' h.r sid{', For instUllt'(l, in tlw Hio t irulHle \'"'ulll',Y I lIt'ur 
El Fuso, rre\,., tho (lieut WtU.(>f or dn1itHlg:l' dHc'iw$, (>\"('It though high in nlknlirw ('or)Wnt. lWPOJ1ll's ('hok('(i
with vl'g:r'tntion. On Ult' otlu.'r hund, tJw lrri~uti(HJ taunts, carrying muddy but SW(leWr wuter, 111\\ e rein· 
th'cly little \·,'gettltlon. 

http:sensoll.19
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wind, dry thistles from the last year's crop break off and roll along 
the roads and fields until stopped perhaps by an irrigation canal, 
where they not only reduce velocities by their own structure but also 
form the nucleus of mud islf1nds. Extensive erosion takes plnce in 
the canol bed around each island. 

Muddy waters like those of the Colorado River and Rio Grande 
reduce capacity by deposits that encroach from the two sides, forming 
berms up to a surfs~ce level close to that of the water (pI. 13, B). In 
this shallow water and rich mud, tules, arrowweed, and dense grasses 
take root and form deposits that cannot readily be scoured out but 
must be removed by mechanical means if the capacity of the canal is 
to be restored. Usually the deposit of mud on the bottom between the 
berms is relatively thin. 

The growth of vegetation in clear-water canals depends much on 
water temperatures. In localities where the supply is clear mountain 
water, fresh from melting snow, the effect of vegetation is at a mini
mum. However, those same waters, after miles of transport, become 
like the waters of the Southwest, warm and limpid. In earth chan
nels and at ordinary velocities these waters are particularly subject 
to the vegetation hazard. Relatively high velocities, say 3 to 4 feet 
per second, discourage plant growth; so does deep water; i. e., 3 feet 
or more. 

Canals carrying muddy waters should be designed for high velocities 
even though drop structures may later have to be installed. This is 
particularly true of new systems not, e)"-pected to operate at full capac
ity for many years. If the canals should be operated at partial capac
ity, with low velocities, the mud deposits would form typical meander
ing flow on a bed built up within the larger canal bed (pI. 23, B). 
When the full-design capacity is required, say several years in the 
future, the banks \,,~ be so well seasoned that they can withstand a 
much higher velocity than was believed possible only a few years 
earlier. 

A shaded canal is seldom afflicted with aquatic growths. However, 
trees use water consumptively. 

Not all acquired conditions are adverse in effect. It has long been 
known that thin coatings of slick :::nud improve the capacity of rough 
concrete or grayeled canal beds, unifying the surface over 10cn1 holes 
and humps. Canals originally excavated in glacial drift and morainal 
material are relatively low in capacity and high in seepage loss owing 
to the predominance of cobble boulders of all sizes. Artificially 
muddied water hus often been used in such canals to lessen the seepage 
and gru.de the material of the canal bed, making it smoother and 
increasing its capacity. 

For additionnl discussion of cannl capacity us influenced by aquatic 
growth and muddy waters, the reader is referred to the following 
authorities: Lippincott (40), Kennedy (32), Finley (16), Pacific 
Electric Association (8), Burkholder (7), report of the City of Los 
Angeles (41), Grunsky (25), Lindley (37), Bucldey (6), Hultom (26), 
Dibble and Parry (13), and Etcheverry (15). 

PERMISSIBLE VELOCITIES 

In canals hn.ving conveyance as their sole function, necessity to 
conserve slope usually prescribes velocities in either earth or concrete 
channels that are in streaming stage of flow. In concrete and other 
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tough material, permissible velocities are only of moment when the 
channel is designed 11S 11 chute-essentially fi, drop structure-to lower 
a body of ,mter from onc general elevation to another. Thp mE'an 
velocity of It cannl section is a direct fo.ctor in the nmount of wnter it 
curries I since Q=Ar. From n cost stundpoint ulone, to gpt the 
mU:lI.-imum rapucity for thE' minimlllll rross sertion, of rOlU'se th(' high('st, 
feasible velocity is desired. In earthen channels this is usually und('r 
3}~ feet per second; in graYel, flam 4 to 7 feet; and in concwte, mdal, 
and wood, 11Sllillly under 6 to S feet pl'r sE'cond (pI. 20, B). OtlleI' 
fuctol'S being equnl, fi, cunnI should br drsigned lor n, wlocity approach
ing that p(,l'mlssibl(' for the ma,terinl of the c/111ul und the type of Wll tN 
to be eonwyed. The otl)('l' fuctors thnt muy opera te against such 
v('lociti('s arc discuss('d below. . , 

1. It muy be nec('ssar~7 to consrrv(' slope in order to command a 
larger area. This would recluee the velocity for flo given mnterinl. 

i. It may be necessary to prcyt'nt silting and scoming in a giY(,1I 
chnnnel conv('ying muddy wa tel's. This nurv dirtate t.l1(, use of I'l'Cl'n t 
dl1tn for nonsllting-nonsc.olU'ing wlocities (.32, 3.5). Th_l's(, nfl' soml'
whut below those usunlly thought of as permissible. 

3. It may be necC'ssnQ; to use u ruthC'r low velocity to induC'c pl'C'~ipi
tation of silt from the ,vater in oI'CI('1' to f('duce seepage losses, esp(,c1fl.ll~r 
in a new ennuI in a well-settlecl country, where seepage wat('[· might 
do e:ll.-pcnsiye cia I11llg(' . 

In ll1flny of the older books on irrigation and hyclra.lllies permissible 
velocities wer(' confused witb trallsporting velocities. It is now 
known that the two nre nlmost parndoxicfll-that the mntel'inl most 
ensily transported may b(' relatively hard to scour. That is, old 
sensoned canal beds with slick silty banks are not easily eroded, but 
these silty particles, when raw'led off the bank, easily remain in 
suspension in the, wilter and UTe most ensily cn1'1'iec1. In fnet, if 
transported as colloidal mntter in a dispersed stnh', they may eyell 
stny in suspension without appreciable velocity. On the other hlmd, 
clenn sugar sand is so ensilv set in motion that a clean sandy bed is 
continunlly c11anging local 'formation i yet this mnterio.l may' require 
a much higlwr velocity to pick it up and transport it downstrealll. 

Table 2 was developed by the author from material submitted to 
the specinl committee on irrigation hydraulics of the American Society 
of Ciyil Engineers (20). The contributors of the,,') data wore operators 
of irrigntioll systems throughout the West find wero well informed us 
to the fiction- of wat('rs ill their pnrticular canals. As developed 
originally, tbis table was circulated for discussion throughout the 
lllembership of the society and received hut little, if auy, adverse 
comment. It has since then been freely copied into engineering 
lit,erature.20 

'0 The term "clr~ctive colloitls" as used in this tablo, sbould be explnined. Colloidal muds, to hnv!} a 
ID"xinlllln effert in cl'menting ond binding the bed o[ a cnnnl, should haw bren deposited from the {lis' 
persell rutllN thun tho flocculated state. In the dispersed stntc tbey nrc very flllC, nrc lransportl'd by nllY 
,-elocity whnle'-er nnd ill mnuy cases remain iu slL~pcnsioo in still w(ltcr [or n loog time. Likewisr. lhl'yare
negatively c!.1rl(cd clcctricnlIy, but wUl ground out w11l'n brought into contnct with 0 containing conduit,. 
Deposits in n pipe line, reslllUug [rom this process, arc evenly distribulecl owr the pl'ri[lht'rj' oC the pipe-as
much on the top as on the bot tom. Ob,·iously. this is entir~I~'diffcrcnt frornscdim('ntlitiotl. wh~r~ the wutcr 
clcnrs wholly hy gra"ity settlement, A description o[ dispcrsed and 1l0cculatcd silts from ihe Colorado 
Rivcr hrls heen !(iwn hy nrcolcal~ (5). 'rhe wlocitics gh'cn in table 2are base<l Ott wcll·sensonl·d canals, 
In irrigation practice mnximum vclocities usually dewlop siowly, Wilh tbe growth of th()scttl('lIlent on the 
project. For Jess than maximum capncif.r the menn velocity Is mntcrinlh' less nod scan ring is not likely to 
bII serious. However. thl) irri!(atiou dcmand in the carll' dal's o[ operation may be so milch less than ennnl 
capacity that th" resultinl( velocities do !lot prevcnt ('xcrssfvc silt deposits and may develop a mcaoclNing 
stream on tbe ne,,- bed formed by them (pI. 23, B). E'-cn n small irrigation demand may bc 100 much for n 
new C>lnal on sharp blinds "'Itb consequentexC{)ssivl) erosion on the outside and silt deposits on the inside o[
the curves (pl. 23, A) 

http:lit,erature.20
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TABLE 2.-Pcnnissible canal velocities 

Velocity after aging. of cnnuls 
cnrrying-

W nter trans· 
Originul material excavated for cunul portintt nOll'WaterOlear colloidaltransport·water, no silts, san~,ing coldetritus gravels, or loidal silts rock frag· 

ments 

Fine sand (noncolloidnl) ._ •••••••••.••• __ ••• _•.••••.•••• _....... _. 
Sll1ldy loam (wben noncolloldal) ........ _._ ••••.• _._ •.• '>. __ .... . 

Silt loam (when noncolloidal) .••••••••...•••_.................. _.. 
Alluvial silts wben noncolioidnL._ ................... _........_•• 

Fetl-per 
second 

1. 50 
1. is 
2.00 
2.00 

Feet per
."cond 

2.50 
2.50 
3.00 
3.50 

Fetl-per
6econd 

1 • .'iO 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

Ordinnr firm loam ••••••••••••.•...•..• _,,_ "". _•.• _. _••..•.••••• 
Volcanic ash soiL ••.••••._•.•••••••••• "" _......... _•• , _......... 
Fine graveL•..••._•.•..__••••••••••.•••.•.••• _••_••••.••.••._•••• 
Stiff clay (very colloidnll ..•••••••••••.••. " .•. _•••• ,_ ....... _•.••• 
Graded, loam to cobbles, when ooooolioidnL.._ •.•••••••.•••••.. _. 
Alluvial silts wben colloido!. ..... _•••.••••••• _•.• _••• _... _. _"'" 

2.hO 
2.50 
2.t;O 
3. iii 
3. i5 
3.75 

3.50 
3.50 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 

2.2.'i 
2.00 
3. i5 
3.00 
5.00 
3.00 

Graded, sUtto cobbles, wilen colloidaL •. _••••••_••• _._ .......... . 
Conrse gravel (noncolloidal) ••••••..•.•..•• _._ •.• _. _._ ••.•••.•••••• 
Cobbles nnd shingle_ ••..••.••.•..•• _ •• __ •. , ._._._ ••..••••.•••• 
Shales and bard pans .•••••••••.•.•••••••••••••.•• _....._•••••,. ___ ! 

4.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 

5.50 
6.00 
5.50 
6.00 

5.00 
6.50 
6.50 
5.00 

Supplementing table 2 nrc certain definite findings, which should 
be fully tmderstood before figures from the table are applied. 

FOR EARTHEN" CAN"ALS 

1. All velocities should be Jess thUD Belanger's critical velocity; 
i. e., aU flow should be in streaming stnge. 

2. Permissible velocitirs aee usually much higher than transport
ing velocities for the same materials. That is, in a. well-seasoned 
canal, a higher velocity is reached before the bed is broken and 
eroded than is llecessary to transport the eroded particles after they 
become detached. 

3. In a well-seasoned earth callal, the bed is usually composed of 
particles of various sizes, compacted, with voids in each size of 
material filled with smaller particles until the result is a. tough, some
times slick coat. This cont is not easily broken if kept relatively 
free of foreign objects, such as large rocks or anchored tumbleweeds 
which start eddies that break the bed and lead rapidly to serious 
erosion. 

4. Dispersed colloids, ill either the material of the canal bed or the 
water conveyed by it, oe in both, tend to cement particles of silt, 
sand, and gravel in such a way as to make them resist erosive effects. 

5. FloccUlated colloids are useful in filling interstices in more open 
material, but they do not have the high cementing properties of 
those in a dispersed state. 

6. The gmding of material, running from very fine to coarse, 
coupled with the adhesion brought about by the sticky colloids, make 
possible high mean vclocities without any appreciable scouring eff~ct. 

7. Canals when new usually flow over many types of materml, 
owing to the variation in the soils encountered. A relatively homo
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geneous bed is highly desirable; therefore artificial silting may be used 
if natural muddy waters cannot be relied on during any appreciable 
part of the season. 

S. Irrigation canals usually require check structures for the control 
of deliveries to laterals on eIther side. These checks can be used to 
retard velocities in easily eroded parts of the canal or to induce the 
settlement of muds artificially placed in the canal for this purpose, 
perhaps several miles above the checks. 

9. The use of checks, whether necessary for irrigation deliveries 
or not, allows higher velocities than might otherwise be permissible. 
By this means, velocities can always be reduced, but it is very difficult 
or impossible to increase the velocities if too low u. standard is set in 
the beginning. 

10. If the canal be for hydroelectric power, muuicipal, or other 
use requiring that it be put under approximately full capacity as 
soon as feasible, a lower velocity should be chosen or curves and 
other cri~ical poi.nts pI:otected by riprap in some form. (Item 9 may 
also re"eIve consIderatlOu.) 

11. I::;ometimes earth channels can be built for ini~iul use on canal 
systems, with the expectation of obtaining the eventual higher 
capacity by lining the canals with concrete. Forturw.tcly, the 
gradients necessary for liow in the earth canals are also thoRe cOllducive 
to a good operative velocity in a, lined section. For usual irriga.tion 
canals and laterals the captlcity of a, lined sedion is aboll t 1.5 times 
that of an unlined canal. 

12. Early erosion, under, say, 4-foot velocities, may be checked 
by bla:d:eting the canal bottom with bank-run gl"flvel from which the 
sand has been removed. Silt remailling in the grave], or silt in the 
water, eventually makes a smooth coat not eroded by velocities under 
about 5 feet per second, with It value of n around 0.022. 

FOR (,OllllL.E-1I0TTOM D1TCHEH 

Most unlined canals leading from the mouths of canyons in the 
Mountain States cross debris cones or glacial moraines. While 
such canals are originally excavated in "earth," it soon develops 
that the filler materials are carried away by the water and a distinct 
type of cobble armor becomes charncteristic of the chlllmel bed (pI. 22, 
C). The mountain streams cnrry muddy waters during the spring and 
after summer storms. Most of the irrigation season they are crystal 
eleu. After this armor develops, a high velocity is permissible. 
However, this possibility is offset in new can!11s by the need of pre
cipitating any silt that flows in them, ns they nearly always have 
excessive-seepage losses for many years after they are built. These 
canals take ·on many of the characteristics of the streams from which 
they are diverted. There is almost no downward cutting but lateral 
erosion is effected by washing out the fines and dropping the cobble 
plums onto the bed of the canal. After t.he canal has become well 
bedded with graded material, the high permissible velocity may be 
attained by careful removal of stray cobbles as they accumulate 
either by rolling in from above the upper bank of the canal or as the 
result of lateral brosion from one bank or the other. 
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FOR CONCRETE-LINED CANALS 

Many of the older treatises on hydraulics list about 15 feet per 
second as the upper limit for the hardest rocks. With many examples 
representing extensive experience it is known that very high velocities 
can be used in modern well-made hard concrete. Canal chutes with 
velocities from 20 t.o 40 feet per second are common; scattered ex
amples show even up to 80 feet per second. The spillway tunnels at 
Boulder Dam are designed for velocities of 150 feet per second. 
For any particular flood, such spillways are in operation for a few 
days at most. 

In concrete all velocities that might class as the upper permissible 
are faster that Belanger's critical velocity and are thus in the zone 
of shooting flow. 

Before allo"wing water flowing at such velocities to come to the end 
of a concrete chute and be discharged into an earth canal or a stream, 
it is well to change the velocity through the hydraulic jump to a 
subcritical velocity. This will dissipate much of its energy and will 
not subject the banks below the chute to excessive erosion. 

In straight channels with clear water, in gliding contact with the 
bed, there is no practical limit to velocities. Sharp abrasives may 
erode cement and fine sand (pi. 4, D). The resulting pebbly surface 
changes little. 

In concrete chutes, dense carpets of "moss" 9,re quite common, 
thus keeping' the swift waters from direct contact with the channel 
proper. In floodways, dense Bermuda grass will withstand 6- to 8
foot velocities. 

High-velocity flow is often associated with so-called slug flow, 
which causes a highly uneven turbulence in the outlet pool and 
excessive erosion (pI. 22, A). Just how it is caused and when such 
flow is to be expected is not known. 

For additional discussion on permissible velocities the reader is 
referred to the following authorities: Fortier and Scobey (20) Davis 
(11), Paul (,48), and Etcheverry (15). 

REGIONAL CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCING CANAL CAPACITY 

Climate, terrain, geology, waters, winds, insect life, and aquatic 
growths vary so widely throughout the \Vest that certain characteris
tics can be identified with localities. 

In all the Western States, slimes (pI. 4, 0) and aquatic growths 
can be expected in clear-water canals, while only in the extreme 
South and Southwest are heavy :\rrowweed, tamarisk, willows, tuIes, 
and cattails found growing along the edge of silty-water canals. 

Canals served by streams from the lava beds of Washington, Oregon, 
and Idaho are usually clear, except for the short periods just after 
heavy showers. Various "moss" growths reduce capacity to a 
marked degree, particularly in July and August. Nearly anl growth 
in the water prism is cl111ed moss, though most of the types commonly 
found are not true mosses (pl. 12, A). A large part of the main
tenance funds of canals is devoted to the eradication of these growths. 
Likewise, in this l'egion, certain insects pass part of their life cycles 
in the water. The caddisfly, for example, lives through the larval 
an•.l pupal stages in a case composed of small pebbles, pine needles, 
and other trash, cemented into a twiglike structure about three
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sixteenths of an inch thick and from 1 to 2 inches long (pI. 4, A). 
These cases and algae growths that appear to exist under the same 
conditions can easily raise the value of n from 0.013 to 0.016 or more 
in a season, becoming a maximum at the season of greatest water 
demand. Various methods of combating such growths have been 
tried (63, 65, 66). 

Oanals in lava terrain usually carry sharp ravelings of basalt that 
remove the finer elements of concrete, leaving a rough bed with a value 
of n materially higher than that of the original concrete. On very 
steep chutes in such country the abrasive is usually whirled up into the 
water prism and does not appear effective in keeping down the "moss" 
growths characteristic of high-velocity chutes. 

Tn Montana, Wyoming, and the Dakotas sweetclover and mustard 
grow densely along the edge of the water and drag in the water prism. 
In southern Oalifornia and Arizona water grass iLua Johnson grass are 
great offenders in a similar way. In lower Rio Grande Valley of 
Texas, Bermuda grass works down from the canal banks and drugs in 
the water; it also grows quickly in the bed of any lateral without water 
for a few days, since there is nearly always a shallow deposit of silt, 
even in the lined sections. Willows and other large trees in Oali
fornia and Arizona send dense root masses out into the water prism
either clear or silty-not only consuming large quantities of water 
but also forming a mat that fills with silt and is difficult to remove. 
Such trees prevent the use of machinery in cleaning canals and thus, 
while they arc beautiful and shady, have little or no economic place 
along a canal banle In New Mexico, Oolorado, Wyoming, and Utah, 
willow brush and cottonwood usually establish themselves along a 
ditch banl\: if unmolested. In Montana long streamers of horsetail 
moss reduce capacities as much as 60 to 75 percent. This so-called 
moss is also common in Utah, Idaho, and Oolorado. Aquatic vege
tation is not limited to the States mentioned but the types are particn
larly active in the States named. 

Winds have great influence on capacity. In parts of Wyoming, 
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, eastern Oolorado, Imperial Valley of 
Oalifornia, and Yuma Valley of Arizona, strong winds blow sand into 
the canals, hold back the flow if blowing upstream, and sometimes fill 
a canal with tumbleweeds of Russian-thistle or other plants. Russian
thistles are particularly troublesome in Nevada during June. In 
lower Rio Grande Valley ill Texas, the wind tends to blow fine sand 
into lined se0tions of canals. It is found above the water, in shallow 
drifts, that become moist and hard from water drawn up by capillarity 
from the canal. A canal seriously threatened by blowing sand may 
be protected by low fences of one or two 12-inch boards placed several 
feet froIl! the banks. These boards cause sand drifts to pile up like 
snow on the leeward side, whence it may be removed or smoothed 
down after the storm. Where sand is anticipated, a reasonably high 
velocity may be used to keep it moving down the canal rather than 
filling the available prism. Of course, some of the semiaquatic growths 
along canal banks have the saving virtue of stopping some of the wind 
troubles. 

In Oolorado, all canals from mountain streams are clear except just 
after rains. In the warmer parts moss and watercress are common. 
Leaving Oolorado, the main stem of Rio Grande becomes turbid as it 
flows out into the middle Rio Grande Valley near Espanola, N. IVlex. 
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This condition becomes worse until the stream enters Elephant Butte 
Reservoir. From this settling storage it issues as clear water, except 
during certain floods from the Puerco. However, it picks up more or 
less silt and soon becomes muddy again, but is not so heavily laden 
as just above the reservoir. 

In Texas irrigation water from Rio Grande is very muddy as a rule. 
Water used in Salt River Valley of Arizona is not clear nor is it so 
heavy as either Rio Grande 01' Oolorado River water. Diversion 
structures now being constructed (1937) on lower Oolorado River 
provide for desiJting the wu.ter. 

In Wyoming and Oolorado, the Green and Oolorado Rivers are very 
clear in their upper reaches and only moclemtely muddy up to their 
j unction in Utah. Below that poin t, the Colorado becomes very heav
ily laden with silt, in both dispersed and colloidal states. Most of 
tIllS mud settles out in Lake Mead. Genemlly clear water will leave 
this reservoir but will pick up more sand and a little silt until again 
clear-ed in the reservoir above Parker Dam. Heavy d.iversions for 
irrigation will be made below this dam. In recognition of the fact 
that the river will again be loaded with bed and suspended silts, an 
elaborate structure is being built at the Imperial heading to rid the 
water of much of this burden. Thus the irrigation canals of Yuma 
and Imperial Valleys will have much less mud and sand to contend 
with than formerly. Hov.rever, it may be necessary t.o make changes 
in canal design for these areas. Formerly canal velocities of 5 to G 
feet per second were not considered excessive, but with relatively clear 
water the limiting velocities may have to be reduced, with corre
sponding reduction in capacity for the same size canal. For old Cftn
nls, this reduction will probably be effected by the construction of 
drop structures; new canals will be designed 1'01' lower velocities. 
Likewise the clearer water 'will increase aquatic growths. 

Oanals irrigating or crossillg the gravel cones immediately below 
the mouths of mountain canyons ill 110ntana, 'Wyoming, Oolorado, 
and Utah, and some of the glacier streams of Washington and Ore
gon, are usually characterized by steep, grassy banks and cobble bot
toms (pI. 24, A). When well aged, such beels become graded from 
fine to coarse gravels, with each rock well bedded. Such terrain is 
often on benchland above the geneml river bottom. When new, 
seepage losses are excessive but some canals from 60 to 80 years olel 
are said to be remarkably tight, provided the parent stream carries 
fine silt a portion of the time or artificial silting is effected to fill the 
voids. Sometimes such canals start v,rith values of n of about 0.022 
and then lose capacity as more and more cobblestones wash from the 
matrix of the ba,nks or roll in from above until the value approaches 
0.030; but the accumulation of grac1edmaterial and silt finally makes 
a fairly smooth bed and the value of n returns to around 0.022. 

The soils of western Nebraska are particularly adapted to hard, 
clean canal sections with very low values of n (even below 0.016). 
Selection of too high a value for design may lead to excessive velocities 
and consequent erosion. 

In Arizona, diversions from the Gila, although below Coolidge 
Dam, sometimes run high in silty muds that rapidly encroach on 
t~nal capacity unless the canal can be operated at sustaining veloci
Cles (pI. 23, B). 
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For additional discussion of canal capacity as affected by local con
ditions, the reader is referred to the following authorities: Hopson (27), 
Lippincott (40), Taylor (63), Reclamation Service (65, 66), The 
older volumes of Reclamation Record mention many such examples in 
maintenance and operation notes. 

HYDRAULIC ROUGHNESS 

HYDRAULIC ROUGHNESS INCLUDES MORE THAN ROUGHNESS OF CHANNEL SURFACE 

The rate of flow in a new, straight, uniform channel, conveying 
clear water, is largely determined by the roughness of the channel 
surface, e. g., of earth, concrete, w~)od, metal, or other material. In 
ordinary field use channels do not remain new; they are seldom 
straight; flow against or with prevailing wind~ do or clo not acquire 
growths of insect life, moss, tules, cattails and the like; and carry 
water that contains more or less silt, sand, and gravel, or are subject 
to inflow of such materials from their banks or blown in by winds. 

All these secondary influences set up conditions that may have 
much greater influence on the capacity than the roughness of the 
original channel. In the design of canals, it is this massed infiuence 
of all conditions, both on the channel surface itself and out in the 
water prism, that must be anticipated in the selection of a value of n 
or other roughness coefficient (35, p. 304). The values of n as f01Uld 
in field research are due to this hydraulic roughness rather than to 
any surface roughness only. Seldom can the separate losses due to 
each of many conditions other than channel surface be evaluated. 

Since there is always friction, even in the best of channels, it is best 
to think of the conditions in terms of degrees of roughness rather than 
the degrees of smootlmess. Thus, the rougher (hydraulically) the 
channel, the larger the value of n. 

For any muterial of construction, the hydruulic roughness is a 
minimum, the velocities and hence the ca,pacity a maximum, if pre
cautions are taken to

1. Specify and obtain a good grade of original surface, if of concrete it should 
be hard as well as smooth. 

2. Get as favorable alinement as is feasible at reasonable expense. Gentle 
curvature is usually unavoidable and its influence is sometimes difficult to locate 
in terms of values of n. In other words, losses due to such curvature are not 
excessive. Sharp cnrvature and bends have definite extra losses and should be 
provided for. 

3. Reduce the mud cOlltent in the canal water to a millimum, especially the 
bed load. It may be advisable to retain silty muds to reduce percolation losses 
and the capacity of cobble bottom channels will be improved by such muds in 
filling spaces between rocks. 

4. As water is cleared, aquatic growths iucrease. Maintenance operations 
should provide for the continuous reduction of such growths. 

For discussion of roughness in addition to that of the containing 
chunnel surfuce, the reader is referred to the following authorities: 
Buckley (6), Dibble and Parry (13), Ellis (14), Finley (16), Grunsky 
(25), Haltom (26), Hopson (27), Lippincott (40), Taylor (63), (65), 
and Etcheverry (15). 

CHANNEL SURFACE ROUGHNESS AFFECTS THE FLOW 

When the cross £('ction of the usual flowing canal is explored with 
a current meter, it is noticed that the velocities increase from the 
sides toward the center and from the surface and bottom towurd a 
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point approximately three-tenths of the water depth below the surface. 
These mcreases take place in fairly smooth curves without shearing 
offsets, except right at the channel surface.21 

If the velocities at the side and bottom are excessively retarded by 
a very rough chalmel, then the whole curve' of velocities is held back 
across the water prism (fig. 3). Likewise, the curve from the water 
surface down may be greatly retarded by wind movement upstream. 

The author has seen 
flow almost stopped in 
shallow canals during 
heavy adverse winds. 
Of course, a downstream 
wind will increase the 
velocities by pulling 
forward thesurfaceene!s 
of the vertical velocity 
curves. Thus canals 
flowilW. with or against 
prevailing wind direc
tions should be designed 
,,,itl1 this factor inmind. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
ROUGHNESS 

To get the best ca
pacity results, local 
surfnces should be uni
form as regards the 

.~ materinl, and lnrge 
surfnces should be free~ 

,~ I f---7'""9!--I----+----I-----+--~__i of undulations and 
<\l sudden c.hanges in con
~ figuration (pI. 4, B). 

A material that lends 
O~---::2':-O---4:'::O---::':60:-----::'80:-:--~IO::-:!O itself to one kine! of 

Pe('cent of surface width, T rouglmessinlocnlareas 
and another kind inFIGURE 3.-Typical horizontal velocity curves, showing trends toward 

bank velocities for canals of various values of 71. If smooth surfaces larger areas develops
increase the bank velocities then thewhole velocity curve is increased. 
It is not possible to hold a cnrrentmeter at the extreme sides of lined primary and secondary 
channels, hence the trend only can be shown. The number of the roughness. To illuscurve corresponds to the reference number in table 1. 

trate: CorrulSnted 
metal is made of a smooth material-the primary surface-but is 
quite rough hydraulically owing to the fluting of the corrugations, a 
ser..<mdary rouglmess. Shot concrete, when cast without forms and 
untDuched, is rough to the hand and undulating of surface, thus 
having both primary and secondary rouglmess in high degree 

"In a large channel It is difficnlt to determine what the horizontal velocity curves lire doing just as they 
reach the side of the water prism. In careful meler men.suremenls on Tiger Creek flume, in California (a 
cbnnnel14 feet wide and approaching tbe rectangle jn shape) the meunlJorizontul velocHy curve was pro· 
jeeted 0.1 foot until it reached the concrete sides of the flume. For a mean velocity of 7.19 feet per second 
the maximum was 7.80 and slightly to one side of the center; the minimum at the left side was 5.52, and on 
the right side 5.88 feet per second. This measurement was in a rellch of ennal for which the value of Kut· 
ter's n was determined to be 0.0118, indicating something akin to slleuring right at the smooth concrete 
wall. Thereafter the curve of velocities IIraduall!' reached a ma:'timum and then diminished as the opposite 
side was approached. Had the channel sides been slightly ronghened, the extreme side velocities would 
have been less and then the whele horizontal velocity curve wOllld have been dragged back so that the 
same quuntity of flow Q, would have required a larger cross section. 

http:surface.21
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(pIs. 3, G and 21, A). Some plaster coats are similar in texture 
(pI. 4, B). Concrete cast against forms, on the other hand, may 
have many small air pockets and be quite rough in primary surface. 
However, if smooth rigid forms are used, the resulting surface will 
be without undulations, and thus the secondary surface may be 
excellent and overshadow the local rouglmesses. Secondary roughness 
affects the capacity of a c11annel by inducing slashing eddies that 
completely anDul the good effects of a smooth primary surface. A 
sandy canal bed lllay develop eyen three types of roughness. When 
bedded down, such a bottolll is quite smooth; the equal of a good 
earth channel. Such sand usually requires a small admi"ture of clayey 
muds. At the saltation stage a rough bottom of small traveling dunes 
reduces capacity both by loss of channel space but also by higher 
yalues of n. On the other hand, large canals and rivers jn sandy 
beds sometimes acquire a bottom with many deep temporary pockets 
where sand boils have "exploded" (pI. 23, 0). The pockets so formed 
soon fill with other bed material and other poekets are developed. 

The All-American Canal in southern California would probably 
have been of this type if a sandy channel, as excayated, had been used. 
Howeyer, this type of channel was made oversize and lined with a 
refill of selected earth so compacted that entirely difl'erent conditions 
will preyail, and the pockets so characteristic of sand beds ,y-ill not 
develop. 

Secondary roughness has 0iten been overlooked in choosing a value 
of n for design pmposes. 

OTHER CONDITIONS THAT AFFECT THE FLOW 

vVere hydraulic rouglllless confined to the surface of the containing 
channel, the range of surfaces would begin at the equivalent of plate 
glass or celluloid and end with the roughest of rock cuts and boulder
strewn torrents. A surfnce approaching that of plate glass is attained 
in seIDe of the best workmanship in concrete. Such a surface might 
be represented in an open channel by Kutter's n=O.OlO. Very small 
channe1s in glass, smooth cement, or celluloid attain even 0.008 for n. 
At the other extreme woulcllie the rough roek cut with a value of 0.040 
for actual cross section and, say, 0.035 for the "paper" section on 
which the cut is based. However, values of n even beyond 0.100 are 
reached. In any given canal, values above or below those attribut
able to the containing surfnce are induced in many distinct ways. 
:Moss, tules, cattails and other water-lonng plants especially reduce 
capacity. Scattered patches of rock debris, shifting sand, and the 
like not only reduce the capncity by drugging back the velocity fila
ments of current but also by diminishing the area, of the water prism. 
Likewise, excessive curvature, channel constrictions at bridges, 
checks, and other opemtion strnctures all cut down the general ca
pacity of the channel, unless complete allowances for their separate 
losses have been included in the yarious steps of fall allotted to each 
portion of the canal. 

It is kno\'tll that n smooth coating of fine silty mud will slick up a 
rough concrete surface and improve its cnpacity. Of course, beyond 
a certain amount of this action the capacity would drop, owing to the 
throttling effect On the chnnnel area. 

The preceding paragraphs explnin why hydraulic friction controlling 
the capacity of any channel covers much more than the skin friction 
of contaet between the channel surface and the water prism, and also 

8440jO-3D-(j 
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between the water surface and the air. Too often the designer con
templates the channel surface only, without regard to the many other 
influences that may have greater effect on the capacity than the con
dition of the channel surface. 

ESTIMATE DIAGRAM 

Figure 4 gives a solution for general problems involving the Kutter 
formula. The use is best explained by an example. The dashed 
lines show that in a channel with hydraulic radius, R=2.6 and with 
an assumed value of n=0.015 and, a slope of 0.00125 the velocity will 
be about 6.7 feet per second. The quantity Qf flow, Q, 'is then equal 
to A V. This diagram can be used for design of canal sections of any 
shape. For very flat slopes interpolate between guide lines, which 
are split for divergent values of n. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VALUES OF n FOR DIFFERENT KINDS OF 
CANALS 

While the following discussion is in terms of the various materials 
of which the canals are constructed and thereafter ]mown, it is fully 
appreciated that the greatest variations from standard values are due 
to influences that may not identify themselves with any particulnr 
materials of construction. lvloreover, these influences do not always 
appear in the form of surface roughness. In these facts lies the great
est difficulty hampering the development of retardation factors for a 
few categories of roughness and then placing all assumed variations 
within one of these categories according to their appearance compared 
with the known criteria. For example, a clean, rough lining of shot 
concrete untouched by trowel or other smoothing device, may have 
exactly the same roughness factor as a smooth concrete channel with 
a well-developed growth of moss in the water prism, In the one case 
an excellent footing is obtained, the f>urface is very rough to the hand 
and an obvious lack of refinement exists, In the other, little footillg 
is obtainable, the surface may be slick and smooth to the hand and 
there is little or no appearance of surface rouglmess. Yet the capac
ities are both obviously below par; in other words, roughness may not 
be dimensional. 

The cause of the hydraulic rouglmess may be quite different in the 
:flowing prism of water from the condition appearing when thc water 
has been turned out of the canal. Such circumstances make it im
possible to evaluate roughness coefficients except in an empirical way. 
If certain surfaces could be established as standard (say comparable 
with the seven primary colors) they could perhaps be definitely evalu
ated in a laboratory. There would still be the many variations of 
surface find other conditions causing hydraulic roughness comparabJe 
with the innumerable shades of colors, and these would be more 
common than the standards originally tested. 

VALUES OF n FOR EARTH CANALS 
Basic 

value, nModerate size canals and Iaterals___________________________________ 0.0225 
Very large canals____ -_ ____ ___ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ ___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ ____ . 020 
Very small canals and ditches___ _ _ _____ __ __ __ _____ __ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ _ ____ . 025 

The basic values given above are extensively used for design pur
poses in the United States. However, there may be wide variations 
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from these values, and the conditions that lead to them nl"(' i1l<licuted 
tmder specified groups. 

The value of 11 for earth channels extends oyer a fnr greater l'lluge 
than that typifying auy other material. 110re complex conditions, 
more permutations and combinutions of conditions exist than are 
possible in a chanuel not erodible at rensonnble Yl'locities. If kept 
clean, concrete, wood, or steel must mnintain about the same eross 
section, uniform as a rule. Earth, on the other hnnd, may form a 
definite periphery of a channel when new, but after 11 few years of 
opera.tion the chamcter of the boundary has entil·el.V changed. Gm,,;:;, 
weeds, and fibrous roots may form the material Jor nearly vertical 
sides (35, p. /233), while the bottom may silt up or scour deeper; it 
may be smooth or deeply pocketed. A distinct trapezoidal form 
changes to 11 segment 01' an ellipse, silt depositing in the lower corners, 
while the middle of the bed remains unchanged or becomes strewn 
with rocks or gl'llvel. The true shape of the ellipse depends on the 
materials. Fine silts without heavy abrasives approach a half circle, 
while earth with many cobble plums generally shnpes into 11 very flat 
ellipse, with vertical or eyen overhanging sides (35, p. 233): \Yhen 
test pits or other means show that mauy cobblestones are in the 
"earth" formation, it is quite certain that a cobble-bottom canal will 
be formed after a few years of opel'lltion. Then a, value of n=0.026 
or more will hold until silts and smaller stones form a graded bed with 
a value approximating those usually used in design (n=0.020 to 0.025). 

The values of n given in the follo\\.mg list cover the usual condi
tions, while a study of the descriptions of the chnnllels under the 
earth-channel headings will disclose the influence thu.t changes the 
value of n from one of these standards. 

1. 11=0.016 for excellent conditions of earth channels. The ve
locity to be so low that a slick d<.'posit of silt may accumulate, or the 
natural material be such as to become smooth when wet. The influ
ence of vegetation at the edges to be fl. minimum, The water to be 
free of moss and other aquatic growth. The alinement to be free of 
bends and sharp curves. 

2. n=O.OlS for conditions illtermedinte beh,'een types 1 and 3. 
For ,:olcanic-ash soils with no Yegetation. For lnrge canals in very 
fine SlIt. 

3. n=0.020 for well-constructed cnnals in firm earth or fine, packed 
gravel where velocities nre such thnt silt Illay fill the interstices in the 
gravel. The bt1llks to be denn-cut fl.lld free of disturbing vegetation. 
The alinement to be reasonably straight. Very.large canals of type 4 
may be designed with 1J.=0.020. 

4. n....:.:.0.0225, although carried to one more significllllt figure, is 
given for the reason that it has long be~n used for this type and the 
tests do not disclose any reason for chunging. This vnlue for the 
average well-constructed canal in material which will eventually have 
a medium-sIllooth bottom, with graded gravel, grass on the edges and 
average alignment 01' silt at both sides of the bed and a few scattered 
stones jn the middle. Hardpnn in good condition, clay and lava-ash 
soil take about this value. Regime channels take about n=0.0225 
for design purposes (35). 

5. n=0.025 for canals where the retarding influence of moss, 
growths of dense grass neaT the edges, or scattered cobbles begins to 
show. The value of n in earth channels where the maintenance is 

http:follo\\.mg
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neglected commences at this value and rapidly goes up. This is 
good value to use in the design of small head ditches or a small ditch 
to serve but one or two farms. Also for canals in a hilly terrain, 
where the upper bank may be wholly in cut, thus making the canal 
liable to much debris rolling down the hillside above. Such canals 
should be cleaned at least once a year or they will' not keep in condi
tion that yields a value as favorable as 0.025. This value was much 
used from 1900 to 1910 for canal design. Since then 0.0225 has been 
adopted for the same conditions. 

6. n=0.030 for canals subject to heavy growths of moss or other 
aquatic plants. Banks irregular or overhanging, with dense rootlets. 
Bottom covered with large fragments of rock, or bed bndly pitted by 
erosion. Values of n between 0.025 and 0.030 also cover the condI
tion where the velocity is so high that cobbles are kept clean and un
packed in the center of the canal, but silt deposits near the sides. 
A complete covering of coarse gravel without firm bedding takes 
about this value. Such canals usually constructed in earth conglom
erate. For large flood'way channels, well maintained. 

7. n=0.035 for canals about .50 percent choked with moss growth. 
For flood channels that will not receive continuous maintenance, say 
with a dense Bermuda-grass carpet. 

S. n=0.040 for cnnals badly choked with moss or heavy growths. 
For cannls in which scattered large cobbles and boulders will collect; 
approaching a mountain stream in clean loose cobbles. 

Floodways poorly maintained go from 0.050 up. 

VALUES OF n FOR CONCRETE UNINGS 

Where water is highly valuable, the attainment of a given capacity 
essential, or the loss of water detrimental, concrete lining is generally 
used. It may be a coat of cement-and-sand plaster, say three
quarters of an inch thick, applied to a moist, neatly trimmed earthen 
bank (pI. 7, 0). It is usually of reinforced concrete developed by 
dumping, pouring, or pumping more or less moist concrete mixtures 
into panels and bringing the surface to a predetermined location by 
means of screeds, trowels, or movable smoothing platforms (pI. 1, A). 
The panels are usually sepnrated by expnnsion joints. Concrete mny 
also be shot by compressed air as a mLxture of cement, sand, nnd water 
against a moist, trimmed earth bank (pI. 2, A); against wood or steel 
forms; as a body matrix, filling rubble walls to a relatively even sur
face, or as a coating to fix the surface of arock cut and prevent weather
ing and leakage (pI. 21, A). If the water to be conveyed is relatively 
clear and experience in the neighborhood indicates that excessive 
moss or larval conditions will not be present, then full utilization of 
smooth surfaces may be made. If a smooth surface is to be masked 
by silt, or moss, insect eggs, and larvae, any added e}."pense for smooth 
surfaces is hardly warranted as these influences are likely to be effec
tive on smooth and rough surfaces alike and tend to bring them to 
uniformity (pI. 1, B). The basic resulting surfaces, formed by the 
last two methods, are so dissimilar in characteristics that they require 
some separate djscussion, although both are essentially concrete. 

Types I and II cover basic values of n for poured and shot concrete 
respectively. Variations from these bnsic values are given in types 
III to VII inclusive. 
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1. Poured concrete, basic value, n=0.014.-This is the value used for 
many years by the Bureau of Reclamation for poured-concrete canul 
linings. It is conserV'atiV'e for ordinary conditions, in that modern 
met.hods yield original surfaces at least one or two points lower and 
hence some acquired roughness has been disl"olll1ted (pI. 1, A). ·Where 
the original surface will not chauge, tbis value conforms to surfuces 
as left by smooth-jointed forms or to be roughly troweled. 'Vhere 
alinement is about equal in curves and tangent lengths. The bed to 
be clean and free from rough deposits. This value uJso applicable to 
shot-concrete surftlCes, when cleaned and well broomed (pI. 2, B) or 
shot agllinst smooth wood or steel fncillg (i. e., the wood or steel is 
on the water side (57 pl. 1, C). 

II. SLot COIl crete, bnsic value, n=0.017.-For concrete shot on 
cannl bed or side wnlIs, against u smoothly trimmed enrth bnse or 
against bonrd or steel backing (opposite. from the water side) this 
value is applicable if the resulting surfnce is Dot subjected to uny 
smoothing treatment nnd is to carry denr wu ter. The surfnce, with
out heavy aCfuutic growth, is distinctly rough, with individunl snnd 
and small pebbles clearly outstanding. The hand cunnot be slid over 
such a surface without beulg scratched. Beside this rough prickly 
local surface the secondary roughness is developed by undulations an 
inch or more between the planes of summits and vn.lleys (pI. 3, C). 
·Where maximum cupucity is lIot of moment or where the ca.pacity of 
the rough surface still is sufficient for the maximum supply of water, 
this type of concrete is excellent in that it hus great density and hence is 
very watertigh t. Usually the rebound strips the loose pebbles of theu' 
cement coatings and thus results in a concrete rich in cement. This 
is particularly true at the top of canal side wnlls, the mixture getting 
leaner as the bottom is reached. The rebou11Cl should not be allowed 
to set where it falls as it contributes to un excessive roughness and has 
little value in cementing properties and strength. If leftul the canul, 
such a bottom is easily pierced with a steel rod in the hand; hence 
easily breaks up and loses the desired wu.tertight properties. 

n=0.017 is also applicable to very roughly coated poured linings 
with uneven expansion joints. 

Conditions under which departures from these basic values of n Cfin be 
nnticipated are described below. In hydraulic research work with mod
els, similarity of surfac.e mfi;Y require approach to exceedingly smooth 
sllrfuces and computatIOlls III terms of very low yulues of n. For such 
work the reader is referred to Stile's tables (60) which begin atn=0.006. 

III. n=0.0]2 for harel, poured concrete of the highest grade of 
material and workmun;;hip filld exceptionally good conditions. Quite 
generally used for deSIgn from 1900 to 1915. Since then 0.014 has 
been used under the same conditions. The surface of the lining to be 
us smooth to the hand as u troweled sidewalk. The expnnsion joints, 
if anYl to be so w~ll masked that they practically fulfill the same 
condItIOns. The clunate and wuter to be such that moss, mud, or 
insect larvae do not accumulate to any great extent. These items can 
usually be checked by inspections of other canals ill t.lw neighborhood. 
'rhe water should be free of shifting material. The alinement should 
be of long tangents joined by smooth gentle curves. The channel 
must be of true dimensions and laid to uniform grades. This value, 
or even one point lower (n =0.011) is more rendily obtained in a semi
circular or parabolic form than in the trapezoidal form. This may 
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be in small'part due to the added hydraulic efficiency of the curved 
shape, but IS more probably due to tbe lise of oiled-steel forms in 
obtaining these shapes. This value should seldom be used in design. 
It will often be attained in tbe original surface under modern (1937) 
methods but will too often be radically cbanged under operative con
ditions. Shot concrete has been surface-treated so well tbat this 
value has been attained, but it is probably at least one point (0.001) 
too low for design use. 

IV. n=0.013 for construction as in type III but with curves as in 
the usual mountain canyon. Same construction and alignment as in 
type III but with small aIllount of sand or debris in the water. Con
struction as in type I but with very favorable alignment or for water 
that carries a very smull amount of colloidal silts that will form a 
thin slick coating on an original surface of slight roughness. This 
value of n clln be used for design in the conveyance of clear water where 
excellent concrete surfaces can be assured wlder specifications calling 
for premium work and where conditions are such that the original 
surface is reasonably certain to r-emain the long-time operative sur
face. Shot concrete that has been given the best of smoothing treat
ment with trowel or str-uck with a steel blade, so that it raLes equully 
with poured concrete of best workmanship, cnn then be considered 
llnder the specifications introducing this paragraph. One large-area 
nqueduct floor was brought to an even surface with a metal screed, 
then smoothed with a wooden float and finally polished with a metal 
hand trowel. The result v{Quld justify 0.013 for design and probably 
mte 0.012 or less as an initial value. 

V. n=0.015 for construction as in type I but with sharp curves 
and clean bottom or moderate curves and much debris on the bottom 
but clean-cut sides. TIllS is about the value to use for the conveyance 
of muddy waters of streams like Rio Grande and the Colorado (of the 
far West) in either- poured or shot concrete. That is, both smooth 
and rough concrete as originally lnid down, are likely to arrive at a 
fairly common surface. A slick mud coating with mossy reinforce
ment sometimes takes on the characteristics of soft suede leather and 
can be peeled off the surface in flakes as large as the hand. This 
toughness produces a surface that has fair capacity and is not easily 
eroded. This value of n should be used in design for broomed shot 
concrete with either clear or muddy water although lesser values may 
be attained. Smooth CDncrete that is seasonally roughened by insect 
larvae or algal growths takes a value of n=0.015 or higher. Consid
eration should be given to the concurrent seasonal water supply. 
If it is always inadequate to meet the canal capacity during the same 
months that bring the seasonal reduction in that capacity, the can!!'l 
may be designed with a lower value of n, say 0.014, and still be large 
enough to carry midsummer flows. 

VI. n=0.016 for lining made with rough board forms conveying 
clear water with small amounts of detritus. For well-made concrete 
in deep cuts leading to or from tunnels and subject to heavy contribu
tions of rocky detritus from steep-cu t banks. For old linings that have 
been improved with a thin cement mortar coat, since this coat is quite 
liable to spall off, especially in a country of cold winters. For smooth 
or rough concrete if conveying waters that develop moderate coatings 
of lime (CaC03). 
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Lining of original type I eventually takes about this value if subject 
to reasonably heavy moss growth or large amounts of cobble detritus. 
Likewise, maximum values of n due to larval growth take about this 
value. 

VII. n=0.018 for very rough concrete with sharp curyes and de
posits of gmvel and moss. A broken gradient, irregular cross section, 
and the like, contribute to this high yalue of n. 

Wllere experiments show higher values of n than those given above 
for concrete linings, the conditions are such, as a rule, that the con
taining material has lost its identity as concrete, and thick coatings 
of sand, accumula.tions of moss, or deposits of sand change the general 
classification of the channel. 

VALUES OF n FOR MISCELLANEOUS CHANNEL MATEIUALS 

1. Cobble-bottom canals. The typical clean-washed cobblestone 
canal is so common near the mouths of canyons that it should be 
recognized as in a distinct category. Where the cobbles are gmded 
in size and well packed the value of n is about 0.027, increasing as the 
larger rocks predominate and the bck of gmded sizes prevents pack
ing, and reaching 0.040 for large boulders and heavy sand. The 
value of n is reduced as silt masks the cobbles and the usual earth 
canal approached. 

2. Wood-plank linings, n=O.016 and up. Since these linings are 
in contact with the ground, they allow grass and weeds to become 
well rooted in the cracks. Likewise, they are genera!ly uneven with 
patches of mud and moss (pI. 10, B). 

3. Rubble and concrete combination, n=0.015 and up. Where 
clear water is carried in a smooth bottom and well-plastered sides 
the lower value will hold. If the sides are unplastered, n=0.017 is a 
minimum value to use. For fair rock bottom and shot-concrete 
sides, n=0.017 and up. For rubble channels, both sides and bottom 
roughly covered with cement mortar a value of n=0.025 may be 
reached. 

4. Uniform rubble, or concrete sides only and natural-channel 
bed (pI. 12, B), n=0.018 and up. For canals and rectified river 
channels. Concrete or relatively smooth rock bottom and wood
plank sides, n=0.017 aud up. The lower values will apply if the 
plank lining is helel awa.y from the side wall (pI. 8, 0). 

5. Rock-cut canals, n=0.035 or less. The rugher value holds for 
untouched rock cuts, based on the "paper" cross section. Over
break makes thE; channel larger \,,~th a net slower velocity than for 
the paper section. Probably the actual value, based on the in
tricacies of the broken surface, runs about n=0.040, but it is hardly 
feasible to anticipate the extent and formation in the overbreak, 
hence use of the design section and the lower value of n is better. 
VVhere the cut is smoothed up with shot concrete, of course the values 
of n drop rapidly. Usually such a surface-is very undulating; also, 
such a canal is generally given a high velocity, as the work is ex
pensive. Thus mere surface appearance should not lead to the selec
tion of a too-definitely exact value of 11. The local areas may justify 
0.017 but the undula.tions require a value of about 0.025. 

More discussion of flow in rock-cut channels will be found under 
the following authorities: Ramser (50, 51), Sherman (59), Mugnier 
(44), DeLacy (12), and Newman (45). 
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VARIATIONS OF n IN THE SAME CANAL 

It is well known that the same channel does not necessarily have 
the same value of n tluoughout the season. Aquatic growths, 
especially moss, may so change the value of n from early spring to 
the middle of summer that the channel may carry but 75 percent of 
its rated capacity for the same depth of water in the channel. The 
author made a series of eurrent-meter meaSlU'ements on a prominent 
lined canal near Yakima, W·ash., during July. The canal conveyed 
more than 70 second-feet when clean in the spring, but in July it 
carried but 62 second-feet, although bankfull. 'fhe yelocity was 
retarded by moss accmnulations. As the total capacity of the canal 
is needed tlu'oughout the season, it woulcllHwe been better to design 
this concrete channel for a value of n about 0.017 for moss and sharp 
bends than to use a value of 0.012 as was done. A high velocity 
would have resulted during the months when the canal was clean, 
but this would not have injured the concrete. Insect larvae have 
mueh the same seasonal effect. 

Occasional comments are made to the effect that the value of n 
changes with the depth of water in the same ehannel. If this is true 
the data in figure 5 indicate the change is very slight and quite negli
gible. "While it is sometimes shown by a series of meaSUl"ements in 
the same channel, the author believes the change is largely due to 
differences in surface between bottom and sides of the channel, 
especially in a lined canaJ.22 Almost invariably the bottom is rougher 
than the sides, especially in the older canals. This is true of both 
poured and shot concrete. In flwt the bottom should be considered 
first when increase of the capacity of a concrete-lined canal is at
tempted. If the water is free of sand, a hare! smooth inner lining of 
rich cement-and-sand mortar will materially increase the canal 
capacity. },flany otherwise good linings have a bottom corresponding 
to a value of n of 0.017 or more while the sides rate less than 0.014. 
Thin inner linings should be well bonded with the old surface, other
wise they will scale and spall off so tha t the surface may become 
rougher than before the improvement was attempted. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A careful study of the data in tIns bulletin and the extensive 
literature bearing on the capacity of canals, together with first-hand 
observations of snch channels with an especially critical interest in 
their capacity features over a period of nearly 30 years, warrant the 
following conclusions. 

(1) The Kutter (Ganguillet-Kutter) formula is applicable to the 
design and operation of open artificial channels of sizes in general 
use. It is favored over all others in most countries where irrigation 
canals are common, and is almost lmiversally used for canals in hydro
electric practice. 

(2) The Manning formula can be used with the same values of 
n' as for n in the Kutter formula over a range between about 0.012 
and 0.020 or, in other words, through the zone most used for canals 
in concrete, wood, or metaL 

(3) Oaution should be used in design by the Manning formula 
outside the range given in (2) above, if the designer is thinking in 

" DARK, A. L. See footnote 13. 

http:canaJ.22
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terms of a value of n in the 
Kutter formula. (Over a 1--I--+-~I_+-I-'-t-;t""1'''~0-H-+t-;-++JJ.l' ~J 7.0 

11 ~5, 11large range of Rand S, an , IT! .w. 
equivalent value of n' for, 	 I J1 !: 
n may be found in pub
lished tables (34).) 

(4) Manning's formula 
is much the easier to solve 
as a problem in simple
mathematicsand also lends 
itself for application where 
any 0 f the usua 1 f 'unctIOns 

used in connection with 
some other phase of lw
draulics, such as the SOl1:1
tion of backwater ClU've 
problem. 

(5) Shortcomings are 
recognized in the Kutter 
formula but their influence 
is only of moment under 
conditionsseldomfoundin 
canal practice. (The new 
All-American canal, in 
southern Oalifornia may 
bring out such influences, 
as R and Vare both quite

S · g 1 
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mooted slope factor in 
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tlve.)
(6) The factor n must 
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which tend to retardveloc~ 
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ences are undoubtedly (a) 
rubbing friction between 
the water and the contain
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water. The lack of carry
ingcapacityinmanychan
nels is probably due to the 
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sharp curves in the flliuement. (d) Influences thflt tend to accentuate 
sinuous currents. TIEl concrete lining in a rough-rock cut muy fep} 
quite smooth and yet be so undulating as to cause heayy cross cur
rents which retard velocity. All projections and irregularities in 
the bank of a canul disturb the flow in addition to exposing a large 
area to rubbing friction. (e) Sand and gmvel cause heavy loss in 
velocity wl~p.n allowed to enter and accumulate in shifting patches 
on a lined canal bed. Fine sand drifts downstream in deep, irregular 
pockets and may entirely change the character of the bottom~of a. 
smoothly lined canul. On the other hanel, a water laden with fme 
silt flows more freely after the silt hns dep;)sited in a. slick coat oyer 
minor irregularities th~l,n in a now, though cl0an. canal. A cnnul 
carrying such a water lllay be designed for a far higher velocity 
through the same kind of soil thtl,n would be the case if the water 
were clear. It is necessary only to run low heads in thr new canal 
until a thiek waxy deposit has been placrcl on the canal bed, after 
which the ndocity may be nearly doubled over that which would 
have sCl)ured the material in. which the cantl,l was originally excavated. 
(f) The prevailing wind direction may be given some considemtion. 
A study of vertical velocity curves shows a marked change in form 
with change in wind condition. A downstream wind aids the flow 
of surface water to the extent that it has the maximum velocity in 
the vertical, while an upstream ,,,ind so shapes the velocity Cllrye 
that the surface velocity is as slow as that near the bottom. 

(7) A value of n must be chosen which will apply to the canal in 
question at the critical period of the season. For instancr, most 
canals are cleaned 'Once a ye1',1·. ;\. growth of moss may becollle very 
heavy by July or August, but the watpr supply may be much less 
than during the early day;; of June. If the canal is designed to carry 
its peak load on the basis )f its being in good condition, there will still 
be sufficient carrying ca.p !1city for the smaller discharge when moss 
has appeared. 

(8) In the design of ea.rth channels having a trapezoidal form 
when constructed, the computations should be based on the expecta
tion that the cann,l will take an elliptical fnrm within a short time flnd 
thereafter maintain this shape unless altered artificially. 

(9) Capacity of old rough concrete canals can be materiall;\~ in
creased at a fraction of the capital charge for the original construction. 

(10) Shot concrete should be surface-treated to secure high capac
ity. If capacity is sufficient anyway then water tightness is better 
assured without surface treatment, as this includes a tendency toward 
more porous concrete. 

(11) Initial high capacity due to smooth smfaces is not a permanent 
feature where muddy waters predominate. Such water increases 
the capacity of a very rough channel and decreases the capacity of a 
very smooth one. 

(12) Determinations of the values of 11 in experimental research 
work should not be conducted on the basis of the surface slope. The 
energy slope is the effective quantity and agrees with the surface slope 
only for uniform flow, and uniform flow cannot be assumed to be 
present. Generally it is not. If cross-sectional areas arc developeu 
a.t the ends of a test reach, no matter how uniform the flow looks or 
should be, it is generally fo'und that theRe areas are unlike. Hence 
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the velocities are unlike and have different investments of velocity 
head in their total energy contents. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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